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ABSTRACT

Anger, Genre Bending, and Space in Kincaid, Ferré, and Vilar
by
Suzanne Uzzilia
Advisor: Lyn Di Iorio
This dissertation examines how women’s anger sparks the bending of genre, which
ultimately leads to the development of space in the work of three Caribbean-American authors:
Jamaica Kincaid, Rosario Ferré, and Irene Vilar. Women often occupy subject positions that
restrict them, and women writers harness the anger provoked by such limitations to test the
traditional borders of genre and create new forms that better reflect their realities.
These three writers represent Anglophone and Hispanophone Caribbean literary
traditions and are united by their interest in addressing feminist issues in their work.
Accordingly, my research is guided by the feminist theoretical frameworks provided by Sylvia
Wynter, Virginia Woolf, Audre Lorde, Sara Ahmed, and Aurora Levins Morales. I examine
novels and memoirs by these authors from the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first centuries,
utilizing close reading to examine the deployment of themes mentioned above. Kincaid, Ferré,
and Vilar write and re-write on the same content, often related to familial topics, across works
and across genres and subgenres. They will, for example, tell the same story both fictionally and
nonfictionally, shift the narrative focus from one character to another, or even re-write as a
corrective for initial omissions. This revisiting of material over several publications is itself
another way these authors take up space with their writing.

iv

Though this process of anger leading to genre bending and resulting in the creation of
space occurs with all three authors, each chapter focuses on one step and the author who best
exemplifies that step. Chapter 1 examines anger and Jamaica Kincaid, Chapter 2 studies genre
bending and Rosario Ferré, and Chapter 3 explores space and Irene Vilar. In its totality, this
dissertation shows how coping with constraints can lead to the formation of creative and
enlivening new writing and writing styles.
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INTRODUCTION
All writers must contend with the weight of tradition, not only that of their own culture but of
those writers who have come before them. The fact that many women can write, despite the
additional burden of heteropatriarchal restrictions, speaks to their fortitude, creativity, and
resourcefulness. These women writers pursue their craft within the confines of their respective
subject positions, the limitations of which can create anger. Writer of poetry and prose Audre
Lorde speaks often of anger. In her June 1981 keynote presentation at the National Women’s
Studies Association Conference in Storrs, Connecticut, she stated, “Every woman has a wellstocked arsenal of anger potentially useful against those oppressions, personal and institutional,
which brought that anger into being. Focused with precision it can become a powerful source of
energy serving progress and change” (“Anger” 127). When women writers harness the anger that
builds up because of their oppression, they turn that oppression into creation. They experience
friction when they encounter boundaries and push against constraints until they form a space in
which to work. Many women writers use their struggle with and against cultural constructs as a
wellspring for altering existing genres; such genre bending creates exciting new writing forms.
Lorde’s keynote, “The Uses of Anger: Women Responding to Racism,” concentrated on
the specific oppression of racism and thus was more directly addressing women of color than
white women. Like Lorde, the three women writers whose work are examined in this study are
Caribbean-American women of color, and the intersections of their various identities multiply
and complicate the pressures affecting their work. This study examines contemporary authors
Jamaica Kincaid, Rosario Ferré, and Irene Vilar and how their works engage with anger, genre
bending, and space.

1

Jamaica Kincaid is an Antiguan-American author known for anger in her work. Her early
works were published in The New Yorker; she later expanded into longer works like novels and
memoirs as well. Like Kincaid, Puerto Rican author Rosario Ferré was also known for writing
across genres, including short stories, poems, novels, and essays. She often experimented with
form, bending the genres in which she wrote. Like Ferré, Irene Vilar is also Puerto Rican, and
her memoirs employ multiple memoir subgenres to create space for examining her own
experience. Besides being contemporary Caribbean-American women writers, these three
authors likewise revisit content from one work to the next, often that which relates to their
families, and engage with feminist themes in their work.1 These similarities support their
inclusion in this examination.
All three authors write autobiographically; Kincaid and Ferré also write fictionally. These
areas of writing have been traditionally dominated by men. In their definitive study in the field,
Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson identify the more traditional concept of autobiography as
predating the Western Enlightenment period and privileging “the concept of the self-interested
individual of property” (2). Because this focus on “the autonomous individual and the universal
life story” does not account for more recent autobiographical subjects and styles, particularly in a
postcolonial context, they use instead the broader term “life writing” to recognize the evolution
of this genre into a variety of additional forms (3).
Fiction, too, has traditionally centered a similar perspective as autobiography. For
example, Keja Valens examines the fictional subgenre of the bildungsroman: “The classic
bildungsroman traces the singular account of a universal (read: white, male) protagonist who

Ferré and Vilar specifically identify as feminists, while Kincaid does not. As a self-described “singular beast,”
Kincaid does not claim associations with various movements (Buckner 464); in terms of the feminist movement, she
states, “I don’t mind if people put me in it, but I don’t claim to be in it” (Cudjoe 221). See Ch. 1.
1
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progresses from childhood into adulthood, where marriage consummates his self-realization in
community” (123). Given this definition, it is easy to see how a postcolonial subject like Jamaica
Kincaid could not produce a work in this genre. The bildungsroman does not allow for the story
of a woman, much less a woman of color.2 However, Valens argues that Kincaid’s novella Annie
John (1985) both is and is not a bildungsroman, as she simultaneously engages with and
challenges this genre: “Annie John undermines as much as it mines the bildungsroman, in a way
that can best be understood as queer: it bends the bildungsroman into a narrative of desire
between girls, and the narrative desire is one that Caribbeanizes and queers (that is: twists,
perverts, makes strange) the straight white lines of the bildungsroman” (123-24). Valens
specifically uses the word “bends” to convey how Kincaid both works within and fights against
this subgenre. Though not all the works studied here fall under the specific category of
bildungsroman, Valens’ argument articulates the process by which these writers mutually
embrace and subvert their chosen genres.
Similarly, Gregory Rabassa writes about his translation of Irene Vilar’s A Message from
God in the Atomic Age, later re-released at The Ladies’ Gallery (1998), “Had it been a novel, and
it reads like one, it would have been a remarkable family chronicle and a fine Bildungsroman”
(151). Vilar’s work is a memoir, but Laura Kanost suggests that Vilar presents her first memoir
as “fiction” in her discussion of it in her second memoir because of her many omissions and
obfuscations (Location 2162). These exclusions are the result of outside pressures on her work,

Jenny Sharpe argues Michelle Cliff’s Abeng (1984), which shares similarities with Kincaid’s work, is “a comingof-age story that is precisely not a Bildungsroman” because Clare Savage “fail[s] to learn the truth of her family’s
history” (36). So, Sharpe argues against Cliff’s work as Bildungsroman based not on Clare’s race and gender but
rather her lack of learning about her own subject position.
2
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and this example shows that genre is often multilayered, sometimes requiring multiple efforts or
categories of writing to achieve a fuller expression of experience.
An easy definition of “genre-bending” as a modifier is not forthcoming, as this is often
used as a synonym for “groundbreaking” in review contexts, just as searching for fiction using
the identifier “women’s” often gives results that are decidedly heteroromantic and commercial.
Given that “gender” and “genre” share the same root, one could be tempted to argue that it is
inherent that women’s fiction would be different from men’s fiction. Indeed, in a 2011 interview
with the Royal Geographic Society, Trinidadian-British author V.S. Naipaul argued women
cannot match men in writing because of “sentimentality, the narrow view of the world”;
according to him, a woman is limited in her writing because she is “not a master of a house”
(Fallon). In her essay “The Writer’s Kitchen” (1986; “La cocina de la escritura,” 1982), Rosario
Ferré argued against the idea of feminine versus masculine literature: “The insistence on a
female or a male nature would imply different capacities in women and men insofar as the
achievement of a work of art is concerned, when in fact the capacities of each sex are the same
because they are, above all, basically human” (241).3 Naipaul’s perspective seems to recall a
Victorian viewpoint with a strict division between the male realm, “the public world of
commerce, in which competition, selfishness, and materialist values ruled,” and the female
realm, “the private world of the home, which provided comfort, companionship, and spiritual
renewal” (Rosenman 4). His claim articulates societal challenges to women’s writing and
illustrates how chauvinist perspectives such as his own could provoke anger in women writers,
which would then materialize in their writing. Ferré’s insistence that women’s and men’s writing

She later revisited this argument in her introduction to her father’s memoir, though this later equivocation was
likely in the interest of sparing her father her feelings about his writing. See Ch. 2.
3
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is not essentially different is based on her emphasis on our shared humanity rather than the
different forces acting on different genders.4 It is not the case that fiction written by women
automatically bends the genre of fiction, Rather, women’s life experiences, particular those in
which they must adjust to the limitations and expectations imposed by their surrounding societal
structures, often prepare them to employ creative adjustments to their chosen writing genres to
better accommodate their experiences as women in what arguably continues to be a man’s world.
Though all three women engage with the wider world in areas of their writing, despite
Naipaul’s claims, the struggles with society at large are often exemplified by struggles within the
family. How, for example, does an assertively intelligent reader write about a mother who
undervalues her, a father who disowns her, or a brother for whom she was forced to forgo her
education, as does Kincaid? How is a self-identified feminist to write about the racist and
misogynist perspectives of her beloved family, as does Ferré? How does a thoughtful observer of
the world write about the outside pressures upon her writing while still under those outside
pressures, as does Vilar? These are all challenges that Kincaid, Ferré, and Vilar face and yet still
manage to address, to varying degrees of success, over the course of their writing careers.
For example, Jamaica Kincaid is well-known for her angry and complicated relationship
with her mother, the basis of most of her writing and the focus of much critical attention.5 She
has an absent father, as well as younger brothers with whom she is not especially close, the
purported subjects of her later work. Just as much of her writing claims one subject while

4

Neither perspective considers gender diversity, though one can discuss gender and genre on an increasingly
granular level. See, for example, Jacob Tobia’s memoir Sissy: A Coming-of-Gender Story (2019). They argue (Tobia
uses they/them pronouns) that there exists a classic trans narrative that “glamorizes trauma” (15) and reinforces the
gender binary and that trans folks “deserve more expansive portrayals of trans lives,” like their own (19).
5
See Laura Niesen de Abruna, “Jamaica Kincaid’s Writing and the Maternal-Colonial Matrix”; Merle Hodge,
“When Daughters Defy: Jamaica Kincaid’s Fiction”; J. Brooks Bouson, Jamaica Kincaid: Writing Memory, Writing
Back to the Mother; and Victoria Burroughs, Whiteness and Trauma: The Mother-Daughter Knot in the Fiction of
Jean Rhys, Jamaica Kincaid and Toni Morrison.
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discussing another, her writing similarly claims one genre while taking on the characteristics of
another. This facility at writing between genres combined with her familial friction and
estrangement allows her to develop space to write without regard to her family’s preferences or
feelings.
Rosario Ferré was an enthusiastic feminist and independentista early in her writing
career, while her father, Luis A. Ferré, the governor of Puerto Rico, was the founder of a prostatehood party. Because she could position herself in opposition to her father, her angry
feminism was made more visible. When she later converted to a pro-statehood stance and
assisted her father in the writing of his auto/biography, she was viewed as wavering in her
politics and her feminism, despite the fact that the American mainland influence on the island
may have in some ways strengthened and provided additional space for her feminism. Ferré
wrote both fiction and non-fiction that complicated and distorted the lines of genre. When her
writing had more distance from her family, she had more space to critique freely; when it was
more autobiographical, her commitment to family over craft gave less room for comment.
Finally, Irene Vilar lives in the shadow of her grandmother, Puerto Rican nationalist
Lolita Lebrón. Vilar seeks to please both her grandmother and her professor-husband in writing
her first memoir, obscuring some significant events in her life and repressing her anger at this
outside editorial control. This requires the writing of a second memoir as a corrective measure.
In writing the second, addressing the controversial content that was omitted from the first
involves careful, proleptic navigation among her varied reading audiences. In both, she
undertakes the writing of several subgenres of memoir in the interest of satisfying the competing
demands of her multiple observers, resulting in memoirs that often alter the limits of this genre.
The multiplicity of memoirs opens space to account for Vilar’s complex testimony.
6

The familial situations described above provoke anger in these three authors that, though
it may not necessarily present itself outwardly, manifests itself within the context of their
writing. Spurred by this anger, Kincaid, Ferré, and Vilar write novels and memoirs that do not
strictly conform to their purported type of writing. These three women writers bend the genres in
which they write to make them adapt to their own experiences, rather than the other way around,
thus taking up space and resulting in interesting new forms of writing. That they write and rewrite on similar content suggests that this struggle is continuous; this is another way these
authors take up space with their writing.
While each of the three themes will be discussed briefly with all three authors, each
chapter will focus on one theme. Chapter 1 will discuss anger in Kincaid, Chapter 2 will discuss
genre bending in Ferré, and Chapter 3 will discuss space in Vilar.
Thematic Review
Anger
While women have always been angry, the divisiveness of our current American political climate
has brought much of this anger to the surface. In the wake of the November 2016 election of
Donald Trump, who publicly and unashamedly admitted to sexually assaulting women, and the
October 2017 resurgence of the #MeToo movement, women’s anger boiled over. At the New
York City Women’s Unity Rally on January 21, 2019, Jamaican-American poet Staceyann Chin
delivered a passionate speech that was as much a poem as her powerful work “All Oppression Is
Connected.” She detailed the origins of black women’s anger from the Atlantic slave trade
through the present, in which she argued that white women co-opted and popularized Tarana
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Burke’s #MeToo movement twelve years after the fact, crying, “Me too / too.”6 She challenged
“weeping white women” in an open letter, roaring, “If you wish to know more / about the
genesis of this black woman’s rage / please fucking Google us / or read bell hooks / or Brittney
Cooper / or any of the blogs from the bevy of black woman writers / your white publisher
husbands and sons and fathers are too afraid to publish.”7 Chin’s speech/poem was invigorating
in its naked emotion, her refusal to repress her rage for the comfort of her audience.8
This resurgence of anger is also evidenced by the recent publication of several books on
the theme of women’s anger. In 2018, such works include Eloquent Rage: A Black Feminist
Discovers Her Superpower by Brittney Cooper (mentioned above by Chin); Rage Becomes Her:
The Power of Women’s Anger by Soraya Chemaly; Fed Up: Emotional Labor, Women, and the
Way Forward by Gemma Hartley; and Good and Mad: The Revolutionary Power of Women’s
Anger by Rebecca Traister.9 These were followed in 2019 by All the Rage: Mothers, Fathers,
and the Myth of Equal Partnership by Darcy Lockman; Era of Ignition: Coming of Age in a
Time of Rage and Revolution by Amber Tamblyn; and the anthology Burn It Down: Women
Writing about Anger edited by Lilly Dancyger.10 The first of Mona Eltahaway’s “necessary sins”
in The Seven Necessary Sins for Women and Girls is anger (2019), and Fury: Women’s Lived

In the published version of this poem, “Tsunami Rising: #MeToo,” Chin does not use this repetition, but rather
writes, “to say #MeToo” (69).
7
Chin’s use of the open letter recalls Audre Lorde’s letter to Mary Daly, author of Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of
Radical Feminism, which Lorde opened to the public after four months without a reply from Daly. Lorde writes,
“The history of white women who are unable to hear Black women’s words, or to maintain dialogue with us, is long
and discouraging” (“Open” 66). All line breaks are added according to my own transcription of Chin’s speech/poem.
8
See also climate activist Greta Thunberg’s 2019 UN Climate Action Summit address. The then-sixteen-year-old
raged to world leaders, “People are dying. Entire ecosystems are collapsing. We are in the beginning of a mass
extinction. And all you can talk about is money and fairy tales of eternal economic growth. How dare you!”
(Lampen).
9
Some of these books have notably similar cover designs to reflect their shared theme. Traister’s and Hartley’s are
white with red lettering; Chemaly’s is red with white lettering. (Traister’s is also subtly embossed with “F*CK.”)
10
In her conversation with Dodai Stewart, Glynnis MacNicol quipped, “The only good thing about 2019 is that you
can rage about the patriarchy and no one thinks you’re strange.”
6
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Experiences During the Trump Era, edited by Amy Roost and Alissa Hirshfeld (2020), includes
essays titled “Fight Like Hell,” “Fire in the Distance,” and “From Reaping to Reckoning.” This
burgeoning discussion invites examination of anger in the works of these three authors.
When Kincaid left Antigua for New York, she worked for The New Yorker, writing
pieces for “The Talk of the Town,” many of which form the short story collection At the Bottom
of the River (1983), including her widely-anthologized “Girl.” In this curious story, just one long
sentence, a mother unleashes a series of directives onto her daughter about how to perform
various chores and behave in public so as not to betray herself as “the slut [she] is so bent on
becoming” (839). The child only interrupts twice, in italics, protesting that she does not sing
benna in Sunday school and asking, “but what if the baker won’t let me feel the bread” (840),
besieged as she is by her mother’s many rules and accusations. The unusual structure of the
story, lacking plot entirely, allows the reader to become overwhelmed by the mother’s power and
influence over her daughter. This story contains the origins of Kincaid’s anger and those of her
heavily-autobiographical protagonists. As the Kincaid protagonist grows, her anger and rebellion
become more pronounced. In Annie John (1985), this character struggles between her intense
identification with her mother and her desire to escape her judgement. She realizes, “My mother
would kill me if she had the chance. I would kill my mother if I had the courage” (89).
One source of anger relates to Kincaid’s battle with her mother over expectations of her
responsibilities as a girl and daughter. Even though her youngest brother, Devon, does not play a
major role in her life, he is the source of at least one of her significant memories. In the memoir
My Brother (1997), Kincaid points out that it is because of her younger brothers that her mother
takes her out of school before taking the exams that could have gotten her a scholarship off the
island (74). She resents what her mother asks of her, that she “was always being asked to forgo”
9

her reading and school “to take care of these small children who were not [hers]” (128). In this
incident, her mother asked her to watch her brother while she ran some errands. Because she read
rather than paying attention to Devon, she did not realize that he defecated in his diaper and
enough time passed that it had hardened by their mother’s return (130). Their mother gathered
her daughter’s books in a pile and set them on fire (134).11 Kincaid reflects:
I cannot remember the titles of these books, I cannot remember what they were
about (they would have been novels, at fifteen I read only novels), but it would
not be so strange if I spent the rest of my life trying to bring those books back to
my life by writing them again and again until they were perfect, unscathed by fire
of any kind. (197-98)
This story functions as a traumatic foundation for her writerly existence. Her mother punished
her for her love of books over familial obligation. This memory makes clear the reason for
Kincaid’s resentment of Devon; it also explains why she feels called to write his story.
Kincaid’s characters and their love of books are tested by the agents of colonial
authorities. In Annie John, the eponymous protagonist recaptions a picture of Christopher
Columbus in chains in one of her schoolbooks.12 As punishment, she is forced to copy Books I
and II of Milton’s Paradise Lost (82), muddling her desire to read and write with punishment. In
Lucy (1990), she remembers “an old poem” that she “had been made to memorize” about a
flower she has never seen and clearly still resents this obligation (17, 17-18). This references
Wordsworth’s “I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud” (1804-1807), or “the daffodil poem,” which is
See “The Day They Burned the Books” by Jean Rhys. Though the burning in Rhys’s work is not the protagonist’s
punishment, it illustrates the horror of such a sight for a young lover of books.
12
She writes, “The Great Man Can No Longer Just Get Up and Go” (78), revising Kincaid’s real-life mother’s
delight in her grandfather’s infirmity (Dance 24). It also calls to mind Robin Morgan’s foreword to Impossible
Motherhood, in which she names Vilar’s professor-husband as her “Great Man” (xii). See Ch. 3.
11
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ubiquitous in Caribbean literature because of its connection to British colonial education.13 The
irony of British colonial schoolchildren learning a poem about a flower that did not grow
naturally in their part of the world resulted in reactions that “range from undisguised rebellion
against the colonial education system…to a vague and unarticulated resentment” (307).14 Lucy’s
American employer, Mariah, reveals to her a field of the flowers in the hopes of pleasing her.
Instead, Lucy instinctively “wished that [she] had an enormous scythe” with which to “cut these
flowers down at the place where they emerged from the ground” (29).
In The Autobiography of My Mother (1995), this anger comes to a head in the character
of Xuela, whose mother dies at her birth and whose father is a repeated disappointment. Despite
the many ways in which the outside world disappoints her, she keeps returning to interact with it,
enacting sexual and reproductive revenge in a way that reveals her deep and seething anger at her
perpetual mistreatment. In his review of this work, John Skow notes “a cutting, angry quality to
almost everything Kincaid has written” (68). While Kincaid is known for her anger towards her
mother, she writes also of her father’s abandonment in Mr. Potter (2002). Indeed, wherever
Kincaid turns her attention, whether to her family members or the colonial state itself in A Small
Place (1988), the reader feels her anger at unequal relationship she describes as being “between
the conquered and the conqueror” (Vorda 1519).
Rebecca Traister writes, “Anger at injustice and inequality is in many ways exactly like
fuel. A necessary accelerant, it can drive—on some level must drive—noble and difficult
crusades. But it is also combustible, explosive; its power can be unpredictable and can burn”

In her essay “From What Joseph Banks Wrought,” Kincaid writes, “I do not like daffodils, but that’s a legacy of
the gun-to-the-head approach, for I was forced to memorize the poem by William Wordsworth when I was a child”
(142).
14
See Graham 305-16 for additional examples from Jean Rhys, Lorna Goodison, Michelle Cliff, and Andrea Levy.
13
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(xxiii). Indeed, with Ferré, anger is sometimes symbolized by fire, as with the house fire in
“Amalia,” or the burning of the Diamond Dust estate at the end of Sweet Diamond Dust (1989;
Maldito amor, 1985). Sometimes the anger builds over time, like in “The Youngest Doll,” (1991;
“La muñeca menor,” in Papeles de Pandora, 1976), with the oozing infection in the aunt’s leg,
or with her youngest niece/doll, when “out of the empty sockets of her eyes came the frenzied
antennae of all those prawns” (6). In “The Gift” (1991; “El regalo,” 1986), the climax occurs
when the repressed head nun attacks a student whom she considers to have flouted the rules of
the school with her ostentatious makeup and revealing clothing, cutting her hair and washing her
face of its makeup:
Just who do you think you are, you filthy nigger, you’re not good enough to be
one of the convent’s cooks and you want to be carnival queen, stuck up on your
throne like a mud-smeared blackamoor, like the glorified idol of the rabble’s most
vulgar dreams! Cursed be the day you first set foot in our school! Damn the very
hour when they brought you here to be educated, dishonoring as you have done
the holy image of our Sacred Heart! (117)
In The House on the Lagoon (1995; The casa de la laguna, 1997), Isabel frames her intratextual
novel as an examination of “the origins of anger” in her new husband’s family and her own (5).
Both this work and Eccentric Neighborhoods (1998; Vecindarios excéntricos, 1999) integrate the
stories of other women to reveal both racist and misogynist tendencies in fictional family
members based to some degree on real-life counterparts.
In Vilar’s work, her tendency to prioritize the anger of those around her reflects the
pressures of others that shape her work. For example, she fields an angry phone call about her
first manuscript from her grandmother, who is livid about Vilar’s interpretation of Gladys
12

Mirna’s death as a suicide rather than an accident. When Vilar appeals to Lebrón’s concept of
family, Lolita replies gruffly, “Listen carefully, my family is the nation of Puerto Rico to which I
have given my life and anyone, you listen well, anyone who threatens the nation is the enemy”
(Impossible 191).
Especially in her first memoir, The Ladies’ Gallery: A Memoir of Secrets (1998; A
Message from God in the Atomic Age, 1996), much of her own anger is repressed and contorted,
revealing itself in grotesque and monstrous dream imagery. In one dream, she is “naked on the
edge of a bed” when “the devil appeared,” along with two women (Ladies’ 293-494). She
admits, “I knew who they were but I didn’t tell myself” (294), each of them representing at times
her mother and grandmother. The apparition that represented her mother was initially disturbing
in how she did not seem to be her mother in her smile or in the eyes, “but she was in the red lips
and artificial lashes” (294). The ghost resembled her mother in her artificiality (the heavy
makeup she wore in life), but it was the feeling of the spirit’s hands, which “were Mama’s warm,
soft hands” (295), that were ultimately reassuring in their apparent reality. Lolita’s ghost was
monstrous, however, in drawing attention to Vilar’s reality in relation to her grandmother’s
legacy. First, she draws attention to their familial status by portraying Vilar as a fetus inside her:
“She was pointing to her huge belly and nodding her head. ‘This is you! You!’ I shouted no, that
I wasn’t inside but outside her, away from her” (294). Then, she emphasizes their blood relation:
“The devil-woman had now pulled out a vein from the back of her arm. She was pulling it out
and kept pulling it, a red thread, still throbbing, which poured out an endless stream of blood.
‘This is you! You!’ I said no again, I shouted no at her” (294-95). The grotesque image of Vilar
being a fetus within her grandmother’s womb and the endlessly shedding blood from her
grandmother’s vein has strong implications for a writer who frames her own story with her
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grandmother’s and who exists, without doubt, in fear of being derivative. But both times she
shouts, “no,” rejecting her grandmother’s interpretation and insisting on her own existence
“outside her, away from her,” separate and apart from her grandmother’s inheritance (294-95).
That much of Vilar’s anger erupts in dreams hints at her difficulty in emotional
expression in relation to those around her. It is in her second memoir, outside of her first
marriage, that she admits to her internal struggle against her overbearing professor-husband:
One day my husband stood by my bedside and said my moods would end up
killing our love story. He said it was my brother’s funeral, my mother’s suicide, a
biography weighing on me. I looked at him suspiciously and answered in my
head. I had the words to speak but I wasn’t sure he deserved my anger. For seven
years he had taught me plenty of words but somewhere along the way I had
learned to distrust most of what came out of my mouth. (Impossible 126)
While her professor-husband recognizes the pressures “weighing on” her from her family, he
does not here recognize his own accountability, and Vilar questions her right to her emotions,
being unsure “he deserved [her] anger.” That Vilar “answered in [her] head” suggests that she
does not, at that time, feel free to answer aloud in his presence. She also writes that he has
“taught [her] plenty of words”; she recognizes the role he plays in shepherding her writing.
Kincaid notes in A Small Place (1988) many crimes of the colonial project, the worst of which is
that her people have “no tongue”: “For isn’t it odd that the only language I have in which to
speak of this crime is the language of the criminal who committed this crime?” (31).15 Soraya

See Caliban’s angry words to Prospero in the same vein (Shakespeare 1.2.366-68; Césaire 11-12), as well as
Adrienne Rich’s in “The Burning of Paper Instead of Children”: “this is the oppressor’s language / yet I need it to
talk to you” (35-36).
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Chemaly writes, “If a woman is in a relationship where her expressing anger endangers her, she
will suppress that anger. Her inability to say what is bothering her should be an early warning
sign of damaging inequality in a relationship” (148). Even though Vilar now has the words,
which she learns from him, she is fearful in this context and does not trust her own.
Genre Bending
This expressed intent to perform one act and then doing otherwise recalls Hannah Gadsby’s 2018
stand-up comedy special Nanette. Hannah Gadsby is an Australian gender-nonconforming
lesbian comedian who has been diagnosed with both ADHD and autism. She explains that she
named the special before she wrote it for a woman she thought could have rendered an hour of
laughs, but she was mistaken. This solitary mention of the woman for whom the special is named
foreshadows that this performance is not what it appears to be.
Book and film critic Glen Weldon notes that some of the backlash to this performance is
rooted in the idea that “this isn’t comedy, it’s a lecture, it’s a TED talk.” Part of the “lecture” or
“TED talk” aspect of it is her discussion of art history, her major in college, and at first, her
discussion of Picasso may seem unexpected. She also breaks the rules of comedy by explaining
the components of a joke. However, her distaste for Picasso, who “suffered the mental illness of
misogyny,” wraps into her explanation of the story beyond the joke she tells in which she is the
victim of a gendered and homophobic physical attack, which leads logically to her frequently
stated need to quit comedy. Gadsby’s experience is complex, so when a traditional comedy
routine is insufficient to containing that experience, she bends the standup comedy genre.
Like Gadsby, Ferré misdirects her reading audience, through her main character, that she
intends to go in one direction while going in another. As mentioned above, in The House on the
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Lagoon, Isabel announces her intention to combine in her novel-within-a-novel her perspectives
and those of her husband, Quintín, with the goal of foregoing their families’ history of violence.
She decides on this after witnessing him beat with a belt a competing suitor and despite warnings
from her grandmother, Abby (4). At the end of her introduction, Isabel admits, “[W]hat I finally
wrote was something very different” (6).
One indication that this novel is not what it seems is the family tree at the front of the
book. One would expect a family tree to be explanatory and clarifying, indicating maternity and
paternity chronologically. Rather than a straightforward diagram accounting of how these two
families come together through Isabel and Quintín’s marriage, there are irregularities. Question
marks indicate missing information, and the inclusion of a third family, that of the Avilés family,
indicates the importance of Petra, the head servant and true leader of the household and
complicates the dichotomous logic of the diagram. Additionally, Isabel includes the stories of
women specifically not included on the family tree, denied entry to the family because of their
race. These irregularities show that the family is not what it appears to be: the family patriarch
has no proof of the white patrician background that he claims, and the black branch of the family
tree draws attention to the hypocrisy and sexual violence that permeates the generations.
Isabel’s expressed goal is a joint endeavor with her husband in exploring “the origins of
anger” in their extended family is to preclude further violence (5). Her husband’s contribution is
limited to petulant asides protesting her interpretation of events, which undermines his position.16
By including the stories of herself and many generations of women, the ways in which she and
they are subjected to the unkindness and dishonesty of their husbands and lovers, she multiplies

Julie Barak argues that Isabel writes the entire narrative, including Quintín’s interjections, as evidenced by
Isabel’s initial statement “that the whole of the text is hers” (33). See Ch. 2.
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the case against her husband because the weight of his misdeeds are compounded by similar
misdeeds of the generations of men before him. When, in the end, Isabel kills Quintín, she has
preemptively generated her own plausible deniability, or at least mitigating circumstances to her
crime.
Ferré’s family stories in The House on the Lagoon are somewhat based on those of her
own family, which appear elsewhere in her other writing. Her relationship to her family seems
fraught at times, given her father’s public existence and her fluctuating identity as the keeper of
her family’s stories. When she assists her father in the writing of his memoir, Memorias de
Ponce: Autobiografía de Luis A. Ferré (1992), it may fall under the categories of auto/biography,
collaborative life writing, and oral history (Smith and Watson 256-75). She admits to having
trouble in the process: “I have had to fight to maintain myself on the margins, as a woman and as
a child, as much as possible” (11).17 She acknowledges a hierarchy in terms of generation and
gender that requires her own marginality in relation to her father’s narrative. However, when she
has the opportunity to write about herself in her own memoir, Memoir (2016; Memoria, 2011),
she instead gives over many of her pages to familial stories rather than strictly personal ones,
making her memoir more filiation narrative, genealogical story or relational life writing (Smith
and Watson 270-79).
In addition, when Ferré renders many of these stories fictionally in Eccentric
Neighborhoods, she writes a work that contorts the novel genre by writing a series of individual
vignettes rather than a conventional, unified narrative. This decision to favor family inclusivity
over her own story deprioritizes the conflict between the main character, Elvira (representing

“[H]e tenido que luchar por mantenerme al margen, como mujer y como hija, lo más possible.” All translations
mine. See Ch. 2.
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Ferré), and her parents, Clarissa and Aurelio (representing Ferré’s parents), testing the
boundaries of the traditional novel genre.
Like Ferré, Jamaica Kincaid indicates from the beginning of her work her intent to bend
genres by naming her novel The Autobiography of My Mother, as fiction cannot by definition be
nonfiction, nor can one person write the autobiography of another. Just as she declines
associations based on race, gender, and other aspects of identity, Kincaid writes in ways that do
not necessarily conform to regular rules of genre. For example, when she writes a memoir about
her brother’s illness, she often focuses on how that illness impacts herself. She writes, “I missed
him. I missed seeing him suffer. I missed feeling sorry that I could see him in his suffering”
(Brother 57). This unapologetic shift in attention from her ailing brother to herself seems to
break the “rules” about how one writes non-fictionally about another person, particularly if that
other person is ill unto death. In addition, the decision to write a novel about her father is
unexpected because they have virtually no relationship at all. It is surprising that she would
consider herself in the position to write about him without much of a familial bond. Not only
does she not hold a deferential stance toward her father, but her autobiographical narrator lords
her literacy over him, bragging that “he could not read and he could not write and he could not
render the story of life, his own in particular, with coherency and I can read and I can write and I
am his daughter” (Potter 130). Kincaid’s lack of adherence to the characteristics of genre allows
her to write a stinging indictment of her absentee father.
Vilar distorts genre by stuffing her two works with the characteristics of multiple
subgenres. Because only writing an illness narrative in the spirit of Susanna Kaysen’s Girl,
Interrupted (1993) would result in what is called a nobody memoir, telling the life of someone
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unknown before the publishing of her work,18 her first memoir is a hybrid of illness narrative, in
discussion of her experience of psychiatric hospitalization; political hagiography, in discussion
of her grandmother’s political martyrdom; and filiation narrative, which structures the story of
the three generations of women in her family. The second is a combination of addiction
narrative, apology, and confession, all of which relate to the ideas of responsibility and
contrition.
Both memoirs cover roughly the same period of time, and the second is positioned as a
corrective for omissions in the first; as mentioned above, Kanost claims that Vilar characterizes
The Ladies’ Gallery as “fiction” in Impossible Motherhood because of the many gaps in her
narrative (Location 2162). The several subgenres and multiple memoirs are necessary for Vilar
to cope with the conflict between her own writing desires and those of her readers.
Space
Before she became the youngest woman to serve in Congress, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
prepared herself for her June 2018 debate with Democratic incumbent Joe Crowley in a
noteworthy manner. She circled her arms like a windmill as she said to herself, “I need to take up
space. I need to take up space. I am here…He’s going to tell me I’m small, that I’m little, that
I’m young, that I’m inexperienced” (Lears). Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie says, “We teach girls to
shrink themselves, to make themselves smaller. We say to girls, you can have ambition, but not
too much. You should aim to be successful, but not too successful” (Feminists 27-28).19 Recent

An example is Lucy Grealy’s Autobiography of a Face, which is also an illness memoir (Smith and Watson 3940).
19
Similarly, Andrea Dworkin notes in her preface to Intercourse, “Men often react to women’s words—speaking
and writing—as if they were acts of violence; sometimes men react to women’s words with violence. So we lower
our voices. Women whisper. Women apologize. Women shut up. Women trivialize what we know. Women shrink.
Women pull back” (qtd. in Traister 153).
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feminist writing emphasizes (re)claiming space. In The Body Is Not an Apology: The Power of
Radical Self-Love (2018), Sonya Renee Taylor encourages radical self-love through acceptance
of the body and, in particular, acceptance of the body taking up space in the world (4). Other
works on the theme of feminist space are Unladylike: A Field Guide to Smashing the Patriarchy
and Claiming Your Space by Cristen Conger and Caroline Ervin (2018), Reclaiming Our Space:
How Black Feminists Are Changing the World from the Tweets to the Streets by Feminista Jones
(2019), and More Than Enough: Claiming Space for Who You Are (No Matter What They Say)
by Elaine Welteroth (2019). This reflects a growing recognition of and publication market for
feminist ideology and the room required for employing said ideology.
Vilar’s work is dominated by the idea of space because of repeated confinement of her
work. She writes of and from the small spaces of the two mental hospital rooms in her first
memoir. She reflects on her lack of home throughout her chaotic childhood and how she found
herself “ask[ing] permission to occupy some place in the world” (Impossible 21), an affinity she
felt with Anne Frank, a fellow dweller of small places. The metaphorical spaces in which she
writes are the confines of her emotionally abusive marriage and her position as the
granddaughter of a political martyr.
In the grotesque dream discussed above, Vilar describes feeling “a kind a pressure,
something that was flattening my body and which I was struggling to get out from under but
couldn’t” (Ladies’ 294). Just as in the dream, Vilar feels “a kind of pressure” in real life that is
“flattening,” or attempting to flatten, her writing. In writing The Ladies’ Gallery, her professorhusband directs her toward a “Three Siren” model referencing both Homer and Kafka and
positioning her in relation to her grandmother and her mother and their shared self-destructive
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tendencies. Her grandmother has her own agenda for her granddaughter: Lolita wants Vilar to
glorify Lebrón’s political advocacy and downplay Gladys Mirna’s death by suicide.
Her radical empathy, combined with a degree of hesitation about her own writing, led to
her reflection upon her grandmother’s ability to write poetry from within her prison cell and
Vilar’s frequent intertextual references to other writers. This is a way of occupying the
perspectives of others and thus taking up more space. In deciding to write a second memoir,
Vilar makes a conscious decision to take up more space herself by doubling her publication
space on roughly the same period. She seeks to make up for omissions in the first memoir related
to acceding to the will of her grandmother and her professor-husband, particularly in relation to
the multiple abortions she had at that time. At the same time, it is an exercise in occupying her
own space that is challenged by her new, controversial subject matter and her desire to protect
herself from her many audiences’ judgment.
Jamaica Kincaid is most immediately associated with space because of her work A Small
Place (1988). While her target in this work seems to be the corruption and provinciality of the
colonial government of the small island of her birth, she manages to simultaneously indict the
small minds of the visitors from much bigger places, like the United States and Europe, who visit
thinking only of clear blue water and not “the number of black slaves this ocean has swallowed
up” (14). Additionally, Kincaid often relates the postcolonial experience to her gardening, which
is addressed in works like her edited collection My Favorite Plant: Writers and Gardeners on the
Plants they Love (1998) and her non-fiction works My Garden Book (2001) and Among Flowers:
A Walk in the Himalayas (2005), along with several other essays.
The distance, both physical and psychological, that Kincaid creates between herself and
her most frequent subjects, that is, members of her family, is another approach to creating space.
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At the end of Annie John, the main character leaves the island for England and, significantly,
makes a definitive break between herself and her mother. In Lucy, when the eponymous main
character travels to work in the United States, separated from her mother back on the island,
there is physical distance that is intensified by Lucy’s refusal to read her mother’s many letters
for a significant period. Kincaid’s need to help her brother is because he lives in Antigua, and her
ability to do so is because she lives in the United States.
Like Vilar, Kincaid also covers similar subject matter multiple times, writing in many
ways, for example, fictional characters locked in similar dynamics as her mother and she have
had in real-life. This kind of “serial” writing (Gilmore “Mother” 96; Tainted 146) is another way
in which Kincaid takes up more space for herself and her writing, allowing herself enough
opportunity to examine the same material from multiple perspectives. It is not unreasonable to
consider it as a corrective for the traumatic book fire of her childhood; Kincaid herself
recognizes, “[I]t would not be so strange if I spent the rest of my life trying to bring those books
back to my life by writing them again and again until they were perfect, unscathed by fire of any
kind” (Brother 197-98).
One of the ways Rosario Ferré took up space was by publishing in two languages. In her
essay “On Destiny, Language, and Translation; or, Ophelia Adrift in the C. & O. Canal” (1991),
she wrote about dreaming of crossing the canal, with Washington, D.C., on one side and San
Juan on the other; the water rose and she could not get either side, so she “floated face up like
Ophelia” (154). She decided, “Being a writer, the dream was telling me, one had to learn to live
by letting go, by renouncing the reaching of this or that shore, but to let oneself become the
meeting place of both” (155). This occupation of the liminal space suggests an acceptance on her
part of being both and neither at the same time, especially in terms of her relationship between
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languages; some of her critics interpreted this occupation as bowing to the hegemony of English
and Anglo-American culture.
Like Vilar, Ferré considered the perspectives of others. She asked, “Is it possible to enter
the mind of a man, to think, feel, dream like a man, being a woman writer?” (165). While this
may seem to be just another way of asking the question about the difference between men and
women’s writing as discussed earlier in this introduction, this question is framed in terms of
occupying the space of a man’s mind as a woman writer. She seemed to be thinking in spatial
terms in her introduction to her father’s autobiography when she emphasizes the struggle of
maintaining her own marginality. She also considered various perspectives when she selfconsciously included the stories of her female relatives in her own memoir, almost at the expense
of discussing her own writing career, and in the fictional characters based on those women in her
novels The House on the Lagoon and Eccentric Neighborhoods. The pages given over to women
in her work seemed to be a deliberate and corrective effort to ensure that women’s stories had
enough space to be told.
Theoretical Frameworks
The main theoretical concepts that guide this study are the models of creative space found in
“Novel and History, Plot and Plantation” by Sylvia Wynter (1971) and A Room of One’s Own by
Virginia Woolf (1929) and the critical methodologies suggested by “The Uses of Anger: Women
Responding to Racism” (1981) and “The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s
House” by Audre Lorde (1984), Living a Feminist Life by Sara Ahmed (2017), and “The
Historian as Curandera” by Aurora Levins Morales (1998). This analysis employs a wider
conception of theory, outside of that which is “cosmopolitan, Continental, verbally dense,
concerned with what are taken to be ‘large’ and ‘universal’ questions rather than ‘narrow’ or
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‘provincial’ ones,” as this notion of “great” theory often “implicitly devalues women’s writings
and ‘emergent’ literatures” (Lanser 286, 287). Just as autobiography and fiction have
traditionally been dominated by male writers, so too has theory; a more inclusive notion of
theory and theoreticians is consistent with the goals of this examination.
Jamaican theorist Sylvia Wynter describes the provision grounds, a specific site for the
creation of a Caribbean aesthetic. In her seminal essay, she identifies “the plantation-plot
dichotomy,” in which the provision plot apportioned to enslaved individuals for meeting their
needs functions as a point of departure and escape from the violence of the plantation system,
thus representing an alternative imaginary location in which the people of the Caribbean can
create (99). Mrs. A.C. Carmichael, the wife of a Scottish sugar planter, wrote of the goods slaves
produced in the provision plots and sold at market in Domestic Manners and Social Condition of
the White, Coloured, and Negro Population of the West Indies (1833); however, she imagined
this produce to be the result of spontaneous growth rather than hard work (Tobin 169-170).20
Wynter offers a Caribbean creative space that exists outside of the machine, as it existed during
chattel slavery and beyond. Kincaid’s nonfictional writing on gardening often similarly discusses
the impact of colonialism on outdoor spaces.21 Vilar’s most recent writing connects creativity
and the outdoors, often in relation to her U.S.- and Puerto Rican-based foundation, Americas for
Conservation + the Arts.
A more interior, domesticated version of Wynter’s provision grounds is Virginia Woolf’s
“room of one’s own,” which is valuable because it brings attention to the real-world

An instructive discussion of the artificiality of the Caribbean landscape is found in Omise’eke Natasha Tinsley’s
introduction to Thiefing Sugar: Eroticism between Women in Caribbean Literature (2010).
21
Kincaid’s homeland of Antigua did not have provision grounds because the flatness of the island meant that all
arable land would have been reserved for sugar production, unlike Jamaica and St. Vincent, where there were hills
and mountains (Tobin 164-65). However, this concept can reasonably be generalized to the area as a whole.
20
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socioeconomic limitations on women’s creative work. However, using a white British woman’s
perspective to study postcolonial women’s writing can prove problematic.22 Bill Ashcroft,
Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin write:
While post-colonial literary theory has drawn on European theoretical systems it
has done so cautiously and eclectically. Alterity implies alteration, and no
European theory is likely to be appropriate in different cultural circumstances
without itself undergoing radical rethinking—an “appropriation” by a different
discourse. (33-34)
Barbara Smith gestures to Woolf in her essay arguing the necessity of a press by and for women
of color titled “A Press of Our Own Kitchen Table Press: Women of Color Press.”23 Caribbean
women writers rethink or rewrite Woolf to function within their contexts. Woolf invents Judith
Shakespeare, William’s imaginary sister, to illustrate how a woman of similar intellect and
position as the playwright would have been stifled by her status as a woman. Aurora Levins
Morales reimagines Judith for the New World in “1777: If Fray Iñigo Had a Sister”; she reflects
that the priest sees Puerto Rico in terms of its economic potential, but his hypothetical sister
might have seen beyond what Spain could extract from the island financially, even though no
one would have read what she wrote (136-37). Similarly, Patricia Powell imagines a hypothetical
feminized alternative history of the slave trade, replete with “What ifs” (“Masculinities” 118).

See Alice Walker’s “In Search of Our Mother’s Gardens” for one such perspective. Lorde writes, “A room of
one’s own may be a necessity for writing prose, but so are reams of paper, a typewriter, and plenty of time” (“Age”
116).
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The layout of this essay’s title on the page, as well as the nature of the Woolf reference and the name of the press
itself, suggests “Kitchen Table Press: Women of Color Press” (on the second line) is the subtitle of “A Press of Our
Own” (on the first), but no punctuation is added to clarify.
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Woolf functions as a significant reference for Ferré and Vilar alike, particularly because
of their shared investment in the idea of anger. Ferré names Woolf as her mentor whom she
“betrays” in the process of writing “The Youngest Doll” (“Writer’s” 233), and she critiques
Woolf’s stance against anger in A Room of One’s Own as “proof of the importance of suppressed
anger in her own novels” (“How” 147). Vilar places Woolf along with Sylvia Plath, Julia de
Burgos, among others, as the “women writers at war with life” with whom she identifies (Ladies’
37). She reflects on her grandmother’s writing from prison and her ability to create “a room of
her own” of her cell (2). These examples suggest that Ferré and Vilar employ a “radical
rethinking” of Woolf through their work.
As opposed to focusing on the creative space, Lorde, Ahmed, and Levins Morales focus
on strategies for creating such a space. Audre Lorde’s “The Uses of Anger: Women Responding
to Racism,” mentioned at the beginning of this introduction, recognizes the catalytic power of
anger: “Anger is loaded with information and energy” (127). Because black women and other
women of color “operate in the teeth of a system for which racism and sexism are primary,
established, and necessary props of profit” (128), it is necessary to find a way to harness the
anger created by such a system to escape.
In the aforementioned talk, Lorde argues that “[m]ost women have not developed tools
for facing anger constructively” (“Anger” 130). In “The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle
the Master’s House,” she argues that one cannot use the instruments of one’s oppressors in
orchestrating one’s freedom from said oppressors; thus, women must find means to write outside
of genres or techniques that have been historically developed or popularized by men.
Accordingly, if Naipaul claims that women cannot write because they have never been “a master
of a house,” they must utilize other experiences as a basis for writing. They may instead write
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from “feminine” areas of the home, such as the kitchen (Ferré’s “The Writer’s Kitchen” and the
aforementioned “Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press”) or the garden (Alice Walker’s “In
Search of Our Mother’s Gardens”), or use “feminine” tools in alternative ways. This is also the
case for the female characters these women write. In Ferré’s “Rice and Milk” (1994; “Arroz con
Leche,” 1976), rather than using her needles for knitting, Rice instead uses them to stab her
dubious new husband Milk through the heart, putting “her needles in the perfect place” (269).24
In Jamaican-Canadian author Olive Senior’s poem “Embroidery,” the gossip of the young
narrator’s female relatives is associated with embroidery stitches, such as herringbone,
backstitching, and French knots, that are used to construct the backstory of the mysterious
outsider Aunt Millie.
Another form these “tools” may take, according to Lorde’s framework, is the use of socalled “feminine” characteristics, such as empathy, to enhance their writing. Vilar notes a
characteristic she shares with fellow writer Anne Frank, an “ongoing translation of other
people’s feelings and actions” (Impossible 21). While Vilar relates this radical empathy as a
pathological response to her unstable family life, this may also have served her writing in
recognizing the perspectives of her mother and grandmother in her work. As mentioned above,
inhabiting others’ perspectives is a version of spatial occupation. Additionally, another
“feminine” characteristic, patience, must aid in writing repeatedly the same character or material
over several works, as these three authors often do. This is another way in which these authors
take up more space for themselves and their writing.

In a terrifying non-fictional counterpart, author Soraya Chemaly writes, “Personally, I’ve developed an absurd
skill, that of being able to weaponize anything. I wear thick, heavy, and sharp-ended metal hairpins. I order hot tea
when I travel alone on airplanes, easily spillable on a handsy neighbor” (143).
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Just as Lorde discusses the master’s house, Sara Ahmed considers her citation policy as
her way of building and creating, the “feminist bricks” from which she builds her “house” (16).
This policy includes the work of women, particularly feminists of color, and excludes the work
of white men and TERFs, or trans exclusionary radical feminists (15; 269n7). She declares,
“Citation is feminist memory. Citation is how we acknowledge our debt to those who came
before” (15).
Ahmed’s influence is evident is other feminist outlets outside of academic writing. Ruth
Bader Ginsberg includes civil rights lawyer Pauli Murray’s name on the brief in Reed v. Reed
(1971) in acknowledgement of “her debt” to Murray (Rosenberg 5); in 1974, Murray
recommended that Ginsberg succeed her when she retired from the National Board of the ACLU
(361).25 “Shine Theory,” espoused by Anne Friedman and Aminatou Sow on their feminist
podcast, Call Your Girlfriend, encourages collaboration rather than competition between women
(“About”); Friedman credits Sow as the source of this theory.26 Likewise, “The Bechdel Test,” a
media measure of dialogue between female-identifying characters, is named for cartoonist Alison
Bechdel, who encourages people to call it instead “The Bechdel-Wallace Test,” crediting her
friend Liz Wallace with the idea (Bechdel); she cites Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own as another
influence (Garber). Amelia Bonow, one of the editors of Shout Your Abortion, acknowledges
that, though the movement that initiated the book’s publication was notably white, middle class,
and originating from liberal parts of the United States, she recognizes, “Our bravery is a product
of privilege”; Bonow specifically credits Loretta Ross and the other women of color who served

Though Rosenberg argues Murray “struggl[ed] with what we would today call a transgender identity” and would
today have identified as a trans man (1), the point still stands, as the example suggests individuals supporting each
other across different experiences of marginalization.
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This will also be addressed in their forthcoming book, Big Friendship: How We Keep Each Other Close, to be
published in the summer of 2020.
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as founders of the reproductive justice movement (Preface xiii). Amber Tamblyn, a white
feminist, includes in her memoir an essay by poet and professor Airea D. Matthews (178-186)
and an interview with trans author and editor Meredith Talusan (187-205), both of whom are
women of color. Also, the “Plus One Initiative,” which arises from the Time’s Up movement,
advocates for “+1/x3,” a policy of inviting one woman to a professional event and introducing
her to three other women (Erbland). Though credit between feminists does not always function
evenly,27 there exists value in the attempt to include and credit other women.
Finally, in “The Historian as Curandera,” Puerto Rican-American author Aurora Levins
Morales lists fifteen understandings or instructions for writing history based on what she does in
her own creative re-imagining of the history of Puerto Rican women, Remedios: Stories of Earth
and Iron from the History of Puertorriqueñas (1998):
1) Tell untold or undertold histories.
2) Centering women changes the landscape.
3) Identify strategic pieces of misinformation and contradict them.
4) Make absences visible.
5) Asking questions can be as good as answering them.
6) What constitutes evidence?
7) Show agency.
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For example, Beverly Bond, founder of the non-profit organization Black Girls Rock!, credits friend and author
Joan Morgan with the phrase “black girl magic,” which Bond seeks to trademark, but not CaShawn Thompson,
widely recognized as having popularized the term on social media. Thompson comments, “You could just cite a
sista” (Kai). For more context, see Feminista Jones’ January 2018 interview with Thompson (81-97).
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8) Show complexity and embrace ambiguity and contradiction.
9) Reveal hidden power relationships.
10) Personalize.
11) Show connection and context.
12) Restore global meaning.
13) Provide access and digestibility.
14) Show yourself in your work.
15) Cross borders. (72-88)
Elizabeth Garcia condenses these fifteen understandings/instructions into five topics: “(a) giving
agency and voice; (b) questioning and challenging definitions of historical evidence; (c) showing
multiple historical perspectives; (d) local and global contextualizing; and (e) crossing borders”
(187). While the works examined here do not claim to be histories, their authors often engage
with historical content, so Levins Morales’ restorative writing techniques are relevant in their
examination, regardless of professed genre.
Chapter Summaries
Chapter 1 discusses anger in the work of Jamaica Kincaid. Her novel The Autobiography of My
Mother (1995) is one of her many works featuring her mother. The character Xuela expresses her
anger with the neglect of her father by frequently entering and exiting relationships and
situations in order to exact her revenge for the world’s indifference. Her title positions this work
curiously; as mentioned above, one person cannot, by definition, write another person’s
autobiography, and a novel cannot be an autobiography. The writer pushes against the definition
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of a novel and of an autobiography, bending both genres. She continues this genre-bending work
in writing about other members of her family with whom she is not as close; the lack of
relationship with these family members provides further space to focus on herself (and her
mother) while claiming to write about others. This is the case in both her memoir My Brother
(1997), purportedly about her brother’s death of an AIDS-related illness, and the novel Mr.
Potter (2002), supposedly about her dead estranged father. These works allow her to express her
anger at various family members for their neglect and underestimation of her talent. This virtual
ventriloquizing of family members across multiple works allows Kincaid to occupy a larger
space than the “small place” in which she is born.
Chapter 2 examines genre bending in the writing of Rosario Ferré. Her novels The House
on the Lagoon (1995) and Eccentric Neighborhoods (1998) are on the surface novels featuring
the gran familia puertorriqueña, but Ferré bends the novel genre. In The House on the Lagoon,
Isabel’s novel-within-a-novel claims to function as an antidote to the history of violence within
her extended family; in reality, it draws attention to those both within and without the family to
expose and threaten her husband’s family, in effect turning the violence back toward her husband
and his family. The novel-within-a-novel structure creates layers that themselves create space
and allow Ferré to distance herself from any similarities to her own family, thus allowing her to
critique her characters’ attitudes on limpieza de sangre and women’s reproduction that may
resemble any of those of her relatives. Eccentric Neighborhoods is a fictional revision of family
stories told in her father’s auto/biography, Memorias de Ponce: Autobiografía de Luis A. Ferré
(1992), on which they collaborated, and her own memoir, Memoir (2016; Memoria, 2011). The
act of revision serves to destabilize and multiply perspectives; in Ferré’s case, her fiction gives
voice to family members besides her father. However, this comes at the expense of telling her
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own story, both non-fictionally and fictionally. In the process of twisting her fiction toward nonfiction, her novel toward autobiography, she holds too strongly to the rules of the latter, and for
that her work sometimes suffers.
The first two chapters discuss Kincaid’s and Ferré’s middle to late careers, as both their
early careers have been discussed at length elsewhere. In the case of Irene Vilar, she has
produced less work so far in her writing career, so both her memoirs are examined together,
along with some shorter pieces.28 Chapter 3 examines space in The Ladies’ Gallery: A Memoir of
Secrets (1998; A Message from God in the Atomic Age, 1996) and Impossible Motherhood:
Testimony of an Abortion Addict (2009). Vilar creates space because she has little of it. She is
constrained by the demands of her different audiences. In the first memoir, she is inhibited by the
demands of a domineering husband and is trapped in their small marriage, as well as by the
demands of her grandmother, who seeks to perpetuate her legacy through her granddaughter’s
writing. Both have expectations that limit her. She gets past this by writing the second memoir,
only to again be constrained, this time by a perceived reading audience across the reproductive
justice spectrum.
Jamaican-American author Michelle Cliff writes of her work, “I strung together myth,
dream, historical detail, observation, as I had done before, but added native language, tore into
the indoctrination of the colonizer, surprised myself with the violence of my words” (“Fire” xxi). The multiple narrative approaches Cliff names reveal her rage, willingness to experiment
with genre, and desire to defy expectations. Like Cliff, the other Caribbean-American authors
examined in this dissertation experience anger, which causes them to bend the genres in which

There is precedent for examining novels and memoirs together. See Rabassa’s comments on the memoir above
(151). Additionally, Laura Halperin and Jane Heil Usyk study Vilar’s two memoirs alongside novels; Halperin
argues that “works of Latina fiction and nonfiction alike can speak to the same sets of issues” (20).
28
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they write and results in the creation of new spaces for themselves as women writers. By such
means, these authors, in Cliff’s words, “[tear] into the indoctrination of the colonizer” and
interrupt the legacy of heteropatriarchal subjugation.
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CHAPTER 1:
Anger and Jamaica Kincaid
In “The Uses of Anger,” Audre Lorde recalls a white woman at an academic conference saying
to her, “Tell me how you feel but don’t say it too harshly or I cannot hear you” (278). One
imagines that Jamaica Kincaid has never had such concerns about appearing angry to her
audience, just as she appears unconcerned with the distinctions between fiction and nonfiction in
her writing, much of which includes portrayals of her family. Her first three novels, Annie John
(1985), Lucy (1990), and The Autobiography of My Mother (1995), offer “different versions of
the same mother and daughter” (Gilmore “Limit” 131), with three protagonists who are
sometimes interpreted as “Kincaid’s fictional female trilogy” (Elizabeth J. West 2); later works
discuss her half-brother’s death from AIDS (My Brother; 1997), speculate on her absentee
father’s life (Mr. Potter; 2002), and ruminate on the dissolution of a fictional marriage that
resembles her own (See Now Then; 2013). Familial relations, particularly those between mothers
and daughters, have been a popular focus of criticism on this author’s work.29 Hoagland suggests
that this “pervasive mother-daughter trope” has contributed to repetition and even “the larger
malaise characterizing the majority of Kincaid criticism” (634). However, looking beyond the
simple fact of the autobiographical content within her fiction and of fictional content within her
nonfiction towards the anger underlying her genre-bending work offers a fresh discussion of
Kincaid’s work. Even when she utilizes true-life events in her fiction, or fiction within her
nonfiction, she does not feel a responsibility towards her subjects, nor towards the requirements
of the genres in which she writes. This allows her to bend said genres, creating new and
interesting forms of writing. As Leigh Gilmore writes, “She seizes on the expansive potential of
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See introduction to dissertation.
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autobiography, including its abilities to carry truth claims and to speak for many in the voice of
one, to transform the text of history through the entry of a nonnormative speaking subject”
(Tainted 147). This “expansive potential” is what Kincaid harnesses in her writing, not only
bringing autobiography into fiction but fiction into autobiography as well and thus creating a
space adequate for her own work.
While one must be careful to not conflate the author with her characters, the fact that so
much of Kincaid’s work is admittedly very autobiographical suggests that a brief look at her life,
especially her tendency to cut herself off from others, is warranted. When she moves from
Antigua to the United States in 1969, she severs her ties with her home country and her mother.
She refuses to answer her mother’s letters, and she leaves no forwarding address when she leaves
her au pair position in Scarsdale for Manhattan, discontinuing mother-daughter communications
for years (Paravisini-Gebert, Jamaica 10).30
It is in New York that she changes her name from Elaine Potter Richardson to Jamaica
Kincaid and becomes a writer; this name change is a means by which she severs contact with her
previous life and allows herself a degree of anonymity for developing as a writer.31 She works
for The New Yorker, writing pieces for “The Talk of the Town” section under the direction of
famed editor William Shawn, many of which form the collection At the Bottom of the River
(1983), including her widely-anthologized short story “Girl.” Mr. Shawn’s influence on Kincaid
is immeasurable; she thinks of him whenever she writes and continues to write for him after his
death: “The perfect reader has died, but I cannot see any reason not to write for him anyway, for
I can sooner get used to never hearing from him—the perfect reader—than to not being able to
30

She spends a brief period working in Puerto Rico before moving to the United States, a time in her life rarely
discussed (Dance 96).
31
It is satisfying to note that her son, Harold Shawn, also uses a pseudonym, Levelsoundz, in his career as a music
producer and songwriter.
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write for him at all” (Brother 198).32 After twenty years at The New Yorker, a position that
launches her writing career, she ends her working relationship with the magazine after a
disagreement with the magazine’s editorial direction.33
Then as now, Kincaid does not claim associations based on race, gender, ethnicity, or
nationality, despite the fact that we all, as Lorde states, “operate in the teeth of a system for
whom racism and sexism are primary, established, and necessary props of profit” (“Anger” 128).
She is present in New York City during the Black Power movement and second-wave feminism,
but she does “not appear to notice” them (King 892), though an anonymous source claims in an
interview that Kincaid returns to Antigua from her brief time in college “‘pranc[ing] around’ for
women’s empowerment and caught up in the Black militant movement of the 1960s” (Dance
112). In terms of “the presence and repression of African tradition within the new world,” she
“has declared that she has no personal stake in this debate” (Cobham 880). Regarding feminism,
she states, “I think I owe a lot of my success, or whatever, to this idea of feminism, but I don’t
really want to be placed in that category. I don’t mind if people put me in it, but I don’t claim to
be in it” (Cudjoe 221). According to Forbes, “She is claimed by Caribbean, African American
and Euro-American canons, yet her work is consistently marked by a refusal of allegiances of
every kind except an allegiance to narrating the individual self” (“Fracturing” 24). Kincaid feels
no connection to “her people,” in any way that “her people” can be defined. In an interview, she
calls herself a “bastard” who takes “the bastard view”: “I don’t feel I owe any honor to the group

Lillian Ross, a fellow writer at The New Yorker, describes Shawn’s reaction to one of Kincaid’s pieces: “Bill was
deeply affected by its literary force and was genuinely upset. ‘It’s a poem of rage,’ he said to me. ‘It’s a remarkable
and powerful piece of writing,’ he said, shaking his head and repeating, ‘an unbelievable poem of rage’” (228).
33
Kincaid protests the magazine’s decision to hire TV actress and comedian Roseanne Barr as guest editor. She
writes that the magazine “had been made vulgar and ugly by the incredibly stupid people who had become attracted
to it” (Brother 101). This feud resurfaces years later (2013), when Barr retweets Kincaid, “she’s actually a repugnant
classist who quit the NEW YORKER in protest whn I ws invited 2 guest edit it-confusd me / TVcharacter”
(@TheRealRoseanne).
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of people I come from. Not because I hate them or anything, but it’s just that when I’m writing, I
am such a singular beast that I refuse to take in any worldly consideration for the people I’m
from” (Buckner 464). She also feels no obligation to her readers; she does not mind if she
offends them. “I feel it’s my duty to make everyone a little less happy,” she declares (Seligman
12). This stance allows Kincaid to simultaneously participate in or to be claimed by a group or
way of thinking while at the same time taking no responsibility toward that group. Without
accountability to anyone, Kincaid is free to create Xuela, a character who, upon being cut off
from her family by circumstances, cuts herself off from everyone else, while at the same time
frequently engaging with other characters on her own terms. This character represents Kincaid’s
own individualist stance and her means of coping with her anger toward those around her.
The Autobiography of My Mother
The title of Kincaid’s work is the first indication of her intent to bend genres. A person cannot,
by definition, write the autobiography of another person, though, as we will see in Chapter 2,
Rosario Ferré assists her father in the writing of his memoir. Additionally, fiction cannot
technically be autobiographical, though there are many examples of such a mixing of genres.
Kincaid enters a tradition of writing works labeled as autobiographies that are not quite
autobiographies. Gertrude Stein writes about the life of her lover and partner in The
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas (1933), which “offers a more extreme case of the issue of who
claims the authority to tell the story of a loved one” (Smith and Watson 36). With The
Autobiography of Malcolm X (1965), Alex Haley shapes Malcolm X’s narrative: “In as-told-to or
ghostwritten narratives, multiple levels of coaxing take place, including those of the ghostwriter
or cowriter, whose prompting questions, translations of the autobiographer’s oral space, and
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revisions are often invisible in the final text” (67).34 The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man
by James Weldon Johnson (1912) is a novel despite its title, generally regarded as a roman à
clef. Finally, there is the work from which Kincaid gets the title of her novel, The Autobiography
of My Mother by Rosellen Brown (1976). Brown’s work includes a mother-daughter interaction
that more closely resembles Kincaid’s entire canon rather than this work in particular (Dance 9).
The first lines of the book, often repeated, are these: “My mother died at the moment I
was born” (Kincaid, Autobiography 3). Xuela repeatedly dreams of her mother, but in a very
limited fashion: “She came down the ladder again and again, over and over, just her heels and
the hem of her white dress visible; down, down, over and over” (31). This hem represents the
end of her mother, at the end of her life; it is just enough to give Xuela a slight impression out of
which she can “create a narrative out of a traumatic past” (Di Iorio Sandín, “Trauma” 29). In this
way, the hem can also be interpreted as the beginning of the garment, which explains the “very
impossibility of the title” (De Ferrari 146). Similarly, the beginning of each of the novel’s seven
sections begins with a portion of a photograph of a woman, seen in full on the cover, each
section revealing a wider stripe of the image until it is finally complete. (See Figure 1.)

Fig. 1: Introductory graphics for the seven sections of The Autobiography of My Mother.
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In 2018, the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture purchased at auction for $7,000 one published
chapter of this manuscript named “The Negro,” possibly pulled from the final product by Haley for its incendiary
content (Schuessler).
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This reflects the development of Xuela’s story, or her mother’s story, over the course of the
book, based on the little information she has about her mother. Her mother has no connection to
the previous generation; as a baby, she is “placed outside the gates of a convent…wrapped in
pieces of clean old cloth” (Kincaid, Autobiography 79). Additionally, because her mother is a
Carib woman in Dominica, “[t]here is no opportunity for kinship with the Carib people of whom
her mother was a descendant, for they have long been killed off by conquering Whites”
(Elizabeth J. West 8). This situation offers Xuela at the same time a story that is hers alone to tell
without responsibility to its subject; this mirrors Kincaid’s position in her regard to both her
brother and her father in My Brother and Mr. Potter, as discussed later in this chapter.
“The Two Bundles”
After her mother’s death, her father packs her up and sends her off to be raised outside of his
family, the first of her adoptive family situations. Her father packs two bundles—one containing
dirty laundry and the other his daughter—and delivers it to his laundry woman, Ma Eunice, the
woman with whom he entrusts the care of both:
It is possible that he emphasized the difference between the two bundles: one was
his child, not his only child in the world but the only child he had with the only
woman he had married so far; the other was his soiled clothes. He would have
handled one more gently than the other, he would have given more careful
instructions for the care of one over the other, he would have expected better care
for one than the other, but which one I do not know, because he was a very vain
man, his appearance was very important to him. That I was a burden to him, I
know; that his soiled clothes were a burden to him, I know; that he did not know
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how to take care of me by himself, or how to clean his own clothes himself, I
know. (Kincaid, Autobiography 4)
In an echo of her mother’s infancy, in a situation likely inspired by real-life events,35 young
Xuela is delivered into the care of another. This passage juxtaposes what Xuela cannot be sure of
(“It is possible”) and what she knows for sure (the repeated “I know”) in this arrangement, just as
it does the two bundles. She does not assert which would have been the more valuable of the
two, the one that should have been “handled…more gently” and “taken better care” of, because
she is aware of her father’s vanity, especially in terms of his appearance; throughout the novel,
Xuela emphasizes how integral his various uniforms are to his sense of self, to the point that “his
policeman’s clothes had become his skin” (90). This passage simmers rather than boils in anger
in that it does not make the definitive statement that would have revealed an ugly truth: she does
not want to proclaim that her father would have cared more for “his soiled clothes” than for his
daughter, but she knows that may be the case. What she knows, and can state definitively, are the
similarities between herself and the soiled clothes: both “were a burden,” and “he did not know
how to take care” of either. The deliverance of the two bundles draws out her father’s values, and
in delivering her, Xuela is re-born.
The concept of a bundle hints at how Xuela grows into the kind of woman she would
become. Bundles are self-contained, so of course she develops bent into herself; her “narcissistic
self-focus” is a reaction against the absence of her mother and the neglect of her father (Di Iorio
Sandín 27-28). Her entire life is defined by this lack, and she perceives no one with whom to
share that “invisible current, which is in many ways a definition of love” (Kincaid,
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Kincaid is (unhappily) sent to work for a local seamstress, Miss Doreen, at the age of twelve (Sharrad 54;
Paravisini-Gebert, Jamaica 4; Dance 65).
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Autobiography 56). Since there is no one off whom to bounce this “invisible current,” Xuela
must reabsorb the energy she puts out; this dysfunctional feedback loop leads to a navel-gazing
self-obsession. She develops an antagonistic approach to the world: “[W]hatever I was told to
hate I loved and loved the most” (32). Since she perceives the world’s hatred, she focuses on
loving herself. She claims, “I spoke to myself because I grew to like the sound of my own voice”
(16); rather than using her voice in dialogue with others, she prefers instead monologue. Indeed,
this is a novel without any dialogue at all (Stuart 45; Flower 484). Further, Xuela’s first words
are English, a language which she “had never heard anyone speak” (Kincaid, Autobiography 7).
This functions as a rejection of the language spoken by those around her, echoing Kincaid
decrying her people’s lack of any tongue of their own with which to speak but that which their
conquerors give them.36
She learns also to appreciate her own gross corporality.37 She declares her love for “the
smell of the thin dirt behind my ears…my unwashed mouth…that came that from between my
legs…the pit of my arm…my unwashed feet” (32).38 By loving her own odors, Xuela performs
what could be considered “a form of self-fetishization” and now has “a way of resisting her
surroundings’ judgements of her as worthless, unlovable, and repulsive” (De Ferrari 178;
Fjellestad 645). She enjoys the changes to her body of puberty; she claims, “in private, then as
now, my hands almost never left those places, and when I was in public, these same hands were
always not far from my nose, I so enjoyed the way I smelled, then and now” (Kincaid,
Autobiography 58-59). When she masturbates, she has “a gasp of pleasure had escaped [her] lips
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See introduction to dissertation.
Kincaid also writes of this in My Brother, discussed later in this chapter.
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This is reminiscent of the protagonist’s love for the Red Girl’s grime in Annie John; she admires her
“unbelievable, wonderful smell, as if she had never taken a bath in her whole life” (57).
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which [she] would allow no one to hear” (43). She is quite capable of pleasing herself and feels
no need to share that pleasure with others at that point.
She uses the term “native” to define that which is of her body, enhancing the perspective
of her body as land with borders worth defending (32-33). Accordingly, her body rejects that
which is “foreign”: one way this manifests itself is in her rejection of clothing. In Lucy, the main
character is uncomfortable on her way to meet with her new employer, both with her clothing
and the situation.39 Just as Lucy experiences an “association between psychic vulnerability and
discomfort with clothing” (Matos 847), so too does Xuela. She describes her first school
uniform: “And I can so well remember the feel of the cloth of my skirt and blouse—coarse
because it was new—a green skirt and beige blouse...its colors and style mimicking the colors
and style of a school somewhere else, somewhere far away” (Kincaid, Autobiography 12). She is
uncomfortable with both the newness of the cloth and the situation. The “pair of brown thick
cloth shoes and brown cotton socks” cause her feet to “ache and swell” (12-13). Further, the
uniform represents colonial mimicry; as an imitation of a uniform found in a British school, it is
something literally foreign to Xuela’s body. Later, foreshadowing her increasing independence
from societal dictates, she stops wearing undergarments altogether (69, 172). This continual
chafing Xuela experiences mirrors Kincaid’s discomfort with limitations such as those of genre.
She does not strip naked and disengage with society completely, however. Instead, she
continually cycles through relationships, entering and exiting, like the one she shares with the
LaBattes and others. Rather than keep her own company, as a self-contained and masturbatory
bundle, she seeks instead to test the boundaries of herself and others.

Lucy describes, “The undergarments that I wore were all new, bought for my journey, and as I sat in the car,
twisting this way and that to get a good view of the sights before me, I was reminded of how uncomfortable the new
can make you feel” (4).
39
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“To Weave Me into Its Seams”
After a failed effort to integrate Xuela into the household with his new wife and children,
concluded with a boy’s physical attack of Xuela that her father incorrectly assumes is sexual, he
again delivers her, this time into the home and service of his friend Monsieur Jacques LaBatte
and his wife, Lise. Xuela performs household chores, while attending a new school, in exchange
for room and board. However, they desire additional services, she soon discovers. Madame
wants her to have the child for them that she cannot; Monsieur desires her sexually. Each seeks
to entrap her in some way, and this is sparked by Xuela putting on and taking off her clothing.
One of Xuela’s first observations about Madame is her dress:
She wore a white dress made of a coarse cloth decorated with embroidery
stitching of flowers and leaves; I noticed this because it was a dress people in
Mahaut would have worn only to church on Sundays. Her dress was not worn out
and it was clean; it was not in a stylish cut but loose, fitting her badly, as if her
body was no longer of any interest to her. (Kincaid, Autobiography 63-64)
The dress contains within it the contradiction between Madame’s societal position and her
quality of life. The condition of the dress (it is “not worn out”; it is “clean”) shows her privilege;
she likely occupies a higher social status than many of those from Xuela’s hometown because
she is wearing as an everyday dress that which would have been a Sunday dress in Mahaut.
However nice this dress is, though, it is not becoming: it is “loose, fitting her badly, as if her
body was no longer of any interest to her.” According to Sharrad, this ill-fitting garment “reveals
its wearer’s surrender to life’s disappointments” (58). Xuela learns of one aspect of these
disappointments from “the woman who came each day to wash their clothes” (Kincaid,
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Autobiography 64); Lise’s desire for her husband is unreciprocated. It is only after “she fed him
a sauce made up of her own menstrual blood, which bound him to her” that he agrees to marry
her (65). After the wedding, though, he loses interest again. More importantly, Xuela also learns
that Lise “wanted a child, but her womb was like a sieve; it would not contain a child” (76).
Madame is kind to Xuela; she saves her favorite part of the fish for dinner and takes her
inside when it rains and her room leaks (67; 73-74). Xuela enjoys sitting silently on the verandah
as Lise sews and stares into the distance, presumably deep in thought, even though Xuela
perceives these moments are shot through with expectation. This scene evokes the character
Madame Defarge from Dicken’s A Tale of Two Cities (1859). Instead of knitting, Lise is sewing,
but just as Madame Defarge is knitting in code the names of those to be killed, Madame LaBatte
is quietly scheming a way to entrap Xuela. According to Matos, “Only when Madame LaBatte
begins to make gifts of her clothing does Xuela begin to perceive the ulterior designs behind
Madame’s kindness” (847). Trying on a dress makes Xuela start to understand Lise:
[S]he gave me a beautiful dress that she no longer wore; it still fit her, but she no
longer wore it. As I was trying on the dress I could hear her thoughts: she was
thinking of her youth, the person she used to be when she first wore the dress she
had just given me, the things she had wanted, the things she had not received, the
shallowness of her whole life. (Kincaid, Autobiography 68)
Unlike the dress Madame wears on their first meeting, this dress is “beautiful” rather than simply
clean and not worn out, making it appear to be an attractive gift for Xuela to receive and wear.
While she wears the first dress, despite its ill fit, this dress “still fit her, but she no longer wore
it”; this one raises the question of why Lise would choose not to wear a beautiful and well-fitting
dress. The transfer of dress from Lise to Xuela mirrors her desire to shift her childbearing burden
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to Xuela, who “hears” Lise’s thoughts of youth at the moment she considers the rationale behind
the gift. Despite the dress’s beauty and good fit, she is no longer “the person she used to be when
she first wore the dress.” Her hope is that Xuela’s youth might provide what it did not for her.
During their “conversation,” she starts to realize more specifically Lise’s goal “to make a
gift of [Xuela] to her husband” (68). Xuela says, “I was standing in this room before her, my
clothes coming off, my clothes going on, naked, clothed, but the vulnerability I felt was not of
the body, it was of the spirit, the soul” (68-69). The alternating states of clothedness and nudity
elicit this understanding. In this instance, according to Matos, “the clothing itself seems to act a
medium of clairvoyance, a supernatural conduit through which Xuela can perceive Madame
LaBatte’s innermost motives” (848). Xuela resists, to a point; she takes and keeps the dress,
though she does not wear it (Kincaid, Autobiography 69). This is an ambivalent position because
she takes what is offered but does not utilize it. Later, after her first sexual encounter with
Monsieur, Madame gives Xuela another dress from her youth: “The dress fit me perfectly, I felt
most uncomfortable in it, I could not wait to remove it and put on my own clothes again” (75).
Despite the perfect fit of the dress, she feels discomfort because it is not her own; this hints at her
discomfort with the role she is considering in this household.
As the affair between Xuela and Monsieur begins, the tension between Xuela and
Madame grows. As Xuela “sees” Lise’s vision of “a child inside” Xuela, she “turned [her] back
to it” (77). Lise’s desire permeates the patchwork dress she begins to make for Xuela:
She was stitching me a garment from beautiful old cloths she had saved from
different times in her life, the happy times, the sad times. It was a shroud made of
memories; how she wished to weave me into its seams, its many seams. How hard
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she tried; but with each click of the thimble striking the needle, I made an escape.
Her frustration and my satisfaction were in their own way palpable. (77-78)
Again, despite the beauty of the “old cloths” with which Lise sews the garment, it is “a means of
entrapment” (Sharrad 58). Each piece is imbued with Lise’s memories, both happy and sad,
carrying a weight that Xuela wishes not to bear. She perceives the dress as a shroud, a garment of
death, an image that often repeated throughout Kincaid’s work.40 Imagining Lise wanting “to
weave [her] into its seems, its many seams” shows the slow but steady way in which Lise builds
her expectations upon Xuela at the interstice of her happy and sad memories, thread by thread,
binding her into the fabric of her life. The hard imagery of the “click of the thimble striking the
needle” is an auditory alarm for Xuela, awakening her to her need to escape from this situation
and Lise’s expectations. Still, Xuela says that “with each click” she “made an escape,” but the
reality is that she does not yet leave, suggesting continued ambivalence.
Xuela’s affair with Monsieur is initiated by Xuela’s lack of undergarments, which leads
to her masturbation in the garden one night. Monsieur approaches, watching her masturbate, and
“asked [her] to remove [her] clothes” (70). She responds to his request, “quite sure of [herself],
knowing what it was [she] wanted, that it was too dark, [she] could not see” (70). Cobham
considers this a rape scene but acknowledges that Xuela “refuses to naturalize her oppression by
acquiescing in the role of object” (878).41 It is unclear if Xuela overstates her certainty to appear
in control, but her language suggests that she wants a change of venue to improve her sight rather
than his. They go to his coin counting room, and she describes how “when he had not wanted me
to touch him, he had placed his own large hands over my wrists and kept them pinned to the

See also “Biography of a Dress” (203-204), Annie, Gwen, Lilly, Pam and Tulip (np), “Holidays” (39), “At the
Bottom of the River” (69), and Lucy (82).
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See the rape scene in Ch. 2.
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floor; when my cries had distracted him, he had clamped my lips shut with his mouth” (Kincaid,
Autobiography 72).42 Monsieur’s use of restraint suggests his level of control; their sexual
encounter is about his desire alone, and this is how fifteen-year-old Xuela loses her virginity to
her father’s friend.
She soon gets pregnant; Lise is happy, but Xuela is filled with dread; bearing their child
will connect her with the LaBattes indefinitely, their family line soon drawn through her womb.43
Early on, she develops an understanding of her menstrual flow that “its failure to appear
regularly after a certain interval could only mean a great deal of trouble for [her]” (57), so the
concept of her pregnancy sickens her. She says, “[I]f there was a child in me I could expel it
through the sheer force of my will” (81). The specter of an unwanted pregnancy forces Xuela to
obtain an abortion and thus seize control of her life.44
When willing the fetus out of her does not work, Xuela acquires an abortion. She seizes
money from Monsieur LaBatte’s counting room without his permission, judging correctly that he
should pay to end the pregnancy he starts, and visits the home of a woman called “Sange-Sange,”
who gives her an abortifacient that turns her body into a four-day “volcano of pain” (82). This
traumatic experience reinforces Xuela’s perception of creation as herself against the rest of the
world. Her impression of the pain of the abortion as being the primary pain in the universe and
that “all other pain was only a reference to it, an imitation of it, an aspiration to it” reflects her
egotistical perspective (82-83). Her unwanted pregnancy and its termination force her to take a
stance. She decides and suffers alone.
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The aspects of bondage in this scene recur below in a sexual scene with Philip, though they take on a different
valence with Xuela’s increased experience and control.
43
See discussion of the family line in Mr. Potter below and Ch. 2.
44
Reproduction as a means of control is discussed in both remaining chapters of this dissertation, especially Ch. 3.
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When considering her own reproductivity, Xuela unleashes a statement of her aggressive
reproductive strategy in the “cannibalism” passage, quoted here at length:
I would bear children, but I would never be a mother to them. I would bear them
in abundance; they would emerge from my head, from my armpits, from between
my legs; I would bear children, they would hang from me like fruit from a vine,
but I would destroy them with the carelessness of a god. I would bear children in
the morning, I would bathe them at noon in a water that came from myself, and I
would eat them at night, swallowing them whole, all at once. They would live and
then they would not live. In their day of life, I would walk them to the edge of a
precipice. I would not push them over; I would not have to; the sweet voices of
unusual pleasures would call to them from its bottom; they would not rest until
they became one with these sounds. I would cover their bodies with diseases,
embellish skins with thinly crusted sores, the sores sometimes oozing a thick pus
for which they would thirst, a thirst that could never be quenched. I would
condemn them to live in an empty space frozen in the same posture in which they
had been born. I would throw them from a great height; every bone in their body
would be broken and the bones would never be properly set, healing in the way
they were broken, healing never at all. I would decorate them when they were
only corpses and set each corpse in a polished wooden box, and place the polished
wooden box in the earth and forget the part of the earth where I had buried the
box; it is in this way that I did not become a mother; it is in this way that I bore
my children. (97-98)
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This passage is angry and shocking in many ways, marked by “relentless and unyielding
apocalyptic sadism” (Kathryn E. Morris 966). Xuela posits herself not merely as a non-mother.
She makes herself Shiva, both creator and destroyer, acting with “the carelessness of a god.” She
would bring these children into being and then take away their lives again: “They would live and
then they would not live.” Actions associated with motherhood (“I would bathe them,” “I would
cover their bodies,” “I would decorate them”) are set into violent contexts (she is bathing them
only to eat them; covering their bodies, but with diseases; and decorating them, only to bury and
forget them), making them all the more terrible. She would “condemn them to live in an empty
space frozen in the same posture in which they had been born,” a nod to her experience of being
born into a vacuum of motherly love. As frightful as the passage is, it is an act of creative
invention, spanning the “classic patriarchal distinction between masculine production (creative
invention) and feminine (re)production (repetition)” (Kelso 4-5). Not only is Xuela not a babymaking machine, she is an artist using their corpses as her medium.
There is a reversal from the opening to the closing statement, from positive to negative
(“I would bear children, but I would never be a mother to them”), to negative to positive (“it is in
this way that I did not become a mother; it is in this way that I bore my children”). The opening
lulls the reader into a false sense of security (that of a woman bearing children, following the
“natural” order), only to then upset those expectations with Xuela’s refusal to mother. The
conclusion is an ironic reversal, seeming to mock the reader with the images that linger.
The cannibalism of the passage, in which Xuela “would eat them at night, swallowing
them whole, all at once,” is particularly intriguing. From an early age, she displayed cannibalistic
tendencies, as Ma Eunice discovers; when young Xuela first grows teeth, “the first thing [she]
did was to sink them into her hand as she fed [her]” (6). The myth of the bloodthirsty cannibal is
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a particularly Caribbean trope with long roots, often encouraged as much by the locals as by the
Europeans who wanted to believe them. Xuela identifies to some degree with her mother’s Carib
background, more so than her father’s African or Scottish background. While she may associate
herself with the Carib people, she does not assume their defeat and extermination. She takes an
aggressive stance concerning her own reproductive abilities. She could abstain from both sexual
activity and reproduction; instead, she “bears” many, mothering none, and “eat[s] them at night,
swallowing them whole, all at once.” Whether the colonizer in question is the would-be father,
the baby itself, or both, she allows herself to be penetrated (by the penis, by the baby that grows
as a result), only to reject the baby and eat it. Like the cannibals that her Carib ancestors are
supposed to be, she takes in, rejects, then victoriously repossesses once again.
After her abortion, Xuela chooses to live as a recluse, which is defined outwardly by a
change in her appearance. She purchases “the clothes of a dead man” and “cut off the two plaits
of hair” (98-99). She lives an asexual, ascetic, and lonely life, lugging buckets of sand, mud, and
water, filling and emptying holes in silence (99). Her Sisyphean tasks allow her time and silence
to process her grief. She lives this way only briefly, however, before her father asks her to return
to see her sick half-brother before he dies. She acquiesces immediately, claiming “I was ready to
leave just then” (104). Her abrupt return to the disappointing world where she is not loved in the
way she would have liked seems unexpected. However, her trial has allowed her to discover the
strength of her body, through which she can exact her revenge upon the world. Xuela’s influence
soon extends beyond her own body. She says, “I had become such an expert at being ruler of my
own life in this one limited regard that I could extend such power to any other woman who asked
me for it” (115). When her half-sister becomes pregnant, she “helped her rid herself of this
condition” with “strong potions of teas”; when the teas are unsuccessful, Xuela “put [her] hand
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up into her womb and forcibly removed it” (114). This aid does not bring Xuela and her sister
closer together, which raises the question of whether the sister wants the abortion. This situates
her in the tradition of “Sange-Sange,” her own abortionist, and other obeah women with their
knowledge and abilities in such matters. While Lise feeds her future husband food cooked in her
menstrual blood in order to bind him to her (65), Xuela instead uses her knowledge
antagonistically to keep her sister and herself from giving birth to unwanted children,
consequently cutting off her father’s desired legacy and the family line.
This reproductive strategy creates particular frustration for Xuela’s later lover, a
stevedore named Roland. They have sex repeatedly, and he does not understand what she does
not become pregnant: “Feeling my womb contract, I crossed the room, still naked; small drops of
blood spilled from inside me, evidence of my refusal to accept his silent offering. And Roland
looked at me, his face expressing confusion. Why did I not bear his children?” (175). Roland
defines himself by his ability to impregnate women, a value common in the Anglophone
Caribbean.45 Xuela allows him to penetrate her repeatedly, but she never allows him to
impregnate her. Her menstrual flow, as previously mentioned, is something she perceives as a
part of her and the absence of which is a concern (57). By referencing Roland’s procreative
abilities less in terms of impregnation and more in terms of “the number of times he brought the
monthly flow of blood to a halt” (176), Xuela frames them in terms of their violence towards her
and her body. Her menstrual flow is natural and her own, and he is seeking to interrupt it. Her
“womb contract[s]” after the sexual act, as if itself repulsed by his semen. She revels in her

According to Edith Clarke’s anthropological study of maternal and paternal roles in Jamaica, “Just as a woman is
only considered ‘really’ a woman after she has borne a child, so the proof of a man’s maleness is the impregnation
of a woman” (96). Similarly, in Olive Senior’s study, men “see ‘fathering’ a child…as the true sign of manhood”
(66). Though these studies take place in Jamaica, they can be reasonably generalized to the author’s home of
Antigua and the character’s home of Dominica, also part of the Anglophone Caribbean.
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control over her own reproduction; she is “overjoyed at the accuracy of [her] prediction” that her
menstrual flow has returned on schedule (175). She claims to feel “sorrow for him” when this
happens, but never enough to allow him to prevail. She allows him still to hope and to continue
is his futile task, which seems crueler than had she rejected him outright.
The futility of their love affair is represented by “the large, cheap bolts of cotton from
which he would steal a few yards to give [Xuela] to make a dress” (169). The fabric, stolen from
the ships that he unloads as a stevedore, is “Irish linen” that Xuela on her own “could not
afford…because it came from a real country, not a false country like [hers]” (172). The fabric
possesses a legitimacy that Dominica does not and that Xuela, by extension, does not. It is the
same fabric that he steals for his wife, so the doubling reinforces his relationship with Xuela, his
lover, as illegitimate in relation to his relationship with his wife. The dresses Xuela makes with
this stolen fabric pretend politeness while hiding her sexual authenticity: she wears a dress that is
“demure enough,” but she wears “absolutely nothing” underneath, and another dress has “a false
pocket in the skirt, a pocket that did not have a bottom” that allowed Roland “to touch inside”
her (172-73; 177). Though she loves Roland, the relationship is fleeting; instead, she says, “I
married a man I did not love, but I would not have married a man I loved at all” (205).
The man she eventually marries, and does not love, is Philip, a white doctor. He is yet
another friend of her father, and Xuela’s father places her with Philip after she has attracted the
attention of her half-sister’s husband. About a year into her work as his assistant, she initiates a
scenario in which she must partially disrobe in front of him. She has a cough, but for him to
listen to her chest, she needs to unbind her breasts, which she binds to lessen their “constant state
of sensation” but only truly remedied by “a man’s mouth” (146). She reveals herself to him:
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Because my breasts were in such a state, I wore strips of muslin wrapped tightly
around my chest, as if to protect an old wound. To have Philip examine me I had
to remove the bandage, and since he was a doctor I did this in his presence. I
removed the muslin carefully, as if I were alone, and this was because I was in the
presence of a doctor, not because I wanted him to find it interesting in any way.
(147)
The tight muslin binding controls her sensitive breasts, as if keeping her sexuality itself under
wraps, so to speak.46 The slow revelation of her breasts (she does it “carefully”) includes feigned
innocence of the effect of her undressing: she is “in the presence of a doctor,” does it “as if [she]
were alone,” and does not care if he “find[s] it interesting in any way.” Though not technically
sexual, Xuela shows more control in this situation than she does with her first sexual experience.

This predictably leads to the development of a sexual relationship. As with Monsieur
LaBatte, he comes upon her while she is masturbating, which leads to a sexual encounter:

I started to remove my nightgown, I pulled it over my head, I had plaited my hair
into two braids and rolled them up along the side of my head, they covered my
ears; the neck of my nightgown had too small an opening and so I stood before
him, my arms above my head, my head inside my nightgown, naked. I do not
know how long I stood like that, it could only have been a moment, but I became
eternally fascinated with how I felt then. (153)
Xuela puts herself into a posture in which she is “eternally fascinated.” Her arms are bound up in
her nightgown that is over her head, just as her hair is bound up in the braids rolled into buns.

Compare this with the unbinding of Lowe’s breasts during a sexual encounter in The Pagoda by Patricia Powell
(15-16).
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This bondage is simultaneous with her exposure. After Philip helps to untangle her from her
nightgown and unbraid her hair, she returns herself to a similar posture, this time with his belt:
“[U]sing my mouth I secured it tightly around my wrists and I raised my hands in the air” (154).
This is followed the repetition of the phrase “I made him” and a series of descriptions of her
putting him into various positions, some of which suggest anal penetration. Holcomb and
Holcomb, who read this scene as sadomasochistic, suggest that Xuela is controlling the scene,
“subverting the relation of passivity and bondage to activity and agency or dominance” (972).
Despite her bound and sometimes so-called “bottom” position, she dictates the terms of the
encounter, controlling her own pleasure in a way that is clearer than in her experience with
Monsieur LaBatte.47 According to Yelin, “One of the most disturbing aspects of The
Autobiography of My Mother is Xuela’s aggressive sexual solipsism. Autoerotic pleasure takes
priority in this novel not only as ground and source but also as substitute for other kinds of
sexual relations” (459). As is evident in this scene, this is not entirely true. While Xuela seems
perfectly content with masturbation, she always returns to partnered sex; she can exert more
power, and take more pleasure, in taking on and rebuffing someone else.
Xuela’s sexual relations with Philip illuminate her decision to marry him, despite her lack
of love for him. According to Di Iorio Sandín, “Xuela, for all her critique in the book of arrogant
or overprivileged males, only acts against them in a passive aggressive way, such as when she
withholds love from her white husband to such an extent that she destroys him and their
marriage” (“Trauma” 28). She is disgusted by his thin pale skin and confounded by his interests
in gardening and “rearranging the books on his shelf” (Kincaid, Autobiography 209; 204). She

Though people often interpret “tops” as those in control over “bottoms” in a sadomasochistic setting, this is
somewhat inaccurate, as this power “is best understood as having been delegated by the bottoms during negotiation”
(Newmahr 46).
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mistranslates for him and is unkind to him: “He grew to live for the sound of my footsteps, so I
would walk without making a sound; he loved the sound of my voice, so for days I would not
utter a word” (217-18). She perhaps even poisons his wife by introducing her to a hallucinogenic
brew that kills her (206-07).
She no longer aborts, per se, with Philip; she says, “By the time I had married, my own
womb had dried up” (206). However, the marriage itself can be considered her final abortion
because she initiates it, only to fail purposefully. She says, “He became all the children I did not
allow to be born” (224). She dresses him in “the colors of the newly born” and herself in “the
color black” (218). He is her child that she aborts; she wears black to mourn his “death,” even
though she is the one who “kills” his love for her and thus their marriage.
At the beginning of the book, Xuela says, “I came to feel that for my whole life I had
been standing on a precipice, that my loss had made me vulnerable, hard, and helpless” (3-4).
Her loss is of her mother. The precipice reappears in the “cannibalism” passage, where she walks
the children she bears but will not mother “to the edge of a precipice” (97). At the end of the
book and towards the end of both of their lives, she imagines him on the edge of a cliff, facing
east, towards his English homeland: “I wanted to push him over, into the abyss, and not with
deliberate anger but with a tap-tap, as if of recognition, as if of a friend, as if to say to him, You
were not the great love of my life and so I understand you completely and this sentiment is
unusual, unique only to me. Ahhh!” (227).48 This desire seems almost sentimental, almost
admitting a connection (“as if of recognition, as if of a friend”), despite her impulse to “push
him…into the abyss” of death. At the age of seventy, looking back over her life, Xuela appears

Xuela’s insistence on the unique nature of her perspective mirrors that of the fictional Kincaid narrator in Mr.
Potter discussed below.
48
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to have softened, reminiscing over her life, mourning the children she does not have: “For years
and years, each month my body would swell up slightly, mimicking the state of maternity,
longing to conceive, mourning my heart’s and mind’s decision never to bring forth a child. I
refused to belong to a race, I refused to accept a nation” (224-25). The exclamation “Ahhh!” is
uncharacteristically emotional. Faced with the void of death, the ultimate disconnection, she
reflects on her unfortunate disconnection from both the past and the future.
Nancy Chodorow, a feminist sociologist and psychoanalyst, claims that “[w]omen come
to mother because they have been mothered by women” (211). While Xuela has maternal figures
in her life (like Ma Eunice and her stepmother), she is denied her own mother, and so she snubs
any attempts to be mothered and rejects motherhood for herself. She knows that, because of her
mother’s death “at the moment [she] was born” (Kincaid, Autobiography 3), she is denied “[t]hat
attachment, physical and spiritual, that confusion who is who, flesh and flesh” (99). It is often the
case that “the misfortunes of a woman are foisted upon the subsequent generation” (Robolin 78).
Like Isabel in The House on the Lagoon, as will be discussed in Chapter 2, and Irene Vilar in her
memoirs, as will be discussed in Chapter 3, Xuela seeks to stop the cycle of trauma, “the way
that experience of a trauma repeats itself, exactly and unremittingly, through the unknowing acts
of the survivor and against [her] very will” (Caruth 1-2). While Isabel engages and fights the
hypocrisy of her husband’s family’s racial and sexual politics, Xuela does so with the forces
desiring to possess her body and occupy her future, whether those who seek to claim her sexually
or reproductively. In this way, both characters perform violence to battle the “brutality” that
Xuela claims “is the only real inheritance” (Kincaid, Autobiography 5).
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My Brother and Mr. Potter
In writing The Autobiography of My Mother, Jamaica Kincaid bends the novel genre, as is first
indicated by the title. This bending of the genre is reflected in Xuela’s angry story, in which she
chafes against the restrictions placed on her by others and frequently challenges the boundaries
between individual and society, advancing and retreating, in order to create a space for herself.
This novel is purportedly about her mother, while Dance notes that the character Xuela also
shares many characteristics with Kincaid herself (39); the rest of this chapter turns to stories of
the men in Kincaid’s life. She writes a nonfictional work about her brother, My Brother (1997),
and a fictional work about her father, Mr. Potter (2002). Jana Evans Braziel points out that many
critics propose that works like My Brother and others could have been named My Mother, so
strong is the presence of Kincaid’s mother throughout so many of her other works (167-68).
Accordingly, when asked about the inspiration for her book about her father, Kincaid cites her
mother:
It came to me in thinking about my mother. The more I thought of her life, and
how it was that I grew up without knowing this person that she loathed and who
was my father, the more I wanted to write this book. Here was a person she
absolutely detested. She never introduced me to him and he never had any interest
in me. Although when I became a well-known [author], he came to visit me.
When he found me not interested in the idea of his being my dad, he actually
disinherited me. It’s in his will. (McLarin 34)
That Kincaid utilizes her initial thinking about her mother to then write about her father, in the
same way as she uses the pretext of writing about her father to write about her mother, herself,
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and even her former father-in-law and New Yorker editor, William Shawn,49 shows her
instinctual drive towards the story over all else. One reviewer writes, “Jamaica Kincaid seems to
be working her way through her family tree, and those of us who appreciate great writing pray
she never runs out of relatives” (McLarin 34). That she uses her family members as an occasion
for writing should not be a concern but rather a sign that this is an author who knows how best to
employ subjects for her own use.
One does not expect Kincaid to have anything to say about her father because her world
seems to revolve around her mother. As Beryl Gilroy states mildly, “She has fixations about her
mother” (Bradshaw 391). After reading Kincaid’s earlier works like At the Bottom of the River
(1983), Annie John, Lucy, and The Autobiography of My Mother, one could reasonably arrive at
a similar conclusion. However, Edwidge Danticat counters, “I think it’s narrow-minded of
people to say that she’s fixated with mothers and daughters. Have people read her My Brother or
Mr. Potter? Her gardening or travel book?” (Adisa 353).50
Two of the books Danticat mentions are My Brother, Kincaid’s nonfictional account
about her youngest brother Devon and his death from an AIDS-related illness, and Mr. Potter, a
novel about her absentee father. These two works initially feel like a departure from much of
Kincaid’s work because of her previous focus on the mother-daughter relationship. Writing My
Brother is an unusual move because Kincaid did not have a close relationship with her brother;
writing Mr. Potter is even more surprising because she and her father had virtually no
Kincaid’s colleague and friend Ian Frazier writes, “If the inventiveness and determination in her Talk stories were
Jamaica’s alone, the editorial ear was Mr. Shawn’s” (xviii). Kincaid describes Mr. Shawn as “the person for whom I
wrote then…but when I write even now, I think of him, perhaps especially now, perhaps more than ever even now”
(Talk 12).
50
Kincaid plays with this idea in her novel See Now Then (2013). Persephone complains of her mother, Mrs. Sweet,
Kincaid’s stand-in, “Oh, she just sits in that room writing about her goddamn mother, as if people had never had a
mother who wanted to kill them before they were born in the history of the world; and the stupid father named Mr.
Potter who couldn’t even read” (129).
49
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relationship at all. She writes, “Not only did he ignore me, he made sure that until the day he
died, I did not exist at all” (Potter 126). Lorde says, “Anger is the grief of distortion between
peers” (“Anger” 129). Kincaid’s relationships, or the lack thereof, with her brother and father,
are strained by a complex mixture of distances: physical, as well as in terms of education,
language, and class. At the same time, those distances in their relationships are what allow
Kincaid the space in which she may write.
My Brother
Kincaid is not close with her youngest brother, Devon Drew, but she decides to write a memoir
about his death. The most charitable possibility is that Kincaid seeks to use her platform as an
influential American writer to draw attention to the tragedy of her brother’s death from such a
disease, which at that time and in that place carried a stigma related to some of the means of its
transmission. This falls under Aurora Levins Morales’s directives to “tell untold or undertold
histories” (26), “reveal hidden power relationships” (31), and to “cross borders” (38). When
Kincaid explains her motives, she writes:
I became a writer out of desperation, so when I first heard my brother was dying I
was familiar with the act of saving myself: I would write about him. I would write
about his dying. When I was young, younger than I am now, I started to write
about my own life and I came to see that this act saved my life. When I heard
about my brother's illness and his dying, I knew, instinctively, that to understand
it, or to make an attempt at understanding his dying, and not to die with him, I
would write about it. (195-96)
Kincaid’s explanation of her decision to write appears self-serving, saving herself by writing
about him. However, her motives are more complex than this statement suggests.
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Her brother’s illness brings her into contact with family members with whom she is
sometimes estranged. Of her mother, she writes, “She is my mother, too, but I wasn’t talking to
her then, and when I am not talking to her, she is someone else’s mother, not mine” (Brother 89).
Of her stepfather, father to her three younger half-brothers, she writes: “This man was my
brother’s real father and not really my own, my father was someone else I did not know, I knew
only this man and to me he was my father” (103).51 Her three younger brothers she names rarely
and obliquely (“[m]y brother…told the brother who is two years older than he is, the brother I
am eleven years older than” [29]). Elsewhere, they are identified as Joseph, born 1958; Dalma,
1960; and Devon, 1962 (Dance 84). Their nicknames are Styles, Muds, and Patches,
respectively. Likewise, she does not consider herself part of the group, making her the outsider to
their family group: “I had never been a part of the tapestry, so to speak, of Patches, Styles, and
Muds” (Brother 175). She claims not to think of them has her brothers, calling them “my
mother’s children” (21).
Kincaid’s feelings for Devon are contradictory and confusing. She says she loves him
(21), that she does not (58), and sometimes something in between: “I did not love my brother, I
did not like my brother, I was only so sorry that he had died” (106). She sometimes feels anger at
the obligation of his prolonged dying (90). She acknowledges repeatedly that she misses him
when she is away but that this feeling is enmeshed with his suffering. She writes, “I missed my
brother, being with him, being in the presence of his suffering and the feeling that somewhere in
it was the possibility of redemption of some kind” (50); similarly, she states again, “I missed
him. I missed seeing him suffer. I missed feeling sorry that I could see him in his suffering” (57).
She complicates her feelings for him by conceding her attraction to witnessing his pain.
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This contradicts other statements. He is the only person outside of William Shawn (Introduction, Talk 12), her exhusband (during their marriage), and her children whom she has said that she loves without reservation (Dance 49).
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Despite the difference in age and the little time they spent living as siblings under the
same roof, Jamaica and Devon have some commonalities. Like their mother, they are both
gardeners (11). They both steal books, but she emphasizes the difference in the objects of their
theft: while she only steals novels, he steals a book on the history of the British West Indies, as
he is interested in “the great hero-thieves of English maritime history” (94-95). Referring to the
individuals in these books as “hero-thieves” suggests she recognizes the complexities of these
historical figures, while her brother’s understanding might be a more straightforward worship.
Devon loved Milton, or rather, “he loved not so much John Milton as all the people who came
after and were influenced by John Milton; but the people he met who came after John Milton and
were influenced by John Milton were servants in the British colonial enterprise” (176). Her
emphasis on this detail is significant; Milton is one of the European authors that Kincaid is
forced to incorporate during her colonial education, required by her teacher to copy Books I and
II of Paradise Lost as punishment for poor behavior in class (Annie 82; See 32). That Devon
loves not necessarily Milton but those whom he influences, alludes to the banality of those
influenced and of Devon for his appreciation of them. Further, their participation as “servants in
the British colonial enterprise” intimates their status as mercenaries in a violent enterprise, as
Kincaid discusses at length in A Small Place. This brief indication of Devon’s literary interests
suggests that she believes his reading tastes are subpar or derivative and serves to complicate
their shared interest.
Similarly, Kincaid places distance between herself and her brother by emphasizing the
difference in their use of language. Not known for her use of dialect in her writing, it is
nonetheless included at times in this memoir. This decision may be to give some “local color” to
the work, but it may also be a way of Kincaid positioning herself apart from and above her
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brother. She sets off his colloquial speech parenthetically and explains it in standard English: “I
told him to protect himself from the HIV virus and he laughed at me and said that he would
never get such a stupid thing (‘Me no get dat chupidness, man’)” (Brother 8).52 As Ashcroft et al.
explain, such “glossing gives the translated word, and thus the ‘receptor’ culture, the higher
status” (66). As the writer, Kincaid controls and contains her brother’s language within her
own.53
At the same time, she does not place herself above her brother’s ridicule; she includes
Devon’s teasing imitation of her speech on the phone:
He would speak to me with a pretend English accent, making fun of the way I
have come to speak, I suppose, but meaning no malice, I believe, and even if he
did, I didn’t believe I would care; that, after all, is not serious malice. He would
say, How are you, maiy deahre, and how is the home front. (56-57)
Here, Kincaid does not gloss her brother’s speech, presumably because his imitation of her more
standard, if affected, speech would be more comprehensible to the reader. She interprets “no
malice” in his ridicule, mitigated soon after as “not serious malice” (emphasis mine), and claims,
even if Devon meant harm, “I didn’t believe I would care.” Kincaid likely allows herself to be
vulnerable, letting the reader see the sting of her brother’s imitation, in the interest of revealing
yet another way in which their difference in speech distances them.
Even though her brother does not play a major role in her life, he is the source of at least
one of the significant memories in her life. One memory is of Devon almost being eaten by red

She treats her mother’s speech similarly: “[M]y mother was sorry about [Devon’s] absence (‘Me miss he, you
know, me miss he’)” (151).
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Contrast this with Junot Díaz’s perspective: “For me, allowing the Spanish to exist in my text without the benefit
of italics or quotations marks a very important political move” (qtd. in Ch’ien 204).
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ants, a tale she writes and rewrites a few times.54 Another is when, as is discussed in the
introduction to this dissertation, after neglecting Devon while babysitting, her mother sets her
books ablaze. It is because of her younger brothers that her mother takes her out of school before
taking the exams that could have gotten her a scholarship off the island (Brother 74). Naturally,
Kincaid resents all that her mother asks of her, that she “was always being asked to forgo” her
reading and school “to take care of these small children who were not [hers]” (128). This story,
complete with her punishment for her love of books more than her family, creates the basis for
her writerly existence. It also makes clear why she is drawn to writing Devon’s story, despite
their relative distance.
Devon’s illness and subsequent death introduces a multitude of themes that would prove
attractive to Kincaid. His body deteriorates from a disease with social stigma because of the
socioeconomic conditions in which he lives. One of the reasons his sister does not share his fate
is because she leaves the island to earn money for their family. When he dies, Kincaid is likely
the only one qualified to tell his story, positioning herself as “the creative demiurge, the alterdivine, the ‘life-giver,’ the biographer, the author” (Braziel 139).
Kincaid adopts a tone of speculation that is unusual for a memoir. Rather than
researching the facts of his life, she conjectures. For example, she writes of him contracting
HIV/AIDS: “[H]e lived a life that is said to be typical in contracting the virus that causes AIDS:
he used drugs (I was only sure of marijuana and cocaine) and he had many sexual partners (I
only knew of women). He was careless; I cannot imagine him taking the time to buy or use a
condom” (Brother 7). She uses phrases like “said to be typical,” using the passive voice and

It is also relayed in “Antigua Crossings” and “At Last” (Dance 86). In Annie John, this incident is rewritten: a boy
makes the protagonist take off her clothes and sit on “a red ants’ nest” (100).
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referencing that which is general rather than specific to Devon’s case. She is “only sure of” and
“only knew of” some parts of the story. She declares him “careless” while operating only under
supposition by saying “I cannot imagine.” Her brother is not an author like her, but she also
makes assumptions about his thought process, writing that his “compulsion to express himself
through his penis, his imagination passing between his legs, not through his hands, is something I
am not qualified to understand” (70). She admits that this topic “is something [she is] not
qualified to understand,” but she still feels qualified to assume the nature of his thoughts.

From this position as spectator and speculator, she witnesses the physical deterioration of
his body as it manifests externally with little insight into Devon’s experience of the disease
inside his body. She writes about his declining state; as with The Autobiography of My Mother,
she relishes in the particulars of his corporeality, diseased as it is, as it manifests in his
discharges and on the surface of his skin. She describes, “A stream of yellow pus flowed out of
his anus constantly; the inside of his mouth and all around his lips were covered with a white
glistening substance, thrush” (138). In a moment of frustration with his disease, Devon shows his
sister his penis, angry with its degraded nature. Kincaid notes that “his penis looked like a
bruised flower that had been cut short on the stem; it was covered with sores and on the sores
was a white substance, almost creamy, almost floury, a fungus” (91). In his death, she writes a
blazon, unusual in its subject, noting “the whiteness of his mouth, the redness of his lips, the
unusual blackness of his skin” (151). He has become so withered that his coffin must be stuffed
to compensate: “[H]e was thin, so diminished that his bedclothes and bed linen, freshly cleaned
by his mother, had to be packed inside the coffin to keep his body from rattling around” (195).
From the outside, too, Kincaid notes the stigma associated with his homosexual activities
in Antigua. She observes how it is the death associated with this activity that brings home such a
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reaction: “People in the place that I am from are quite comfortable with the shame of sex, the
inexplicable need for it, an enjoyment of it that seems beyond the ordinary, the actual peculiarity
of it; only then when you died from it, sex, does the shame become, well, shame” (184). There is
reference to gay men as “auntie-man” (147),55 and Kincaid meets an Antiguan lesbian who opens
her home to gay men once a week out of pity and notes that Devon was “a frequent visitor”
(161).
From her position of privilege in the United States, Kincaid brings him AZT because it is
difficult to obtain within Antigua (21).56 She acknowledges that her mother’s decisions earlier in
her life are what stave off her brother’s death, at least for a little while: “Had my life stayed on
the path where my mother had set it, the path of no university education, my brother would have
been dead by now” (74). This gives her the opportunity to contrast the paths of their lives.57
Certainly, Devon makes bad and occasionally fatal decisions in life. He steals his
mother’s fern to sell for cocaine (73). To take Kincaid at her word, Devon fails to disclose his
status to a woman with whom he has unprotected sex (66). He himself states, “Me mek
wutlessness ah me life, man” (29). She does not deny her brother’s role in his demise, but she
puts it within his socioeconomic context:
[I]t was not racism that made my brother lie dying of an incurable disease in a
hospital in the country in which he was born; it was the sheer accident of life, it
was his own fault, his not caring about himself and his not being able to carefully
weigh and adjust to and accept the to-and-fro of life, the feasting and the famine
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For discussion of homosexuality in the Anglophone Caribbean, see Timothy Chin and Campbell.
Braziel points out “the failures of U.S. pharmaceutical research” in the “distribution and prescription” of AIDS
medications in locations in the Global South such as Antigua (140). This topic overlaps with U.S. birth control
research and sterilization programs in Puerto Rico, as discussed in Ch. 3.
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This is the opposite of Woolf’s Judith Shakespeare; the sister succeeds while the brother fails.
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of life or the times in between, it was the fact that he lived in a place in which a
government, made up of people with his own complexion, his own race, was
corrupt and did not care whether he or other people like him lived or died. (4950).
Here, the reader can see Kincaid’s anger at the multiple individuals and institutions complicit in
her brother’s death. Though she lays blame at Devon’s feet, she cites the role of Antiguan
government corruption, a topic she covers at length in A Small Place. There is no doubt that she
recognizes that Devon’s illness and subsequent death is a consequence of living where he does;
because she lives in the United States, she can tell his story. Still, it is likely that she can blame
her brother, at least in part, for his own role in his demise because of their personal estrangement.
As is the case with Ferré, discussed in Chapter 2, Kincaid requires distance to write about
Devon and the rest of her family: “I am so vulnerable to my family’s needs and influence that
from time to time I remove myself from them” (20). Besides physical distance, she requires
temporal and emotional distance: “What I am writing now is not a journal; a journal is a daily
account, an immediate account of what occurs during a certain time. For a long time after my
brother died I could not write about him, I could not think about him in a purposeful way” (91).
When he dies, she mourns what she perceives as his unawareness of himself and his inability to
express himself to others, and there makes the connection to herself: “His homosexuality is one
thing, and my becoming a writer is another altogether, but this truth is not lost to me: I could not
have become a writer while living among the people I knew best, I could not have become
myself while living among the people I knew best” (162). While some judge Kincaid for leaving
the island, for her own judgment of those who continue to live there, including her own family, it
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is leaving that creates the space and gives her the distance necessary for her to become the
“singular beast” she needs to be in order to write (Buckner 464).
Times had been tight by the time of Devon’s birth, as is evidenced by his plainly
embroidered chemise relative to those her mother had sewn for Kincaid and her other brothers
(Dance 85). She references a time when her mother “had hoped [Devon] would not be born, and
then he was” (150). Kincaid had written about this fictionally, and her brother asks her about it
before he dies:
He had read in a novel written by me about a mother who had tried and tried and
failed and failed to abort the third and last of her three male children. And when
he was dying he asked me if that mother was his mother and if that child was
himself (‘Ah me de trow’way pickney’); in reply, I laughed a great big Ha! Ha!
And then said no, the book he read is a novel, a novel is a work of fiction; he did
not tell me that he did not believe my reply and I did not tell him that he should
not believe my reply. (174)
This is a rare instance in which Kincaid reflects on the nature of her writing and comes down
specifically on one side of calling something fiction. Of course, she at the same time makes clear
that her brother “did not believe [her] reply” and she “did not tell him that he should not believe
[her] reply.” That she laughs “a great big Ha! Ha!” and emphasizes the fictional aspect of her
work shows a rare instance of kindness on her part, even though her demurral is thin and he
knows the truth. In her novel about her father, unlike her memoir about her brother, she finds no
such reason to spare feelings.
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Mr. Potter
As with Kincaid’s other work, and as discussed above, there is a preoccupation with where Mr.
Potter stands between fact and fiction.58 The author herself muses: “Mr. Potter is not a
biography, but I suppose it is about my real father…I didn’t know him at all” (Oliver 108). In
another interview, she states, “For Mr. Potter it had to be fiction, because…I knew nothing about
this man” (McLarin 34). In fact, she did not really do research for this book on her father: “No,
not research…I don’t believe in that. Then I would have to actually write on one those
conventional things” (Jones D1; qtd. in Dance 7).59 Julin Everett classifies it as a “postcolonial
orphan autobiography” (6); Jana Evans Braziel calls it “alterbiography, a textual rendering of
autobiography through the inscriptions of alterity and difference” (175). These designations
highlight Kincaid’s own presence within the work rather than centering her presumed subject:
her father. Many reviewers situate this work in relation to those that preceded it. Linked to
previous works, Mr. Potter forms “a kind of loose, autobiographical family series” (Zaleski 49)
and serves as “the latest in the cycle of autobiographical and putatively fictional writings about
Kincaid’s relations with her family” (Forbes “Writing” 172). Leigh Gilmore refers to Kincaid’s
works as “serial autobiography” or “serial autobiographical fiction” (“Mother” 96; Tainted 146).
Moira Ferguson calls it “a fictional/semi-autobiographical saga” and points out that the author
herself “insists on the continuity and mutual allusiveness of her texts, as if they were to be
treated as loosely fitting but connected sections of a personal and political saga” (238, 257).60

Various reviews and articles define Mr. Potter as “biography in the form of a fiction, or fiction in the form of a
biography” (Rhodes-Pitts); “a book which one hesitates to call a novel” (Punter 147); “a (hi)story,” and a “fictive
genealogy” (Rosdahl 140).
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Compare this with the process Australian author Richard Freadman takes in writing about his father in Shadow of
Doubt: My Father and Myself (2003). His father is similarly “not a glitteringly successful person; nor was he very
well known” (122). Still, Freadman thoroughly researches his life: “I immersed myself in his letters, his academic
and other writings, my correspondence with him, magazines from his school days, and much else” (121).
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Though Ferguson writes earlier in Kincaid’s career, when her latest work was Lucy, her point stands.
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That Kincaid’s work requires so many definitions suggests that she is doing something different
than just writing novels and memoirs.
Many works of life writing presume the importance of their subjects. Mr. Potter,
however, is not a celebration of a life. If My Brother is a mournful reflection on a wasted life,
Mr. Potter is a ruthless indictment of an absent father. While one of the things Kincaid seems to
lament about her brother’s death is his unproductive or nonprocreative body, due to his
homosexuality combined with his lack of children,61 with her father, it seems that he produces
too much for no good reason. Kincaid characterizes him as having abandoned her and her
mother, though it was her mother who leaves him while she is pregnant with Kincaid, taking Mr.
Potter’s savings from under the mattress (20). He has many daughters with many mothers, but he
is not a father to any of them. According to Supriya Nair, “[H]is propagative power spawns a
meaningless multiplicity, a fatherhood that is not even in name” (67). The narrator, one of his
many daughters and Kincaid’s fictional counterpart, attempts to stand out from Mr. Potter’s other
daughters (her half-sisters) and to serve as a source of meaning by telling the story of his life.
She decides not only that she should write her father’s story, but that she alone is qualified to do
so; she declares, “I am the one who can write the narrative that is his life, the only one really”
(88). As Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie writes, “Power is the ability not just to tell the story of
another person, but to make it the definitive story of that person” (“Danger” 219).
As is the case with My Brother, Kincaid is freed to write by both her literacy and her
father’s death (Forbes, “Fracturing” 31; “Writing” 174-75). Her ability to read and write

Braziel reads this as Kincaid “offer[ing] an alternative model of ‘production’—precisely that of gardening or
cultivation—that disrupts not only capitalistic, bourgeois, and heteropatriarchal models based on procreation or
reproduction within a family but also those of history and botany as grounded in violence and appropriation” (140).
This recalls Wynter’s provision plot, a location in which to produce creatively outside the plantation machinery (99);
see introduction to dissertation.
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juxtaposed with his illiteracy puts her in a position of relative power. She writes often, in many
ways, that “he could not read and he could not write and he could not render the story of life, his
own in particular, with coherency and I can read and I can write and I am his daughter” (Potter
130).62 In her essay on the writing of this novel, she reflects on the authority she holds over her
father through the writing process: “He cannot look back at me unless I make him do so, and I
shall never make him do so” (“Echo”). Antonia Purk considers the author’s emphasis on literacy
within a postcolonial context:
Letting her narrator repeat colonial prejudices about African people and express
misguided opinions such as the…association between illiteracy, on the one hand,
and consciousness and humanity, on the other, she frames her narrative within a
critique of colonialism and slavery, demonstrating its aftereffects as the causes for
conditions that prevail today. (80-81)
It is possible that Kincaid is using the concept of literacy in this way, which would suggest
Kincaid’s motives may be less revenge-oriented, as Nair believes is the case (67). This
interpretation, though, detracts from the narrator’s anger and her need to present herself as
superior to the father who fails to love her.
Just as Kincaid’s literacy allows her to write about her father, his death makes it easier to
write about him in Mr. Potter. Death removes the subject as an authority on his own life; in
regard to Devon, she writes, “[T]hat is one of the reasons to outlive all the people who can have
anything to say about you, not letting them have the last word” (Brother 110-111). Death leaves

She levels this claim against her father in My Brother as well (140). She judges her oldest brother similarly: “[H]is
story is another big chapter and he, too, can neither speak it nor write it down” (81). It would not be unreasonable,
then, to expect that her book about him could be forthcoming.
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a vacuum that allows someone, even “a subject sous erasure, an illegitimate, ignored offspring”
like Kincaid, to step in and claim narration (Nair 67). That her father rejects her makes Kincaid’s
novel based on his life a violent conquest and, to her, a satisfying revenge.
In addition to her literacy and her father’s death, Kincaid is freed, rather than hindered,
by her lack of source material. Just as Xuela makes a narrative of her mother’s life despite
knowing very little about it, and just as Kincaid writes a memoir about her brother without
knowing the specific details of his life, she operates with few artefacts, armed with only birth and
death certificates to write about her father (Oliver 108; McLarin 34). It is through examination of
these papers that Kincaid develops the notion of the line, mentioned frequently throughout the
work. Where the names of absentee fathers are unavailable, there are lines drawn through
sections of the paperwork. These lines continue through her own birth certificate, but she insists
that the line end with her:
And this line that runs through Mr. Potter and that he then gave to me, I have not
given to anyone, I had not ceded to anyone, I have brought it to an end, I have
made it stop with me, for I can read and I can now write and I now say, in writing,
that this line drawn through the space where the name of the father ought to be
has come to an end, and that from Mr. Potter to me, no one after that shall have a
line drawn through the space where the name of the father ought to be. (Potter
100-101)63

See similar language in Lucy: “I had begun to see the past like this: there is a line; you can draw it yourself, or
sometimes it gets drawn for you; either way, there it is, your past, a collection of people you used to be and things
you used to do” (137).
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In Rosario Ferré’s The House on the Lagoon, discussed in Chapter 2, the line of the Mendizabal
family is drawn through Rebecca’s body without her consent. She prefers art over motherhood,
but because her husband, Buenaventura, wants more children, the head servant gives her a potion
that results in her pregnancy. In Irene Vilar’s The Ladies’ Gallery: A Memoir of Family Secrets,
discussed in Ch. 3, she is drawn into writing on the three generations of suicidal women by her
professor-husband, and she interprets the birth of her first daughter as freeing her from this cycle.
Kincaid’s autobiographical narrator brings the line to an end and insists she is breaking the cycle
of inheritance, an impression repeated in many reviews.64 She first attributes this termination to
her literacy, that just by stating and writing it to be the case, she makes it so. One might assume
initially the easiest way to stop this inheritance would be not to have children, just as it might
have been easier for Isabel to allow Petra to kill Quintín’s illegitimate child, Willie, than to adopt
him in The House on the Lagoon. Instead, the narrator gives her children both a mother and a
father so that they can “inherit twofold,” though she admits that this inheritance is mostly
negative, “the great cauldron of misery,” with a little positive, “and small cup of joy” (100101).65
Kincaid interprets the lines not as indications of uncertainty or of her father’s absence and
negligence but as little spaces waiting to be filled as she pleases. Because she can write, she may
fill in the blanks. She can write because she is not bound by facts: “Since she had no access to
the past as it really was, the narrator needs to invent versions of it to be able to make any claim to
it at all, wherefore the fictional text provides a productive means” (Purk 75). This goes beyond

Reviewers reference “compulsive cycles” (Nair 51), “the vicious cycle of lovelessness” (Seaman 1052), “the cycle
of abandonment” (Everett 56), “her ancestors’ cycle of silence” (Purk 81), “the cycle of familial curses,” and “the
generational cycle of curses” (Forbes, “Fracturing” 34; “Writing” 175).
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See “This Be The Verse” by Philip Larkin: “They fuck you up, your mum and dad / They may not mean to, but
they do. / They fill you with the faults they had / And add some extra, just for you” (1-4).
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necessity, as there exists no real need for this work to be written. The germ of an idea of a man
who is not fully sketched out, to whom Kincaid has no responsibility, provides an opportunity
for writing. By operating virtually without limitations, without feeling a responsibility to a
subject who has literally disowned her, she is free to make of her father’s life what she will.
What she makes is a novel that retains her real-life anger about his rejection, glorying in her
position as novelist to tell the story of a real-life man about whom she knows little.
“The Perfect Reader”: Conclusion
In writing about her brother in My Brother, Kincaid eulogizes her former editor and former
father-in-law, William Shawn:
For many years I wrote for a man named William Shawn. Whenever I thought of
something to write, I immediately thought of him reading it, and the thought of
this man, William Shawn, reading something I had written only made me want to
write it more; I could see him sitting (not in any particular place) and reading
what I had written and telling me if he liked it, or never mentioning it again if he
didn’t, and the point wasn’t to hear him say that he liked it (though that was better
than anything in the whole world) but only to know that he had read it, and why
that should have been so is beyond words to me right now. (196)
As mentioned above, though she ends her working relationship with the magazine on a sour note,
it is her work writing for this organization in general and Mr. Shawn (as she and her colleagues
would call him) in particular that she establishes her writing career. It is, though, somewhat
unexpected that she celebrates her former father-in-law in a book about the life of her brother,
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just as it is unexpected that she dedicates a book about her brother to the man she considers her
“real” brother, Ian “Sandy” Frazier, a fellow writer at The New Yorker.66
Though Kincaid loves Mr. Shawn, this does not save him from her wrath, nor her literary
judgment. In her most recent novel, See Now Then, Kincaid writes about the disintegration of her
marriage to Allen Shawn, William Shawn’s son. As is usual, she does not consider this work to
be autobiographical despite the similarities between the Sweet family and Kincaid’s own.67 She
includes a subtle dig at her real-life former father-in-law by having his fictional counterpart slip a
note into Mr. Sweet’s jacket pocket “that told him how to lead his life: two households, two
wives, two sofas, two knives” (See 89-90). Mr. Sweet’s character is unfaithful to Mrs. Sweet,
and Kincaid alludes to her real-life former father-in-law’s infidelity to his wife.68 This is not
mentioned to be salacious but rather to show that no one escapes Kincaid’s anger and sharp
writing, not even the man she has called “the perfect reader” (Brother 198). This shows
Kincaid’s dedication to her craft rather than fidelity to anyone in her family.
Besides Shawn’s editorial direction, the opportunity to write Talk of the Town pieces
provides Kincaid with what she recognizes as “a gift” (Introduction, Talk 12): relative anonymity
for developing her early writing.69 The works begin with phrases like, “A friend of ours, a young
woman from Antigua,” or “We have a friend, an easily excited young woman” (Talk 66, 72), and
it is under such guises that Kincaid learns to write. She develops a lack of fidelity, to the people
in her life, to social movements, and to genres that allows her to test boundaries and write in

Kincaid calls him “her ‘true, true brother, the only brother I have ever needed’” (Foreword, Gone to New York xi;
qtd. in Dance 87).
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Daryl Cumber Dance notes similarities between Allen Shawn and Jamaica Kincaid and the two Sweets in terms of
“physical appearance, family, history, vocation, geography, education, personality, health issues, etc.” (211).
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Staff writer Lillian Ross writes about her forty-year affair with Shawn in her memoir Here But Not Here: My Life
with William Shawn and The New Yorker (1996).
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Her first piece includes her name, which is unusual (Frazier xvi-xvii). Even though Kincaid uses her new name at
this point, “literary detectives” in Antigua connect her pseudonym with her birth name (Dance 118-119).
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ways that are new and exciting. With The Autobiography of My Mother, she indicates with the
impossibility of her title that she will be writing something outside the boundaries of a regular
novel; this genre bending is mirrored by her character, Xuela, a fiercely individualistic character
who consistently chafes at the boundaries of society and yet continually enters and exits
challenging relationships. With My Brother and Mr. Potter, Kincaid writes a memoir and novel,
respectively, that bend the genres of each by doing the unexpected, writing about one subject
when she claims to write about another and not following the rules of each genre. She goes back
and forth between genres, utilizing the friction and estrangement from her family, to develop
spaces in which to write. The next chapter continues this discussion of genre bending through an
examination of Rosario Ferré’s writing.
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CHAPTER 2:
Genre Bending and Rosario Ferré
While Jamaica Kincaid often eschews the influence of others, Rosario Ferré was a writer who
acknowledged the importance of her family to her work’s content. In her essay “The Writer’s
Kitchen” (1986; “La cocina de la escritura,” 1982), she detailed how one of her most famous
pieces, “The Youngest Doll” (1991; “La muñeca menor,” in Papeles de Pandora, 1976),
emerged from a story her aunt told her (232). By giving credit to her aunt for the story, Ferré was
participating in the citation policy that Sara Ahmed considers vital in the creation of “feminist
memory” (15). Conversely, her early writing career was built in opposition to her father’s views.
Luis A. Ferré was a well-known industrialist, philanthropist, and politician, a founder of the prostatehood New Progressive Party (Partido nuevo progresista, or PNP) who served as the third
elected governor of Puerto Rico from 1969 to 1973. Rosario Ferré was, initially, a fervent
supporter of independence.
Her early writing was known for its feminist perspective. In the 1970s, she started the
journal Zona de carga y descarga with her cousin, Olga Nolla, a fellow writer. She recalls this
writing period as one characterized by wild abandon:
[W]e threw ourselves into the open sea of writing; bare-chested, we broke the
rules and mental structures, we did violence to our spelling and syntax, we
incorporated into literature the supposedly vile language of the streets, we
invented neologisms according to the demands and circumstances of the time, and
in the end we assimilated all the variegated vocabulary that our technical,
scientific, and multicultural world requires today. (Memoir 120)70
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This recalls Cliff’s language about her own writing. See introduction to dissertation.
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While this description of their early editorial work may appear at first to be rebellion for
rebellion’s sake, it indicates a willingness to change language and its structures by cannibalizing
language of the streets and modernity in order to adjust to new realities. This is the very
definition of genre bending.
Besides “The Youngest Doll” and “The Writer’s Kitchen,” she was usually known for her
novella Sweet Diamond Dust (1989; Maldito amor, 1985) and her essays “On Destiny,
Language, and Translation; or, Ophelia Adrift on the C. & O. Canal” (1991) and “La
autenticidad de la mujer en el arte” (1980; “The Authenticity of Women in Art”). She often
experimented with form, as was evident in some of her earlier stories like “Sleeping Beauty,”
“The Poisoned Story,” and “When Women Love Men,” all in the collection Papeles de Pandora.
“Sleeping Beauty” tells the story of an unraveling marriage through a series of letters, social
columns of El Mundo, and other newspaper clippings. “The Poisoned Story” recalls Cortázar’s
“Continuity of Books” and Borges’s “The South,” ending the story with the seemingly
simultaneous death of the reader of the story-within-a-story, Rosaura, and the reader of Ferré’s
story through the poisoned ink with which it is written (Kerr 58). “When Women Love Men”
relates the tale of a wife, Isabel Luberza, and a prostitute, Isabel la Negra, coping with the death
of Ambrosio, Luberza’s husband and la Negra’s lover, and the relationship that forms between
them in sharing his inheritance; Ferré’s use of “I” alternates between the two women and
ultimately merges, signifying the love and sisterhood that develops over time.
At this early point in her career, her father disapproved of her perspectives. In a section of
a 1976 autobiografia dialogada (“autobiography in dialogue”) of Luis A. Ferré, published the
same year as Papeles de Pandora, there is a section entitled “La rebelión de los hijos” (“The
Rebellion of Children”). Parts of this section speak more generally about rebellious children, and
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some are specific to the governor’s daughter: “Rosario Ferré is a pure representative of this new
style of people who leave the security of the ship manned by expert pilots, to cling, like
castaways, to their own steering wheels, hoping to save their own lives” (Ramos 45).71 This is
followed by a passage suggesting she is spoiled: “Rosario is not born in a home where work is
essential to earn a living. She is the typical product of the society of abundance” (45).72 It is
reasonable to infer that these are Ramos’s words rather than Ferré’s. Parts of Ferré’s speech are
marked off specifically, and those sections show the more diplomatic language of a patient father
speaking of his problem child: “My daughter Rosario is an adult and has the right to her
opinions, which I respect, although they do not coincide with my own. Either way, she is my
daughter, and this in no way affects my fatherly affection for her” (48).73 Still, Ferré likely had
some say about what was being written about his own daughter by another in his own
autobiography, so this pointed section on the rebellion of children likely would not have been
included without his input or consent.74
It is after this that she became, in María Acosta Cruz’s words, “the feminist apostate”
(93). The two main issues at hand were her choices in language and her shift in stance on
independence (94-95). In her translation of Maldito amor into Sweet Diamond Dust, some
reviewers notice a softening in her perspective of (Anglo) Americans on the island. Janice A.
Jaffe argues that, in Ferré’s own translation, “by altering her text when translation her own work

“Rosario Ferré es una representante pura de este nuevo estilo de gente que abandona la seguridad de la nave
tripulada por pilotos expertos, para aferrarase, como un náufrago, a su propia table, hacienda de su vida su propia
salvación.” All translations are mine unless otherwise noted; original Spanish will be included in footnotes to avoid
interrupting the text of this chapter.
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“Rosario no nace en un hogar donde el trabajo es indispensable para ganarse la vida. Ella es el product típico de la
sociedad de la abundancia.”
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“Mi hija Rosario es mayor de edad y tiene derecho a sus opiniones, que yo respeto, aunque no coíncidan con las
mías. De cualquier manera ella es mi hija y esto en ninguna forma affecte mi cariño de padre.”
74
Literary theorist Benigno Trigo offers without comment the fact that his mother’s public dissent preceded his
grandfather’s election loss for his second term (Malady 187-88).
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into English, Ferré ‘prostitutes’ herself as a Puerto Rican writer” (66).75 The mid-career decision
to publish in English first, then Spanish, deepens this view.
Ferré’s change in perspective on independence is most visible in her pro-statehood op-ed
piece, “Puerto Rico, U.S.A.” After her op-ed, the blogger Robert Guzmán writes, “[S]he caught
literary leprosy in the eyes of many” (qtd. in Acosta Cruz 95). Ana Lydia Vega, a writer of the
same Generation of 1970 as Ferré (Duany 123), responded to Ferré’s op-ed in an open letter in El
nuevo día, the newspaper previously acquired by Luis A. Ferré in 1945 and then purchased by
her brother.76 Vega’s title, “Carta abierta a Pandora” (“Open Letter to Pandora”), references the
Spanish title of Ferré’s first story collection:

Like the two Isabels of your famous tale, today, maybe, on that battlefield of the
page, two women writers stand face to face. I wish, dear Pandora, that she who
once slapped the hypocritical face of society with the explosive truth of her papers
has not surrendered before the one who spills today stereotypes and clichés in
support of a position denied by her books.77
Using the idea of the two Isabels from Ferré’s story, Vega voiced both her admiration of the
power of Ferré’s early writing and her subsequent disappointment in its seeming decline. Still,
Ferré continued to self-identify as a feminist after this point, voicing concern at the turn of the

This is not an entirely unkind characterization, utilizing as she does Ferré’s own ideas about translation. Gregory
Rabassa, translator of both Ferré’s and Irene Vilar’s work, calls translation “treason” in the title of his book on the
subject.
76
Sonia Labrador-Rodríguez suggests that the physical dimensions of Ferré and Nolla’s journal may have been
chosen specifically to resemble a tabloid rather than her father and brother’s newspaper (Malady Trigo 192).
77
“Como las dos Isabeles de tu célebre cuento, se enfrentan hoy tal vez, en ese campo de batalla que es la página,
dos escritoras. Ojalá, querida Pandora, que acquélla que una vez abofeteara la cara hipócrita de la Sociedad con la
explosive verdad de sus papeles, no se hava rendido ante la que hoy derrama estereotipos y clisés en apoyo a una
postura dementida por sus libros.”
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century that “our feminist movement appears to be in danger” (emphasis added) and identifying
as a feminist in response to a question associating feminism only with “lesbians obsessed with
violence” (“Verge” 176, 179-180).78 Still, in her essay “The Blessings of the Butt,” she
differentiated her feminism from contemporary American feminism in terms of attitudes towards
sex; when she was catcalled, she assumed “[a] feminist today” would call it sexual harassment or
abuse, while she enjoyed it (193). She wrote, “I’ve never understood why mainland feminists
become so angry when men laud their asses. In Puerto Rico, we feel an immense joy in sharing
the beauty of the culo with them” (195-96). Ferré maintained her feminist identification, despite
her articulation of difference, both temporally from “[a] feminist today,” and geographically,
from “mainland feminists.”
It would be presumptuous to assume that Ferré felt anger at all of this. Still, one could
interpret the rebellion she described of her Zona days and that her father (and his biographer)
decry as arising from chafing against her state of affairs, just as Xuela in The Autobiography of
My Mother chafed inside her school uniform. In addition, her outcast status from the groups with
which she associated (feminists, independentistas) must have provoked some upset, if not
outright anger.
Yet another struggle Ferré faced in her writing was striking a balance between her
nonfictional sources of inspiration and her fictional craft. Many people assumed, for example,
that she had met the real-life prostitute Isabel la Negra because she wrote about her (“Kitchen”
238). She got frustrated when others attributed any autobiographical aspects of fiction to women
writers’ intellectual laziness:

Her explanation, “I assured her that my sexual preferences has nothing to do with my stand, because I’d been
married three times” (179-180), is problematic, but her intent seems to be supportive of the feminist cause.
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I have a sneaking suspicion that this interest in the biographical facts about
women writers comes from the hidden belief that women have less imagination
than men, and that their works rely more heavily on the unscrupulous plundering
of reality than do those by male writers. (239)
Certainly, this “plundering of reality” was an integral part of Ferré’s work, as it is for many
writers. As in her earlier work Sweet Diamond Dust, she wrote novels about the sprawling
families of The House on the Lagoon (1995; La casa de la laguna, 1997) and Eccentric
Neighborhoods (1998; Vecindarios excéntricos, 1999) that resembled her own. Ferré bent this
genre in both works, but in different ways and to different effects. In The House of the Lagoon,
she used a novel-within- a-novel format with the rationale, given by Isabel, the character and
author of said intratextual novel, of curtailing the history of violence within the family. Isabel
performed her own violence against the family by exposing its racist and sexist attitudes. This
nested format, plus Isabel’s unstated intentions to do “something very different” (6), allowed
Ferré to create sufficient distance, and space, to critique any retrograde attitudes relating to
women’s reproduction and the concept of limpieza de sangre that may have been inspired by her
own family. In Eccentric Neighborhoods, Ferré fictionalized many family stories from her
father’s auto/biography, Memorias de Ponce: Autobiografía de Luis A. Ferré (1992), on which
they worked together, and Memoir (2016; Memoria, 2011), her own memoir. She sought to
multiply perspectives by telling the stories of several characters beyond those representing
herself and her parents, resulting in less a traditional novel than a constellation of vignettes
surrounding a brief central conflict within the nuclear family. Ferré bent the genre of fiction too
strongly towards nonfiction, not due to intellectual laziness or to lack of imagination, but to
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prioritizing the faithful accounting of her extended family’s stories over the execution of a
coherent fictional narrative.
The House on the Lagoon
In 1979, the Puerto Rican and Dominican writer José Luis González writes the essay “El país de
cuatro pisos” (“Puerto Rico: The Four-Storeyed Country”), later published within an essay
collection of the same name. He uses a house metaphor in his examination of the lack of Puerto
Rican resistance to the 1898 American invasion, significant in the representation of Puerto Rico.
According to González’s explanation, the first storey is black and mestizo. The second is nonSpanish Europeans, like Corsicans, Majorcans, and Catalans invited by the Spanish to participate
in the Real cédula de gracias of 1815, “which granted land to Europeans willing to settle and
cultivate the poor colony of Puerto Rico at that time” (Gosser Esquilin 54), a measure instituted
“to lactify the Spanish Caribbean” due to European anxiety in the wake of the Haitian
Revolution (Di Iorio Sandín, “Killing” 37). The third and fourth floors, somewhat confusingly,
are defined by events rather than ethnic groups; the third is inaugurated by the American
invasion in 1898, and the fourth is one in “which an advanced American capitalism and an
opportunistic Puerto Rican populism began to build onto the island’s social structure from the
1940s on” (González 27).
Initially, the house metaphor would seem helpful in examining Ferré’s The House on the
Lagoon (1995). The title calls to mind Chilean author Isabel Allende’s novel The House of the
Spirits (1982; La casa de los espíritus, 1982), among others. The house referenced in the title is
torn down and rebuilt frequently to reflect the mindset of its owners, the Mendizabal family.
Additionally, the presence of black servants in the basement of the house seems to reinforce
González’s argument that the black population represents the foundation of Puerto Rican society.
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However, there are limits to this model. Lyn Di Iorio Sandín points out the “rigidity” of this
model: “Puerto Rican society is far more complex and dynamic than the ‘upstairs/downstairs’
structure of The House on the Lagoon can convey” (“Killing” 48). The “rough division”
González institutes between the first storey and the second (Guinness xv), which also seems to
be suggested by the house motif in Ferré’s work, does not adequately anticipate the complex
interactions of the household members of both races.79
Another, better model for looking at this work is presented by Isabel, the main character
of the book and the author of the intratextual book of the same name. She introduces the idea of
the warp and the woof, or the yarns that comprise a piece of woven fabric, as the intended
structure of her book. This idea sets up several conflicts between her and her husband within the
novel, especially “[t]heir increasingly acrid point/counterpoint, built on ideological
disagreements about Puerto Rico’s political status, racial issues, and the place of women in
Puerto Rican society” (Paravisini-Gebert, “Unchained” 455), which plays out in Isabel’s chapters
and Quintín’s interjections.
As mentioned in the introduction to this dissertation, the introduction to the novel,
“Quintín and Isabel’s Pledge,” gives the reader the background rationale for the book within a
book that Isabel decides to write. When a suitor serenades Isabel in front of her fiancé, Quintín,
he beats the lovelorn singer mercilessly with a belt, revealing a level of rage that he claims to
have “inherited from his ancestors” (4).80 Despite Quintín’s pride in his supposed Spanish
conquistador ancestry, he recognizes the need to learn from the past for the sake of their future
marriage. Isabel decides to write a novel based on their families’ histories. She expresses her
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Additionally, Ferré herself rejects González’s metaphor for her novel (Pino Ojeda 105; qtd. in Rangelova 92-93).
All text from this section of the novel is italicized, as are Quintín’s later interjections within Isabel’s novel.
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initial goal of her writing collaboration with Quintín: “to interweave the woof of my memories
with the warp of Quintín’s recollections,” though she admits, “what I finally wrote was
something very different” (6).81
In Isabel’s mind, Quintín’s contribution, his “recollections” of his family history, would
be the warp, or the vertical or longitudinal thread or threads of the story. The impression one gets
of the warp is that it is straight and predictable. Given Quintín’s positioning as an amateur
historian, his association with the warp makes sense; he values a rigid and uncomplicated
understanding of the past. Meanwhile, Isabel’s contribution would be the woof, the horizontal
thread or threads interwoven with those of the warp, connecting them into the fabric of the novel.
The warp and the woof mimic the “Euclidean grids of monoculture” represented by the
plantation (DeLougrey 58), following Sylvia Wynter’s “plantation-plot dichotomy” (Wynter 99).
The woof gives one a different impression than the warp; though it may present an
orderly repetition, it gives the effect of movement, a zig-zag back and forth, over and under the
warp. The woof is subordinate to the warp because the warp gives the fabric its ultimate
structure, but it is the woof that gives the fabric its pattern or texture. Isabel’s association with
the literary and the arts in the novel connects her with the woof; they are considered by some to
be decorative rather than essential. Because the novel ends up being what Isabel writes and
Quintín’s protestations about what she writes, it sets up a dialectic reminiscent of Édouard
Glissando’s between history and literature. According to Julie Barak, “Ferré lines her characters
up along traditional, patriarchal, gendered lines—masculine interest in and superiority at
marshaling the facts, feminine interest in and superiority in developing the fancy” (35).
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In her Spanish translation of the novel, La casa de la laguna (1997), Ferré maintains the textile metaphor with her
use of the verb tejer, which one can translate as “to weave,” “to knit,” or “to crochet” (18).
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However, the neat fabric she describes is not what she produces in the process of writing
her novel. What Isabel actually writes, the “something very different,” is akin to the provision
plot that Wynter suggests offers a creative space to enslaved individuals apart from the plantation
and its brutality. The fact that Isabel’s intratextual book turns out to be “something very
different” provides a means to deconstruct the structure Isabel initially sets up and introduces the
possibility for the genre bending that Ferré performs.
In the opening line, Isabel’s grandmother, Abby, advises her to acquaint herself with not
only Quintín, her husband, but his family, because her marriage would bind her to them as well.
Abby refers to his family as “the whole damned tangle of the ancestral line” (3). Family history
would seem to be something straightforward. As her grandmother wisely notes, though, his
family heritage is tangled rather than linear. Additionally, Isabel occasionally unravels her own
narrative through her unreliable narration.82 Take, for example, Isabel’s decisions leading up to
the writing of the intratextual novel. The reader may wonder how someone could witness one’s
fiancé brutally beating someone and still decide to marry him. While this may be a decision
linked to her class and culture that the present-day reader may not understand, it is also possible
that there exists something unstated behind it. While it is Quintín who claims to have inherited
his terrible temper (5), Isabel says, “We promised we would examine carefully the origins of
anger in each of our families” (5; emphasis mine). Why would it be necessary to examine the
anger in each of their families if it is only Quintín who has the problem? This suggests that
Isabel may have her own anger and may have some reason for examining the anger in both of
their families rather than Quintín’s alone. It also leaves open the possibility that more families
Barak argues that Isabel writes the entire narrative, including Quintín’s interjections, as evidenced by Isabel’s
initial statement “that the whole of the text is hers”; other hints are Isabel and Quintín’s similar writing styles, the
gossipy tone that undercuts Isabel’s authority, and Quintín’s mention of the madness that runs in Isabel’s family
(33). See introduction to dissertation.
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than just the two may be involved, which becomes clearer with examination of the family tree at
the beginning of the novel.
While claiming to examine the history of Quintín’s family to understand and thus
eliminate the violence from their families, Isabel is instead violating the family herself by
drawing attention to stories of many who have been wronged both from within and without.
First, she exposes the reproductive coercion of women that permeates each generation. Then she
draws attention to the women outside of the family who have been rejected by the family due to
their race. Finally, she reveals how Petra successfully infiltrates the family, installing herself as
the de facto matriarch of the extended family; Quintín characterizes her as a spider, weaving a
web of influence throughout the house. Petra works with Isabel to bring a disorderly thread into
their family line: Quintín’s illegitimate child with one of the black house servants. Rather than
allowing Petra to kill the biracial reminder of her husband’s infidelity, Isabel adopts him. This
radical action is a way in which Isabel disrupts the familial racism, creating an alternative to the
“legitimate” legacy of Quintín’s white family. Starting with the initiating event of Quintín’s
angry outburst (and perhaps Isabel’s own unexpressed rage), Ferré creates multiple layers of
authorship and intention within this novel, thus bending the novel genre; this genre bending
creates the space in which she can critique the racism and sexism that often appear within such
families that prioritize the endless perpetuation of their mythical limpieza de sangre from
generation to generation, perhaps including her own.
“The Whole Damned Tangle”
On the page before the novel begins, Ferré includes a family tree. (See Figure 2.)
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Fig. 2. The family tree(s) of The House on the Lagoon.
The presence of such a family tree suggests the novel will portray the gran familia
puertorriqueña, with its emphasis on the idea of inheritance and belonging.83 However, this
tradition is “nothing more than a fiction, a mere projection of the elite’s desire to recuperate their
fleeting hegemony” (Moreno 51). In reality, this tree indicates rather the genre bending that goes
on in the book.
The family trees of the two main characters, Isabel and Quintín, are on the right and in
the center, respectively. Presumably, this diagram would be included to clarify for the reader the
relationships between many characters from multiple generations. Organized chronologically
from top to bottom, it shows marriages and births in a linear fashion. However, the inclusion of
the Avilés family tree on the left—that of Petra, the main servant of the Mendizabal family—
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Eccentric Neighborhoods also has a family tree at the beginning, but it functions as expected and not as an
opportunity for interpretation.
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hints that the story that follows in the novel will not be as straightforward as one family joining
another through marriage.
Besides the presence of the third tree itself as a complicating factor, ambiguity also plays
a role. As Suzanne Bost points out, “Ferré’s tree subverts genealogy with four question marks
indicating uncertain paternity” (Mulattas 107). Three of those four question marks are in the
Avilés family tree, with only one of the six generations listed “complete” in that both
husband/father and wife/mother are known and identified. This renders Petra’s family tree less
defined than the other two, lacking the heft in branches that indicates an established family
lineage. However, the presence of the remaining question mark at the beginning of Quintín’s
family tree, notably in the same generation and of the same sort as in the Avilés clan (defined
man, undefined woman), makes that family’s bloodline just as uncertain: “Indeed, the ambiguous
Mendizabal bloodline renders nonsensical any pretensions to racial purity” (Bost,
“Transgressing” 192). The question mark in his family tree undermines Quintín’s pride in the
whiteness of his family. That he learns to be proud of his ancestry from his father, Buenaventura
Mendizabal, is noteworthy, since Buenaventura, at the exact center of the diagram, has no
articulated predecessors of his own, a fact that also provokes more questions than answers.
Additionally, the crossed-out equals sign between Carmelina and Quintín, with Willie
Mendizabal below, draws attention by its difference from the rest of the relationships indicated
in the family tree. It is the negation of all the other unions represented: marriages, indicated by
equals signs. Quite literally, Quintín and Carmelina are not (social) equals because of differences
in race, class, and gender; that this sexual encounter is rape reinforces this inequality.84 The
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Though he ultimately agrees that the scene represents a rape, David Akbar Gilliam briefly argues for it as a
seduction scene based, among other things, on its intertextual relationship with Vejigantes by Puerto Rican
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Mendizabal and Avilés families “intersect through Carmelina’s rape,” the memory of which is
embodied in their child (Gosser Esquilin 57). Yet, the product of that encounter, the biracial
child Willie, pointedly possesses the Mendizabal family name where several other characters do
not have their last names listed.85 He is on the same horizontal, generational plane as Manuel, his
half-brother with whom he is raised as Quintín and Isabel’s adopted child. These relationships,
and the position of Willie Mendizabal in particular, represent elements of chaos, disorderly
threads that cannot be contained within the arboreal diagram.
Carmelina’s rape occurs after a family picnic at Lucumí Beach, the home of number of
light-eyed black children, products of the Mendizabal patriarch Buenaventura’s many dalliances
that are notably absent from the family tree (Gosser Esquilin 53-54; Gilliam 64). While Isabel
sleeps, Carmelina and Quintín wander off for a swim together. Then, “roughly nine months after
the picnic,” Petra has “a beautiful mulatto baby on her lap” and plans to drown him (Ferré 318).
She says, “You got your skin from the Avilés side of the family and your eyes from the
Mendizabals. But you have nothing to lose, because you won’t be long for this world” (318).
When Isabel discovers what is about to happen, she stops Petra from killing the child. When
Petra reveals to Isabel that Carmelina has been raped, Isabel shows Quintín the baby and
mentions his light eye color (a signifier in this text of biracial children fathered by
Buenaventura). A startled Quintín confirms that what Petra says is true: “Yes, Isabel…The devil
put Carmelina before me” (321). He says he will claim Willie as his own.

playwright Francisco Arriví (1958). Isabel references “Carmelina and Quintín making love among the mangroves”
(Ferré 407), which does not suggest violence.
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His full name is William Alexander Mendizabal Monfort. Following Spanish naming conventions, his father’s
family name is followed by his mother’s (Ferré 322).
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According to Maria Cristina Rodriguez, the responsibility for the family’s integrity rests
with the women in the family:
Following a Faulknerian genealogy, the white owners of the land, in this case, of
the house, invest all their energy in preserving their wealth and the whiteness of
their lineage. In such a project, women are the essential link; they must be
educated, closely supervised, and controlled so that purity of lineage is preserved
in marriage. (101)
These women who serve as “the essential link” are pressured into motherhood to perpetuate the
family’s “purity of lineage.” By examining these women, Isabel learns by their example how not
to be entirely controlled by her husband and his family; she does not behave in the interest of
continuing to maintain the Mendizabal family’s imagined limpieza de sangre. It is Isabel,
perhaps unknowingly nudged by Petra, who insists on Willie’s adoption, destroying rather than
preserving the family line to force Quintín to take responsibility for his actions.

Quintín asks Isabel to get sterilized after she has her son, Manuel, based on events in his
family’s past. Quintín’s grandmother, Madeleine, is reluctant to have children because she fears
it will force her to stay in Puerto Rico, instead of returning to her native Massachusetts. Though
her husband, Arístides, wants children, she “forced him to observe the rhythm with steely
determination”; however, their use of the rhythm method as contraception ultimately fails, and
her daughter Rebecca is the result (93, 95).
Quintín’s mother, Rebecca Arrigoitia, has her own complicated relationship with
motherhood. Rebecca, who has many artistic interests, does not desire any children and is
childless for several years at the beginning of her marriage to Buenaventura: “She felt she was a
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free spirit; if she had children, she’d never be able to dance and be one with nature the way she
wanted” (39). During her pregnancy with Quintín, “she managed to hide her swollen abdomen
under layers of silk gauze” (64); her attempt to disguise her pregnant belly indicates ambivalence
or unwillingness to be pregnant. Additionally, she returns to her bohemian lifestyle and friends
too early for propriety’s sake, which indicates a reluctance to accept her new role as a mother.
After a dramatic incident in which she performs a risqué Dance of the Seven Veils as Salomé
and her husband beats her unconscious in front of their guests, Rebecca becomes more resigned
to her role as wife and mother. Buenaventura wants more children, and Petra gives her a potion
to drink that results in her pregnancy with Ignacio. By the time Patria and Libertad are born, she
is fully defeated: “Rebecca bore her frequent pregnancies patiently, seemingly reconciled to her
fate. But she was exhausted. She put away her dancing shoes and her poetry books and slowly
faded from view” (69). Motherhood and artistry are incompatible in Rebecca’s world, so the
latter is sacrificed.
Almost three years after Manuel’s birth, and after a period of fighting between Quintín
and his brother, Ignacio, that results in Ignacio’s suicide, Quintín asks Isabel to get permanently
sterilized. She is distraught at the request because of her desire for a large family. After Willie’s
birth, Isabel reveals the results of her acquiescence:
Once I got home, I realized what I’d done and felt miserable. I was now barren
because of Quintín. Rebecca was able to conceive Jacob when she was beyond all
hope, but I wouldn’t have such luck.86 Yet God was giving me a second chance—
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It is significant that Isabel mentions only the child Jacob in relation to the Biblical Rebecca; Jacob, her second
twin son, is loved, while Esau, the firstborn, is not (Romans 9:13). This is a similar dynamic to that found between
the novel’s Rebecca and her two sons, Quintín, the elder, and Ignacio, the younger. Her evocation of the Biblical
Rebecca also recalls Rebecca Arrigoitia, Quintín’s mother.
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Carmelina’s baby, whom I could raise as my own son. That’s when I began to see
things in a different light. (Ferré 321)
Isabel’s compliance with Quintín’s request causes her to lay the blame with both herself and her
husband,87 though Willie’s presence in the house on the lagoon provides her with an opportunity
to remedy the situation. If she cannot have more children herself, she can at least adopt Quintín
and Carmelina’s child.

Madeline and Rebecca are but two of multiple women in the novel who experience
ambivalence toward motherhood. Isabel’s reluctance to get sterilized is related to stories of
women on her own side of the family, indicating a kind of traumatic relationship in which
Isabel’s testimony includes what Caruth calls “not just the unconscious act of the infliction of the
injury and its inadvertent and unwished-for repetition, but the moving and sorrowful voice that
cries out, a voice that is paradoxically released through the wound” (2). The first story is of the
first of three generations of the women in her family.88
Isabel’s maternal grandmother, Gabriela Antonsanti, develops strong feelings about birth
control after having six children in as many years. Gabriela finally declares herself through with
her amorous husband and the constant pregnancies. In seeming recognition of Audre Lorde’s
declaration that “the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house” (“Master’s” 112),
she uses the feminine tools at her disposal: “[S]he defended her celibacy with brooms, dust
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Unmentioned in the novel is the U.S. government program of forced contraceptive testing and sterilization of
Puerto Rican women between 1955 and 1969. Though Isabel represents a fictional woman of means, a real-life
counterpart may have felt pressure to participate in permanent sterilization, so pervasive that it was simply called “la
operación” (Morgan xi; García). See discussion of Vilar’s reproductivity in Ch. 3.
88
Ch. 3 examines Vilar’s similar three-generation framework in her first memoir to discuss the shared trauma of the
women in her family.
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mops, and even kitchen knives” (83).89 Though she reconciles with her husband in menopause,
she makes her six daughters promise to have at most one child every five years, lest they suffer
her fate. She explains that multiple young children allow men to imprison their wives (85).
Isabel’s abuela experiences her reproductive capacity as trapping her in an unsatisfactory life.

Because of her negative experience of motherhood, Gabriela prompts her daughter,
Carmita Monfort (Isabel’s mother), to get an abortion. She gives Carmita the abortifacient that
renders her sterile. Afterward, a crazed Carmita gathers all the sharp objects in the house into her
sewing room, where she says, “I know there’s something important I have to do with these
knives and scissors…but I can’t remember what” (87). She grows distant from her daughter,
Isabel, because she reminds her of the pregnancy she aborts, and Isabel vows never to have an
abortion herself. Isabel specifically cites her mother’s, Carmita Monfort’s, unknowing
responsibility for her “hidden wound” (81). When Quintín asks Isabel to get permanently
sterilized, he gives her an ultimatum of his own: “[I]f you get pregnant a second time, I’ll have to
ask you to get an abortion; I’m simply not going to go through the same anguish I went through
with Ignacio all over again” (301). In Quintín’s attempt to avoid repeating his own familial
trauma, his evocation of abortion reintroduces Isabel’s pain of observing the results of her
mother Carmita’s abortion, which leaves her sterile and possibly suicidal. Thus, three
generations of women in Isabel’s family are adversely affected by reproductive issues.

Besides the women of her family, Isabel also memorializes other women, those who have
been rejected from the family because of their race: Doña Ermelinda Quiñones, her daughter, and
her granddaughters, all of whom are women of African descent. Though not technically married

This recalls Ferré’s short story “Rice and Milk” (1994; “Arroz con leche,” 1976), in which Rice uses her knitting
needles to stab her suspicious new husband, Milk, through the heart (269). See introduction to dissertation.
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into the family, Isabel includes all three generations in her novel, and the “erasure of AfroCaribbean women” in the family tree is somewhat mitigated by Isabel’s sympathetic treatment in
her narration (Gosser Esquilin 58). Isabel characterizes her family’s awkward encounter with this
family as “one of the strands in the skein of resentment that later enveloped the whole
Mendizabal family” (Ferré 217). Like Abby’s earlier reference to “the whole damned tangle” of
Quintín’s family (3), Isabel’s account of the incident as just “one of the strands in the skein” calls
to mind the image of the snarl or jumble that is a skein of yarn. This highlights the complications
of race in the face of white exclusion. Like Willie, these women are disorderly threads that
cannot be contained within the family structure as presented in the family tree.

Ermelinda, a dressmaker, has three daughters with Don Bolívar, the married white man
with whom she has a long-term affair: Opal, Amethyst, and Esmeralda. Esmeralda, Ermelinda’s
daughter and Isabel’s friend, and Ignacio Mendizabal, Quintín’s brother, fall in love. His family
disapproves, and Rebecca intuits a way to quell their romance. At a ball that they hold
presumably to get to know Esmeralda and her mother better, Rebecca conspires to expose
Ermelinda’s African background, hidden by her ever-present turban, a “long-time symbol of
hidden racial identity in Puerto Rico” (Gilliam 58). While dancing with Buenaventura, she
guides her husband to spin her close enough to Ermelinda to knock off the turban that hides the
textured hair that signifies her blackness: “[S]he…struck Doña Ermelinda’s golden turban with
her fan. The music stopped and everyone gasped” (Ferré 231). Though Ermelinda weathers this
“shaming” event with grace, it still causes strife, impeding her daughter’s marriage to Ignacio
and into the Mendizabal family and leading to Ignacio’s suicide, which means “the color lines
are not crossed, and the family can maintain its ‘official’ purity of blood” (Gosser Esquilin 58).
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Years later, after Esmeralda has married another man, her daughters, Perla and Coral
Ustariz, are courted by Willie and Manuel, respectively. When Manuel asks for his father’s
permission to marry Coral, Quintín cuts the tip of his finger and says:
You see this blood, Manuel? ... It doesn’t have a drop of Arab, Jewish, or black
blood in it. Thousands of people have died for it to stay that way. We fought with
the Moors, and in 1492 we expelled them from Spain, together with the Jews.
When our ancestors came to this island, special books were set up to keep track of
white marriages. They were called the Bloodline Books and were jealously
guarded by the Church. Esmeralda’s marriage to Ernesto Ustariz doesn’t appear in
any of them, because she’s part black. That’s why Isabel shouldn’t have taken you
to Esmeralda’s house when you were a child. And that’s why you can’t marry
Coral. (Ferré 346)
This leads to strife between Quintín and both his sons, recalling the dispute between his brother
and his father from years before.

Isabel remembers the individuals who have been wronged by their families. When she
ponders her motives for adopting Willie, she asks herself:
Was it Abby’s defiant spirit that had come to haunt me in middle age? Was it a
whim to bring out into the open a thorn which had been buried deep in my heart
since Esmeralda Márquez, my best friend, was spurned by the Mendizabals
because she was part black? Was it seeing Willie so frail and vulnerable, with his
green eyes shining in his beautiful nut-brown face? (324)
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While she does not answer her own questions, Isabel names several people who may have
influenced her decision to adopt the child who results from her husband’s rape of one of the
servants. Her grandmother, Abby, one of Isabel’s strongest female role models, is a social
activist and an early critic of Quintín. Like the other women in the family, she is rendered
vulnerable by her maternity; when her husband is killed during her pregnancy, she is left reliant
upon the kindness of his family. Isabel’s friend Esmeralda is rejected from the Mendizabal
family because of her race, as are her daughters. Willie himself inspires her action, an innocent
child who is the victim of his circumstances. Besides her desire to make up for offenses against
the women from within and without her family, as well as Willie, Isabel leaves unstated her own
desire: to make up for the loss of her own reproductive control.
“Like a Monstrous Spider”
In Isabel’s musing on possible influences above, she neglects to mention perhaps the strongest
influence in the house, not only on her but on the entire family. Because of Isabel’s unreliable
narration, it is difficult to determine how much of what happens in the house is controlled or
manipulated by Petra. She is certainly situated as a woman of some level of power; she is
described as “[t]he real matriarch and spiritual leader of the house” and “the authority figure in
the cellar” (Mueller 200; Rodriguez 101). Her position in the basement and her name meaning
“stone” makes the reader imagine her as the bedrock upon which the family is built and recalls
the first storey of González’s four-storeyed Puerto Rico. However, Quintín puts forth a different
image: “Petra had entrenched herself like a monstrous spider, and from there spun a malicious
rumor which eventually enveloped the whole family” (Ferré 75). Besides the menace implicit in
the image of Petra as a giant spider, Quintín’s simile recognizes that Petra’s influence is not
limited to the basement but captures the entire family throughout the house. One might imagine
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Petra’s power like the webs of black yarn in Chiharu Shiota’s 2013 installation Trace of Memory
that encapsulate various household items, some in mid-air, throughout an entire house. There are
several ways in which Petra holds power, but she does not use it to undermine the Mendizabal
family; rather, she “supports and often celebrates the white master’s subject position in the
house/nation” (Di Iorio Sandín 47-48). It is possible that she benefits from backing this
arrangement, or at least feels she would benefit in the future. She uses knowledge asymmetries to
her advantage; brings other family members into the home to achieve a majority; and works with
a sympathetic partner, Isabel, to take advantage of each other’s resources.
Buenaventura brings Petra into his home after she cures his twisted ankle in a chance
meeting in the woods. Her knowledge of magic and the healing arts make her popular in the
home, as both Buenaventura and Rebecca desire the fountain of youth that they believe she can
deliver. Additionally, she oversees reproduction in the home. She serves as Rebecca’s midwife
with Quintín and thus takes part in the beginning of the dynasty (Mueller 203). She informally
adopts him when Rebecca shows little interest in mothering him and brings in her niece Eulodia
to serve as his wet nurse. As discussed above, she gives Rebecca the potion that results in her
pregnancy with Ignacio and her ultimate abandonment of the arts. This is entirely in the interest
of extending the line of the Mendizabal family through Rebecca’s (unwilling) body.90
As mentioned earlier, Petra may play a role in fabricating a connection to the Mendizabal
family through Willie. When arguing that the sexual encounter between Quintín and Carmelina
is a seduction rather than a rape, Gilliam points out that it is not Carmelina who is trying to trick
Quintín, but rather Petra, who, along with her family, has been “living in proximity to luxury, but
without any assurance of their own economic future” (68). A child would be able to change all of

Note Gayle Rubin’s language: “The girl never gets the phallus. It passes through her, and in its passage is
transformed into a child” (49). See Ch. 1 for Kincaid’s similar language in Mr. Potter.
90
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that. Certainly, Petra knows that “in Puerto Rico, a boy with buckwheat honey-colored skin and
gray-green eyes raised by the Mendizabals could have a chance of making it in San Juan’s upperclass circles” (Gosser Esquilin 58), and it would be through her great-great-grandson that Petra’s
family line would continue (Mueller 207). However, if Petra brings Carmelina, whom she raises,
into this scheme, she is risking her great-granddaughter’s dreams—to model for the New York
magazines Ebony or Jet—to bear a child specifically for birthright purposes.
After Willie’s birth, Petra’s role continues to be ambiguous, yet suspect. Isabel reports
Petra’s quiet speech to Willie when she is about to drown him in her novel within the novel,
though she asks Eulodia and Brambon what Petra is saying because she “can’t understand what
she’s mumbling under her breath” (Ferré 318). For Isabel to be able to write down that which she
does not hear suggests that follow-up conversation likely occurs between her and Petra. When
Isabel suggests that other relatives outside the home care for Willie, Petra grows angry. Isabel
mentions, “She had been ailing the past few months and at times her mind didn’t seem quite
sound” (319), which would make it seem that Petra is incapable of being strategic in her words
and deeds. This is the point at which Petra mentions the rape, which leads Isabel to the more
favorable outcome, in Petra’s mind, of the adoption. They accost Quintín together. This moment,
which could reasonably be expected to be a conversation between a husband and a wife about his
infidelity and rape of another woman, involves three persons, two of whom are women
antagonistic towards the third, a man. One can see how Quintín, a man who denigrates Isabel’s
novel as “a feminist treatise” (386), might turn on both his wife and the woman who raises him
when they join forces against him.
Despite Quintín’s seemingly easy acceptance of responsibility for the child, Isabel
reframes the situation into one in which she controls Quintín’s actions. She sustains an argument
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with him on this issue, returning to him both the family signet ring and her wedding ring and
moving out of their bedroom (321-22). She takes due diligence, waiting three weeks to confirm
that the baby’s eyes are still green before discussing the matter further. She reminds him of what
he said before their marriage: “Love is the only [true] antidote to violence,” and she points out
that “now, instead of love, there’s treachery” (5, 322). Isabel’s reminder to her husband of his
earlier statement carries with it a subtle threat: if their marriage no longer has love, which has
been replaced by treachery, then there is nothing to stave off violence between them. Then, she
delivers her ultimatum: “If I sue for divorce on the grounds of adultery, and it’s proven, the court
will rule in my favor and I’ll take Manuel away from you. But if you adopt Carmelina’s child
legally and give him your last name, I’m willing to stay on at the house” (322). As Di Iorio
Sandín points out, “This is a radical move for Isabel, who stands to gain nothing from such a
socially just action” (“Killing” 48). Indeed, this adoption is extreme, provoking more conflict
than had she allowed Petra to drown Willie. However, she does indeed have something to gain
from this situation. Certainly, this action is “socially just.” According to Beatriz Urraca,
“motherhood is a social statement,” and this situation offers an opportunity “to challenge and
expose the hypocrisy of the island bourgeoisie, which prohibits mixed marriages but encourages
the exploitation of women of color by white men” (228). While Isabel’s adoption of Willie
allows her to unmask the double standard that allows the white men of her family to participate
in sexual relations with black women but precludes marriage, it also provides an opportunity for
Isabel to re-gain a form of reproductive control, for herself and on behalf of the other women
portrayed in the novel.
In Isabel, Petra finds a sympathetic partner that she does not with, say, Rebecca. Petra
and Rebecca would each reasonably be wary of the other, competing for Buenaventura’s
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attention, if not his affection. Petra undercuts Rebecca’s dreams of artistry for maternity;
Rebecca proves unsympathetic towards women of color becoming part of their family. When
Carmelina visits the house as a child, Libertad and Patria paint her white with lead paint, nearly
killing her: “The episode had unexpected consequences. Rebecca felt so bad about the baby’s
near-fatal accident that she let Petra keep her; and that was why Carmelina Avilés was brought
up at the house on the lagoon” (245). While this is an incident in which Rebecca seems to show
kindness, it is embarrassed reaction rather than compassionate action.
In contrast with Rebecca, Isabel is a more favorable collaborator. She manages to
maintain at least a degree of her artistic capacity, even if it must be nominally hidden from view,
whereas Rebecca is forced to set aside her writing and dancing. This shows a degree of strength
in the face of oppressive forces. While Isabel may harbor some hidden prejudices in terms of
race and gender (Gosser Esquilin 59), Petra must see in Isabel someone with a sense of justice
and a desire to expose her husband’s racist tendencies. Lorde states that “it is in the painful
process of this translation [of anger] that we identify who are our allies with whom we have
grave differences, and who are our genuine enemies” (“Anger” 127). Though they are facing
different forces, and though each may have unstated intentions, Petra and Isabel see each other as
allies. Isabel’s coverage of “Carmelina’s rape, Willie’s adoption, Buenaventura’s liaisons with
women from Las Minas, and Esmeralda’s and Coral’s mistreatments” in her book supports this
(Magnani 165). In turn, Petra functions “as a midwife” to Isabel’s novel, acting as “her first
reader, the ‘understanding heart that needs to hear the tale’” (Mueller 207; Ferré 380). When
Isabel’s writing is threatened by her husband, it is Petra who hides the manuscript for Isabel,
transforming her from midwife into guardian (386). It would be difficult to ascertain the precise
nature of their joint undertaking; perhaps Petra’s “black message” requires delivery within
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Isabel’s “white envelope,” a concept that John Sekora discusses in relation to antebellum slave
narratives and the white sponsors who lend them ethos and “legitimacy” (482, 512).91 If so, this
would add yet another layer to the novel-within-a-novel structure, adding further dimension and
distance. Regardless, for Petra, this is a worthier project in that she is shepherding forth an
outcome from a willing participant, rather than delivering children from reluctant mothers like
Rebecca and Carmelina.
It is possible that, like Quintín says, Petra is a spider, plotting to envelope the rest of her
family in the web she weaves. Though she operates from her base in the cellar, Petra’s influence
can be felt throughout the house. Her healing practice gives her knowledge that others lack,
which gives her control over them, yet she does not generally undermine the patriarchal system
present in the home. In many ways, she supports that system, especially through her reproductive
control over others. However, her collaboration with Isabel allows her an opportunity to
participate in at least one project that challenges the patriarchal and racist hierarchy of the house
on the lagoon.
“Something Very Different”
As mentioned above, despite Isabel’s stated intention of writing her novel by weaving Quintín’s
warp with her woof, she acknowledges that her outcome is “something very different” (6). What,
then, is her result? In the final chapter, Isabel resolves to leave Quintín after twenty-seven years
of marriage when he plans to institutionalize Willie for his epileptic fits (399). After a byzantine
art-sale-turned-abduction, Quintín strikes Isabel; she ponders the events of the family, reflecting
that “nothing in the world could justify such violence” (407). Just as he is about to hit her again,

For a literal (and strange) example, see Audre Lorde’s anger at her white editor John Benedict seeking to envelope
her work Chosen Poems in a dust cover with his own close-up photograph of a red cabbage (De Veaux 305).
91
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she engages the engine of the boat, accelerating quickly and causing Quintín to be struck in the
head by an overhead iron beam and fall face down in the water, where she leaves him to be
devoured by the advancing crabs (407).92
Magnani argues, “The House on the Lagoon stages a political-national struggle over the
terms of the island’s ‘marriage’ to the U.S. as a gendered conflict between lovers” (160). Puerto
Rico’s commonwealth status in relation to the United States is viewed by some as a compromise
status between independence and statehood with which few seem to be entirely satisfied.93 As
mentioned above, Ferré herself moves from her independentista position to voting for statehood
in the 1988 plebiscite, a decision she discusses in “Puerto Rico, U.S.A.” This idea includes not
only national identity in general, but language, more specifically. As Ferré’s character Isabel
reflects:
The way I see it, our island is like a betrothed, always on the verge of marriage. If
one day Puerto Rico becomes a state, it will have to accept English—the language
of her future husband—as its official language, not just because it’s the language
of modernity and of progress but also because it’s the language of authority. If the
island decides to remain single, on the other hand, it will probably mean
backwardness and poverty. It won’t mean greater freedom, because we’ll
probably fall prey to one of the local political caciques who are always waiting in
the wings for a chance to become dictator. There’s no question in anyone’s mind
The imagery of the advancing crabs calls to mind “the frenzied antennae of all those prawns” (“Youngest” 6). See
introduction to dissertation. The creeping progress of several small creatures to overwhelm Quintín may suggest the
accumulated threat posed by the telling of each woman’s story within the novel.
93
Downes v. Bidwell (1901), one of the “Insular Cases,” promoted “the theory of territorial nonincorporation” in
which Justice Edward White claims for the majority opinion that while Puerto Rico is not foreign to the United
States “in an international sense,” it is “in a domestic sense” (qtd. in Gorrín Peralta 188). While Puerto Rico’s status
has of course been in flux since this case, it serves as an example of one of the several Supreme Court cases required
to navigate Puerto Rico’s paradoxical status.
92
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that independence would set our island back at least a century, that it would mean
sacrifice. But we can’t help being what we are, can we? (Ferré 184)
Isabel sees the Puerto Rican commonwealth as untenable and statehood inevitable. With
statehood, or marriage, in this metaphor, comes English, the language of Isabel’s novel.
Significantly, The House on the Lagoon is Ferré’s first novel to be published first in English and
then in Spanish, while her previous works are published in the opposite order.94 Her movement
towards privileging English leads her work often to be “admired on the mainland but criticized
on the island” (Kevane 105). Ferré’s embrace of ambiguity, not only in terms of language, can be
seen in her essay “On Destiny, Language, and Translation; or, Ophelia Adrift in the C. & O.
Canal” (1991). As mentioned in the introduction to this dissertation, she dreams of floating down
a canal with “the shore of Washington on [her] right and the shore of San Juan on [her] left,” and
she realizes that her “true habitat as a writer” is “neither Washington nor San Juan, neither past
nor present, but the crevice in between” (154-55). This position may be a consequence of the
privilege afforded by her linguistic, economic, and class status, which enables her “to move
freely between mainland and island” (Bost, “Transgressing” 192).
The space in between, where Ferré feels most comfortable, is not necessarily a position of
concession. Isabel’s adoption of Willie, for example, could be viewed as a compromise between
two extreme positions. On the one hand, she has the option to allow Petra to kill Willie, which
would eliminate the evidence of her husband’s sexual and marital misconduct. On the other
hand, she could leave Quintín because of his infidelity and sexual assault of one of the servants.
Instead, by choosing adoption, she works together with Petra and forces her husband to face up

In her 2005 interview with Gema Soledad Castillo Garcia, “Ferré admits that she wrote The House on the Lagoon,
Eccentric Neighborhoods, and Flight of the Swan in Spanish first, and then translated them into English” (qtd. in
Magnani 179).
94
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to the hypocrisy of his position of white racial superiority considering his violent sexual
encounter with Carmelina, a black servant, and his emphasis on the importance of la gran
familia despite his own undermining of it through his infidelity. By opting for the position in
between, Isabel performs a radical action. She intertwines the white with the black, the
Mendizabal family with the Avilés family, creating a microcosm of Puerto Rico in which all are
thrown in together, rather than simply living on separate floors of the same house. By giving
Isabel a novel within her novel, as well as a motive that differs from the one she states, Ferré
writes a work that is not exactly a regular novel but “something very different.”
The Ferré Memoirs
Rosario Ferré’s late writing career emphasizes looking backward over the lives of those in her
family. She has ample opportunity to explore her familial life repeatedly through her work on
Memorias de Ponce, Eccentric Neighborhoods, and Memoir. The introduction to this chapter
discusses different points at which many feel Ferré has “sold out.” For some, it is her seeming
priority of English over Spanish. For others, it is her shift in political stance. Frances NegrónMuntaner’s 2002 interview identifies the writing of Memorias de Ponce as the point in Ferré’s
writing career at which she loses her feminist credentials. She asserts that working on Memorias
de Ponce represents for Ferré “a way to give up [her] prior feminist and radical left voice”; Ferré
chafes against the idea that the evolution of her stance towards Puerto Rico’s status in relation to
the mainland United States was in any way opportunistic, arguing that her position changed
because of “changes occurring in the United States” and reflected “what is best for Puerto Rico”
(170).
While Ferré’s shift in stance in relation to the island’s status is consistently criticized,
neither Negrón-Muntaner nor Ferré addresses how this occurs in the process of working on her
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father’s autobiography. Regardless of Ferré’s position swing from independence towards
statehood, this may seem an odd accusation, depending on how one views life writing. How
extensive is Rosario’s assistance in her father’s memoir? It is reasonable that there would be
interest in publishing a book about Luis A. Ferré’s life because he was a politician; it is also
reasonable that he would turn to his daughter, a writer, for help in this project. However, it is also
true that substantial writing on the governor’s life had already been written by this point in his
life: there is, for example, Luis A. Ferré: Ciudadano by Teofilo Maldonado (1960); the
collection El propósito humano, edited by A. Quiñones Calderón (1972);95 and Ferré:
Autobiografía dialogada by Pepe Ramos (1976), the last of which is mentioned earlier in this
chapter. Of course, these works would have become dated later in Ferré’s life (he died October
21, 2003), and the idea of posterity may have begun to loom larger in his mind. To have his
previously-rebellious daughter assist with his work and to write the introduction may serve as a
subtle suggestion that his daughter has come around to his way of thinking.
One’s relatives and significant others are bound to impact one’s writing. Chapter 1
discusses how Jamaica Kincaid writes about the various members of her family, both fictionally
and non-fictionally, and Chapter 3 examines how Irene Vilar’s grandmother and professorhusband influence the writing of her first memoir. As Mikhail Bakhtin writes in “Discourse in
the Novel,” “Language is not a neutral medium that passes freely and easily into the private
property of the speaker’s intentions; it is populated—overpopulated—with the intentions of
others” (294). In Vilar’s case, it is easier to see how Lolita Lebrón and Pedro Cuperman shape
her first memoir because she specifically addresses it in her second; in the case of the Ferrés,
however, their impact on each other’s writing is less clear.
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For an efficient summary of Luis A. Ferré’s life, see the “Datos biográficos” section (VII-X).
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Each memoir is discussed here just briefly to illustrate how Rosario Ferré writes about
her family nonfictionally and the degree to which she centers herself within her father’s life story
and her own. Memorias de Ponce reveals Luis A. Ferré as a Renaissance man with a lifelong
interest in several subjects, ranging from science to music, beyond his later industrial, political,
and charitable careers. His childhood interest in science leads to many capers: he accidentally
draws the attention of federal agents by playing with a telegraph radio; jumps off the roof with
an umbrella, inspired by a parachutist; and inadvertently electrocutes a horse (29-31).96 He
describes in detail his early musical education, praising at length his first piano teacher and
recalling with precision the names of his friends and the instruments they played in their
neighborhood band. Famous Puerto Ricans are scattered throughout his life. Luis Muñoz Marín,
the first governor of Puerto Rico elected by Puerto Ricans, is the nephew of one of this
elementary school teachers (24). Julia de Burgos, the poet, dates his older brother, Joe (60).
Pedro Albizu Campos, the Ponce politician associated with the independence movement, visits
him in Boston during his studies at MIT (46).97 The remainder of the work is a more
conventional accounting of his business and political careers, as well as his charitable works,
especially his establishment of the Museo de Arte de Ponce, which he declares his most
important accomplishment (77). The basis of his strong statehood stance first develops from his
senior year of high school in Morristown, New Jersey, and progresses during his college years in
the U.S. The conclusion is an enthusiastic ode to American democracy befitting a pro-statehood
advocate.

Luis A. Ferré states, “Science, mathematics, our trips to the moon, are expressions of God.” [“La ciencia, la
matemática, nuestros viajes a la luna, son expresiones de Díos.”] (Ramos 338). Besides showing his love of those
subjects, this quotation also underscores his patriotism, claiming “our” trips to the moon in recognition of his status
as an American citizen.
97
Albizu Campos also plays a role in relation to Lolita Lebrón, Irene Vilar’s grandmother. See Ch. 3.
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How can one classify Luis A. Ferré’s autobiography? Smith and Watson define 60 genres
of life writing. The Ferrés’ work could conceivably fall under the categories of auto/biography,
collaborative life writing, and oral history.98 Auto/biography, or a/b, highlights the overlap
between the genres of autobiography and biography (Smith and Watson 256). The unknown
degree to which Rosario Ferré appears within her father’s autobiography, in terms of her
influence and as a nonfictional character, may lead to it falling into the grey territory of
auto/biography. The genre of collaborative life writing, also known as heterobiography, presents
the possibility of conflict between participants in the writing process: “In collaborations, despite
assurances of coproduction, power relations between the teller and recorder/editor are often
asymmetrical, with the literarily skilled editor controlling the disposition of the informant’s
narrative material” (265).99 Without access to the raw data provided by the recorded interview, it
would be difficult to ascertain how or if Rosario Ferré asks her father questions or records him
speaking extemporaneously. Oral history also presents a similarly uneven working relationship,
in this case between the speaker and the writer: “In oral history the one who speaks is not the one
who writes, and the one who writes is often an absent presence in the text who nonetheless
controls its narrative” (275). While all three categories recognize the heterogeneous nature of life
writing, both collaborative life writing and oral history highlight the power imbalances and
tension between collaborators in the writing process. Each of these three genres of life writing
defines the Ferrés’ work to some degree.
There are some hints as to Rosario Ferré’s perspective on this writing process, first
outside the book itself. In her own Memoir, Ferré mentions the biografía that she “wrote together
This is the case with Ramos’s autobiografia dialogada as well.
The parent-child writing relationship can be complicated by the relative experience of the editor child over that of
the writer parent. See Libertarians on the Prairies: Laura Ingalls Wilder, Rose Wilder Lane, and the Making of the
Little House Books by Christine Woodside (2016).
98
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with [her] father” (103). Note that she calls it a biography, as does her father (Memoir 103;
Memorias 82); elsewhere, it is called an autobiography.100 Calling it the former rather than the
latter implies a stronger influence of the daughter on her father’s work. That she says that they
“wrote [it] together” suggests she views it as a collaborative process.
The “peritextual surround,” or editorial framing, of the memoir, also indicates Rosario
Ferré’s level of involvement (Smith and Watson 100-101). The cover says “narrado por Rosario
Ferré” (narrated by Rosario Ferré). Ferré offers a disclaimer before the main text: “This narration
was written by Rosario Ferré starting from recorded interviews, made by her father in 1986”
(14).101 Her father makes the recordings, but the potential lies within the phrase “starting from,”
between the recorded interviews and the written product, which carries the capacity for shifts
between what Luis says and what Rosario writes.
Ferré’s framing of the narrative through her introduction positions her father’s
memoir/memoria in relation to other such historical writings, distinguishing between masculine
and feminine writing types. She writes that works like Sor Juana’s Response to Sister Filota and
Flora Tristan’s Peregrinations of a Pariah critique and rebel against the patriarchy in ways that
Memorias de provincia by Domingo Faustino Sarmiento and Memoria de Garcilaso el Inca do
not (11-12). In terms of content, she continues, “Memoirs by men in general emphasize a public
self, a consciousness of nationality, more than a private self that rebels or that attempts selfreflection, as often happens in memoirs by women” (12).102 This perspective contrasts somewhat
with her earlier, more pessimistic perspective on the public/private sphere split between men and
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The edition cited here is labeled an autobiography; it is also referenced as such elsewhere (Di Iorio Sandín,
“Killing” 56; Negrón-Muntaner 170).
101
“Este narración fue escrita por Rosario Ferré a partir de unas entrevistas grabadas, hechas a su padre en el año
1986.”
102
“[L]a memoria masculina afirma por lo general un ser público, una conciencia de la nacionalidad, más que un ser
privado que se rebela o que se propone un autoexamen profundo, como sucede a menudo en las memorias
femininas.” Translation by Lyn Di Iorio Sandín.
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women. In her essay “La autenticidad de la mujer en el arte,” she writes, “The loneliness and
monotony of home have been traditionally the destiny of the woman, while the man leaves to
conquer the world” (15).103 She seems to favor the tension and reflection found in her examples
of women’s writing over those of men’s writing, but then she does not specifically situate her
father’s work within one category or the other. Is it automatically of the “masculine” type
because her father is a man or because of her father’s “public existence”? Is the writing more
“feminine,” and thus possessing of a deeper social critique or reflection, because of her
influence? She commends the work that is to come in how it captures her father’s love for his
disappearing hometown and her father’s willingness to share both happiness and sadness with his
fellow man (12),104 but these comments are vague, perhaps damning her father and his writing
with faint praise. Yet, she has already discussed and settled the fact that she does not believe in
the idea of feminine versus masculine literature in her essay “The Writer’s Kitchen.”105 Perhaps
she introduces a dichotomy that she has previously discounted in an obscure reflection on her
own contribution in relation to that of her father.
This memoria is a result of their lifelong relationship, which she acknowledges makes it
both easier and harder to write (11). She adds, “I have had to fight to maintain myself on the
margins, as a woman and as a child, as much as possible” (11).106 While it is clear she means this
figuratively, it also seems to be true literally, as her (identifiable) contributions to the work lie in
the paratextual surround of her introductory frame. Her struggle to preserve her own marginality
within the work suggests both that she endeavors to center her father within his narrative and that

“La soledad y el anonimato del hogar han sido tradicionalmente el destino de la mujer, mientras el hombre sale a
conquistar el mundo.”
104
“…[el] amor que mi padre expresa por su pueblo natal, por el Ponce desaparecido de su niñez y de su
juventud…[e]l deseo de compartire…las alegrías y las tristezas de sus semejantes.”
105
See introduction to dissertation.
106
“[H]e tenido que luchar por mantenerme al margen, como mujer y como hija, lo más possible.”
103
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doing so is difficult. Her intent is “to convert his memories into a historical text, into a piece of
knowledge that seems important to [her]” (11).107 Her goal to make this “a historical text”
suggests her endeavor to prioritize the historical over the literary, which she has previously
characterized as a more masculine inclination in The House on the Lagoon.108 Besides evoking
the failed dichotomy of husband/wife collaboration in her earlier novel, it also brings to mind
Isabel’s stated intention to do one thing while ultimately doing another.
Many of the stories from Luis A. Ferré’s life make their way from his Memorias de
Ponce to Rosario Ferré’s Memoir.109 In writing this memoir, she no longer has “to fight to
maintain [herself] on the margins”; she may now center herself and her own achievements in this
literary “room of [her] own,” to borrow Woolf’s phrase. Much of this work is a traditional
memoir, proceeding generally in chronological order. She recounts significant events in her
childhood and links her publishing history to events in her personal life. Still, there is a focus on
family that feels unusual in a nonfictional account of her own life. Just as her father’s work falls
between various life-writing genres, her memoir may be defined as a filiation narrative,
genealogical story, or relational life writing. A filiation narrative “seeks to memorialize the
relationship to a parent, sibling, or child, someone with whom one has had a long-standing
affiliation” (Smith and Watson 270). Ferré highlights her connection to many relatives on both
sides of the family. The genealogical story genre tells its story through artefacts and family trees
as proof of generational connection (217); she includes several family photographs in addition to

“[Y]o intento convertir su recuerdo en un texto histórico, en un saber que me parece importante.”
See the beginning of this chapter. Rosario Ferré often employs a dichotomous schema, for example, associating
the historical and the literary with the masculine and feminine, respectively, in The House on the Lagoon, even if
she ultimately undermines it. See also discussions of race and gender (Negrón-Muntaner 165-66) and English and
Spanish language (Ferré, “Destiny”).
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Literary scholars Suzanne Hintz and Benigno Trigo translate Memoir. Trigo is also Rosario Ferré’s son and the
one to whom she dedicates her book. The examination of the relationship between Ferré and her father could
logically extend to the next generation, but it is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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excerpts from letters. It could be considered relational life writing, a genre that reflects a lessstrict boundaries between self and other and is often associated with women’s autobiographical
writing (278-79). While the genres that define her father’s memoir for the most part tend to
indicate a tension between the parties collaborating on the writing, the genres that define Rosario
Ferré’s memoir instead prioritize collectivity and relationality. This indicates that, for her,
writing about herself is necessarily a story of her family.
This is not to suggest that there is not overlap from one memoir to the next, and it goes
without saying that they both provide material for Eccentric Neighborhoods. There are photos in
common, like Luis and Lorencita’s wedding photo, and a letter from Sor Isolina, Rosario’s great
aunt (Memorias 19-20; Memoir 19). However, her father’s work speaks about family more
briefly and only in relation to himself and his accomplishments; Ferré’s memoir focuses on
family in a more organized and significant way, signaling that their stories have merit beyond
their connection to her. In a brief 124 pages, she gives sixteen pages to the section “Paternal
Grandparents” (15-30) and seventeen to “Maternal Grandparents” (31-48). The section “The
Alhambra House” (49-77), while not dedicated to a specific branch of the family, is about her
childhood that focuses on her family. It is only in the sections “How I Began to Write,”
“Epilogue,” and “On Entering the Academy” (119-24), that the reader sees her life as a writer.110
This suggests Ferré believes that the balance of her story belongs to her family rather than her
writing career.
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This last section, in which she is inducted as an honorary member of the Puerto Rican Academy of the Spanish
Language in 2007, serves as a satisfying parallel to her father receiving the Congressional Medal of Freedom at the
end of his memoir.
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Eccentric Neighborhoods
This impression of the omnipresence of family in her writing is also exhibited in her novel
Eccentric Neighborhoods. Di Iorio Sandín suggests that Ferré may have been persuaded to write
this work based on Suzanne Ruta’s review of The House on the Lagoon that proposes that Ferré
writes more comfortably from family memories (“Killing” 55-56).111 If, as Ruta proposes,
Ferré’s writing is more “relaxed” when working from family memories, then Di Iorio Sandín
believes she may have been encouraged to write a novel that is more based on her family’s
stories than The House on the Lagoon. The reverse of Ruta’s review of The House on the Lagoon
is Lisa Chipongian’s review of Eccentric Neighborhoods, in which she comments on the way
that the stories feel very separate from each other, comparing them to family photo albums or
family portraits (43).112 She argues, “Had the author been as faithful to her own imagination as
she was committed to recording a comprehensive history, the dead would have stepped out of
their frames…What lies between the covers: more than one potential novel, and not yet one.”
This review suggests unfulfilled potential in Eccentric Neighborhoods that results from an
overzealous commitment to historiography over artistic undertaking.
The main character is Elvira, who resembles the author. Elvira tells stories about her
mother Clarissa and her side of the family, the old-money Rivas de Santillana family, who
represent Lorencita and her family, and her father Aurelio and his family, the industrial Vernet
family, who represent Luis and his family. The first chapter, “Fording Río Loco,” introduces
Clarissa as a promising character. To visit Elvira’s maternal grandmother, Valeria, in Emajaguas,

“‘The House on the Lagoon’ has at times a feel of a straightjacketed tour de force. Ms. Ferré is most relaxed
when writing from memory of the provincial life she recalls from her own childhood…there’s another manuscript
hidden in this book” (Ruta BR28).
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Similarly, Steinberg and Zaleski call the work an “imaginary family portrait gallery” (51).
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they would have to cross the Río Loco, a temperamental river, alternating between dry and
flooded, that reminds Elvira of her mother. Clarissa would cry without explanation and pinch her
daughter if she asked why. There is much potential in the mystery of Clarissa’s unhappiness and
her unkindness towards her daughter, as well as in the class differential presented in the process
of crossing the river. Clarissa, dressed in her Sunday best, with “a printed silk georgette gown
and high-heeled Saks Fifth Avenue shoes” and “her diamond Cartier wristwatch” (6), contrasts
with their black chauffeur, Cristóbal Bocanegra, and the campesinos who populate the
riverbanks.113 She waves a dollar bill at them to encourage them to help free the car from the
river, and when she pays them for their efforts, it is “through a crack at the top of the window” to
minimize her interaction with them (6). Just as Clarissa and Elvira are encapsulated within the
confines of the car, the nuclear family is contained within a small space in the novel while the
rest of the family rushes like a swollen river around it.
Following this introduction, much of Ferré’s novel is short vignettes about the extended
family, following the matrilineal/patrilineal pattern that she later uses in her memoir. Ferré
herself describes it as “similar in structure to A Thousand and One Nights: a series of related
stories strung together like a strand of pearls” (Memoir 108).114 Just as some reviewers comment
on the structure as separate photo albums or portraits, others characterize the book as
unmanageable: readers are warned that they “may find themselves wishing for machetes to cut
away the fictional undergrowth” (Walter Kim 78) and “might want to take notes to keep the
characters straight” (Ingraham 151). This recalls the “crowd scenes” that Aurora Levins-Morales
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In Memoir, Ferré reveals tone-deafness regarding race, at least in her childhood. As a girl, she asks Gilda, a black
servant, if she wears a turban “to copy Aunt Jemima from the pancake and waffle boxes”; the patient Gilda explains
that the women of her hometown wore them to carry containers of water on their heads to their homes (60). She may
relate this memory to show embarrassment of her childhood racial attitudes, but it is unclear.
114
She references Scheherazade in the epigraph to the section “The Eye Within the I.” Note also the similarity in
language to Michelle Cliff’s description of her work in the introduction to this dissertation.
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advises against in her instructions for writing historiography. In her directive to “personalize,”
she argues the importance of naming individuals because “[w]hen the disenfranchised appear
only in crowd scenes, it reinforces a sense of relative unimportance” (33). Though Levins
Morales dramatizes and personalizes within the context of each of her historical vignettes by
naming and centering a particular woman, like Catalina de Erauso the conquistadora or Nzinga
of Angola the warrior queen, in the work as a whole, she creates her own “crowd scene” that
undermines the significance of each individual woman and her original directive. Similarly,
Ferré’s vignettes each feature one specific relative, but she introduces too many characters to
follow or care about.
For example, Clarissa and her sisters Siglinda, Dido, Artemisa, and Lakhmé are drawn
together in that they “all resembled one another” with “the same swan’s neck, milk-white skin,
and delicate nose” that lead to them being known as the Swans of Emajaguas, like five Ledas of
Mount Olympus (31).115 Each has her own single noteworthy characteristic. Siglinda is the
nudist housewife, Lakhmé the fashion plate, Artemisa the religious businesswoman, and Dido
the poet. Some of their stories seem to hold some promise, such as those of Lakhmé and Dido,
but the characters are flattened within the context of the work to only those facets of their
personalities.
The chapter on Lakhmé is called “The Venus of the Family.” She greatly values fashion,
believing “a beautiful dress was just as valid a work of art as a sculpture or a painting, because
fashion has to do with imagination as well as with style” (Eccentric 74). She marries three times:
once to an American lieutenant in the Marines who dies of a heart attack; then a Spanish

Their non-fictional counterparts are “Fredeswinda, Wagnerian Valkyrie; Olga Acté, Russian czarina; Zorhaida,
Cervantian heroine from his Novelas Ejemplares” (Memoir 5).
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ambassador to Morocco who kidnaps her; and, finally, an unfaithful snob. Her marriages are
interpreted by how they affect her, fashion-wise; the ambassador’s excessive control is revealed
by his desire for her to be veiled in public,116 and she looks forward to her third marriage because
of her ability “to wear beautiful clothes again” (82). The three-part structure of the story suggests
a fable, and the story ends with her luxuriating in her ultimate divorced status, telling the moral
to the young women of the family, including Elvira: “I know what the penis is like—the long,
the thick, and the prickly short of it. And I can assure you none of it matters, my dears, because
fashion is the secret of happiness” (86). There seems to be little significance to this vignette,
given the pat nature of its moral.
To some degree, it might make sense for a character focused mostly on external
appearances to be a bit underdeveloped, but this is also the case for her sister, Dido the poet, in
the chapter “The Repentant Muse.” She falls in love with a Spanish man named Antonio Torres,
but Spanish men “didn’t like their women traipsing about giving poetry readings or publishing
poems in which they bared their intimate feelings to the world” (43). She gets advice from a
male poet about how to win Antonio’s heart. He writes in her poetry manuscript, “Your voice is
as sweet as a nightingale’s…But the best nightingales—the true rui-señoras of this world—sing
their love songs in secret. I’m sure my friend Antonio will marry you if you do the same” (46).
Dido “kept her love songs a secret from that day on; she put her literature books away and never
wrote another poem” (47). Like Rebecca, Buenaventura’s wife in The House on the Lagoon, she
sacrifices her art for the sake of her marriage. Dido heroically represses her poetic impulse and
stubbornly learns to wash and iron shirts to satisfy the man she loves. This is despite Lorde’s
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During a visit to Tehran with her husband, Ferré was made to cover herself, walk behind her husband, and lower
her eyes: “I never heard a compliment or heard a disrespectful whistle, and also felt frustratingly invisible”
(“Blessings” 193).
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assertion that poetry “is a vital necessity of [women’s] existence” (“Poetry” 37). Unlike Rebecca,
Dido offers no resistance on par with Rebecca’s dance as Salomé, and she meets no resistance
from Antonio equal to Buenaventura’s beating. In fact, she ceases her artistry in anticipation of
his protest and does not even continue to write in secret. Clarissa protests the poet’s advice,
calling Dido “a nincompoop and a loser” for considering it, and saying to her sister, “At least
your namesake got to be queen of Carthage before she committed suicide over that thickhead
Aeneas. But you’ll never be anything other than an excellent cook” (46). Clarissa provides at
least a minimum of objection on her sister’s behalf when Dido cannot muster it for herself.
While the women of The House on the Lagoon are not discussed in any greater length
than here, their stories feel more significant. The limitations placed on Quintín’s grandmother
and mother lead to his desire for Isabel to get sterilized; the limitations placed on Isabel’s
grandmother and mother lead to her countering desire not to get sterilized. In The House on the
Lagoon, then, the stories of more minor characters accumulate to a collective trauma and larger
meaning. In Eccentric Neighborhoods, however, not only are there several short stories of
various family members, but when the ultimate purpose of the sisters’ stories is revealed to
Elvira from Clarissa’s deathbed, it is anticlimactic:
All your life you've insisted you were a Vernet. But you have some of Tía
Lakhmé in you, because you love beautiful clothes; you’ve got some of Dido,
because you love literature; some of Siglinda, because before you married
Ricardo you were crazy about boys. You've got some Rivas de Santillana in you,
after all, even if you refuse to acknowledge it. (334)
What is supposed to be a great revelation is that Elvira possesses characteristics of the Rivas de
Santillana family as well as the Vernet family, despite her stronger affiliation for her father’s
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family throughout the novel. The single characteristic associated with each maternal aunt simply
represents a facet of Elvira’s personality, so this is the main contribution of the aunt vignettes.
Similarly, these women, along with the two grandmothers and the Vernet aunts, appear in
Elvira’s dream in the last paragraph of the novel of crossing the Río Loco with her mother, only
the women of the family are swimming with difficulty alongside the car where Clarissa and
Elvira are again inside (340). This dream recalls the one described in Ferré’s essay “On Destiny,
Language, and Translation; or, Ophelia Adrift in the C. & O. Canal,” discussed in the
introduction to this dissertation and earlier in this chapter. Here, though, the significance lies not
in Ferré herself occupying the liminal space between two shores but rather the difference
between those inside the car (the women of the nuclear family) and those swimming outside it
(those of the extended family). The narrative is expanded in that it includes the extended family,
but because each story is told shallowly, each character is only known by a single characteristic.
So, curiously, much space is given to many family members in total, yet not enough space
individually to develop their characters, and the three characters who presumably “matter” the
most—Elvira, Clarissa, and Aurelio—only are really the focus of the first chapter and the last
fifty or so pages.
That the relationship between these three is not more developed is somewhat
disappointing. It is true that Lorencita, Clarissa’s real-life counterpart, does not get significant
mention in any of the nonfictional works, but what little discussion there is suggests great
potential for conflict. A comparison of photos of Luis with his daughter and his wife, for
example, reflects his easier affection for his daughter than his wife. In the first photo, he is
dancing and smiling with his daughter. This is the caption of the first: “Don Luis A. Ferré dances
proudly and rejoicingly with his little daughter Rosarito at a reception in her honor offered at the
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Spanish Casino of Arecibo on the occasion when she was proclaimed Queen of the Press by the
Puerto Rican Journalists and Writers Society” (Maldonado 19).117 In the second photo, he stands
morosely beside his wife in the museum they built together. Its caption includes this statement
regarding their marriage:
He considers that the most fortunate moment of his life has been his marriage to
Doña Lorencita Ramírez de Arellano, a woman of delicate feelings, firm moral
principles and clear intelligence. He affirms that she has given him a great moral
and spiritual stimulus throughout his political career, as well as in their private
life. Here we see the couple at the inauguration of the Art Museum of Ponce
donated by them to the cultured city of the South. (39)118
Certainly, the occasion of Rosario’s crowning may have been a more joyous occasion in contrast
with a museum opening, and the difference in the two captions’ tones would have been
determined by the writer of said captions, not the individuals in the photographs. However, as
mentioned above, he declares his establishment of the museum as his most important
accomplishment (Memorias 77), so its opening should have been a happier event.
This familial tension is maintained in the work of both daughter and father. In Memoir,
Rosario mentions briefly that her mother does “not like public life” and so does not like the idea

“Don Luis A. Ferré baila orgullosa y regocijadamente con su hijita Rosaritio en reception que en su honor ofreció
el Casino Español de Arecibo, en occasion en que ella fué proclamada Reina de la Prensa, por la Sociedad de
Periodistas y Escritores Puertorriqueños.” Note that (older) writer René Marqués uses this same diminutive
insultingly in response to a request for a submission to Zona from Ferré; in protest, the editors publish his letter
rather than his submitted story and bury it in the middle of the journal (Trigo, Malady 76).
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“Considera que el momento más afortunado de su vida ha sido su matrimonio con doña Lorencita Ramírez de
Arellano, mujer de delicados sentimientos, firmes principios morales y clara inteligencia. Afirma que ella le ha dado
un gran estímulo moral y espiritual en toda su carrera política, así como en su vida particular. Aquí vemos al
matrimonio en la inauguración del Museo de Arte de Ponce donado por ellos a la culta ciudad del Sur.”
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of her husband becoming a politician (1).119 There is a marked difference in how she writes
about her father and her mother:
My father was a marvelous person; he was caring, gentle, brilliant. This does not
mean that he was not a disciplinarian, but he was an iron hand inside a silk glove.
When he was with me, I felt happy; the sun shone and there were no clouds that
threatened the horizon…But when I was with Mother I felt sad. Her life was
taking care of us and the house. (68)
This effusive description of her father, even considering the menace implied in the description of
him as “an iron hand inside a silk glove,” is followed with a cursory mention of her mother.
Ferré recognizes that, for her mother, “to live in Ponce, where there was no nourishing
intellectual life, made her sad” (68), but this recognition does not translate into the same kind of
affection as she shows for her father.120
In Memorias, there are a few mentions from Luis about Lorencita, though not many. At
first, their relationship sounds sweet. He describes talking and playing the piano together,
describes their life as “very rich, very satisfactory,” and claims to have been “profoundly in love
with her” (63).121 She stands by him in less glamorous times, trekking to the family power plants

A contemporary example of the reluctant political spouse is Huma Abedin, Hillary Clinton’s aid and Anthony
Weiner’s wife. The 2016 documentary Weiner covers their marriage after his sexting scandal during his New York
City mayoral campaign. At a Women for Anthony fundraiser, she says, “Those of you who know me are probably
surprised to see me standing up here. I’m usually [at the] back of the room, far away from the microphone as
possible.” Weiner’s praise of Abedin also mirrors Ferré’s praise of his wife.
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Curiously, Lorencita rates a lovely dedication from Teofilo Maldonado in his work on her husband: “A la señora
Doña Lorencita Ramirez de Arellano de Ferré, noble corazón, clara inteligencia, vasta y exquisite cultura, firmes
principios morales; esposa perfecta del Lider Irreprochable, con quien comparte la gloria de una gran mission.” [“To
Mrs. Lorencita Ramirez de Arellano de Ferré, noble heart, clear intelligence, vast and exquisite culture, firm moral
principles; perfect spouse of the Irreproachable Leader, with whom she shares the glory of a grand mission.”] (n.p.)
Note the similar phrasing in the passage attributed to Ferré above. What reads as a generous tribute from a
biographer about his subject’s wife reads as a more distant and formal statement from a husband about his wife.
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“…muy rica, muy satisfactoria…profundamente enamorado de ella.” Translation by Lyn Di Iorio Sandín.
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in his old Ford (69). He writes her a poem called “Immortal Love” (95), so that may hint at some
level of feeling towards his wife. He writes, “And I loved and loved, / Til my heart was burnt”
(28-29). It is difficult to know the true feeling behind a poem that is made public, however; it is
also possible that his “burnt” heart signifies an unhealthy love between them.
Some subsequent references, however, seem coded in terms of Lorencita’s use value. He
alludes to her support of the Museum of Ponce, mentioned above, first psychologically and
spiritually, but financially as well (63-64) and how their marriage strengthened his connection
with Miguel Ángel García Méndez, a legislator and fellow statehood supporter (84). When he
wants to buy El día (later El nuevo día, the same newspaper in which Ana Lydia Vega writes her
“Open Letter to Pandora”), Lorencita shows abundance of caution that Luis dismisses: “My wife
Lorencita thought that I was crazy to put that amount of money into a newspaper with no future,
but I was never discouraged” (50).122
Some of this real-life tension emerges fictionally, but again, just briefly, in Eccentric
Neighborhoods through the relationships between Elvira and her parents. As Aurelio’s political
career intensifies, he turns to Elvira to stand in for her mother at events when she grows too tired
or jealous; this is symbolized by a ring he purchases for his daughter, to his wife’s dismay (25253). Elvira enjoys being at her father’s side, while her mother “stayed in the background, dressed
in black and holding on to her precious anonymity” (318).123 Both parents attempt to hold her
back as she tries to grow up. Her mother despairs at her blossoming sexuality, covering her
breasts with a handkerchief (320). In the chapter “Rebellion at the Beau Rivage,” Elvira fights
back when her parents prevent her from participating in a study abroad program in Geneva for

“Mi esposa Lorencita pensaba que yo estaba loco al intertir esa cantidad de dinero en un periódico al que no se le
veía futuro, pero nunca me desanimó.”
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In real life, Rosario Ferré serves as first lady of Puerto Rico after her mother’s death in 1970 until 1972.
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the summer, tricking her instead into vacationing in Europe with her family. She acts out by
throwing her clothes out onto all the wealthy guests at the resort, including Grace Kelly and
Prince Rainier (325). It is a superficially satisfying scene, but more a bratty temper tantrum than
a true “rebellion” as promised by the chapter title.
In the end, it is the money from the mother’s death that allows the character to divorce
her husband and live in freedom. In his inappropriate mourning, her father gives her the
“invasive, perhaps incestuous” gift of a piano (Di Iorio Sandín 59); this breaks Elvira’s Elektra
complex and allows her to move on with her life.124 Because Ferré has not afforded enough
space to the dynamic between these three would-be main characters, the reader does not feel
much is at stake, and this resolution is less satisfying than it perhaps could have been. Fiction
does not have the same responsibility to “truth” that life writing does.125 Within her fiction would
have been an opportunity to center her own story, as she feels she could not when working on
her father’s memoir and as she chooses not to do within her own. She does not, or cannot,
though, because she maintains an overdeveloped loyalty to telling the story of her entire family
at the expense of developing instead the story of herself, her mother, and her father.
“The Memories of Thousands of Beings”: Conclusion
Rosario Ferré often reflected on the role of distance in her writing. She considered her typewriter
an essential tool of the trade: “The typewriter offers a useful and healthy distance when we write
with the imagination or with the emotions; in other words, when we write fiction” (Memoir 93).

Similarly, Acosta Cruz asks, “Is her oeuvre symptomatic of some kind of oedipal conflict?” (96).
This is the source of the debacle of A Million Little Pieces by James Frey (2003). Frey’s book is originally a work
of fiction, rejected 17 times by publishers; his editor then encourages him to re-present his novel as nonfiction
(Smith and Watson 101). As The Smoking Gun article “A Million Little Lies” points out, in its original framing,
“just some overheated stories of woe, heartache, and debauchery cooked up by a wannabe author, it probably would
not get published” (2).
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In writing La casa de la laguna, she attributed her writing ability to having lived in the United
States for eight years and then returning to Puerto Rico: “This temporal distance allowed me to
see more clearly the reality of my own country, and to work with issues that were emotionally
charged, and also too close to me” (Memoir 103-104). In Ferré’s own obituary, it says she
needed time before she could write of her mother’s death: “Her death in 1970 was something her
daughter said she could not write about for decades until working in English have her ‘a
psychological distance’ from her work, ‘as if another person were writing’” (Weber). Her ability
to create distance often improved her ability to write.
This chapter examines the works of Rosario Ferré from her middle to later career, until
her death in 2016. Her approach toward family as source material had varying results. Ferré
acknowledged the debt she owed to her family in her writing career, whether for providing her
with the stories that she wrote or, in the case of her father, functioning as the institution against
which she defined herself as a pro-independence feminist earlier in her writing career. While
both The House on the Lagoon and Eccentric Neighborhoods have some basis in her real-life
family, Ferré created distance in the former between her family and her fiction by bending the
novel genre, adding the layers of an intratextual novel with both stated and unstated motives. The
space she creates therein allows her to critique the racial and gender attitudes prevalent within
such a family as her own.
In her later work, though, Ferré struggled in her different writing roles between assisting
her father in writing his memoir, writing her own memoir, and writing a novel heavily based on
the life of her family. When assisting her father in writing his memoir, she had “to fight to
maintain [herself] on the margins” (Memoir 11), acknowledging that the memoir is supposed to
be her father’s story. Yet, when she wrote her own memoir, she still prioritized the stories of her
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family members over her own. When she wrote a novel based on her family, she had an
additional opportunity to write these family stories in a different way. This was different version
of genre bending from what she did in The House on the Lagoon. Rather than writing a unified
novel, Ferré created a series of vignettes about the extended family that encircled the central
characters of the nuclear family. She gave much of her writing space over to these vignettes,
writing the tales of many, but none in a very developed way, and creating the “crowd scene” that
Levins Morales decries and to which she herself falls victim (33). Ferré perhaps felt a
responsibility to what Naipaul calls “the memories of thousands of beings” (Way 11), deputizing
herself the designated family writer to record the stories of the extended Ferré family, much as
Kincaid’s narrator does in Mr. Potter. This leaves little room for developing the main
relationship of the novel, between Elvira and her parents, which resulted in “more than one
potential novel, and not yet one” (Chipongian 43).
When fighting the assumption that women’s writing is more biographical than it truly is,
Rosario Ferré prioritized the notion of the imagination. She wrote:
There is a social reason for this difficulty in recognizing the existence of the
imagination. The imagination is a playing with reality, an irreverence toward what
exists,126 a willingness to imagine a possible order of things better than the one we
have. Without this playing, there would be no literature. Thus the imagination—
like literature—is subversive. (“Kitchen” 239)

The phrase “irreverencia ante lo establecido” has been translated elsewhere as “irreverence towards the
establishment” (Franco ix) or “irreverence toward the status quo” (Di Iorio Sandín).
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Ferré’s dedication to her family served to challenge her commitment to imagination in her work.
As examined in the next chapter, Irene Vilar faces a similar challenge between the priorities of
her family, and other reading audiences, and her writing.
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CHAPTER 3:
Space and Irene Vilar
In Anna North’s review of Impossible Motherhood: Testimony of an Abortion Addict (2009) on
the feminist blog Jezebel, reader “NapalmKitty” comments:
hp sh fckng klls hrslf. Srry, bt t’s tr. dn’t fl bd fr hr. Sh dd stpd slfsh thng. nd sh
sts th rght wng p t dcry, jst lk thy hv fr yrs, wmn wh s brtn fr brth cntl.
D th hnrbl thng nd sht yrslf n th hd.
Thnks,
Nplm
Because of its failure to conform to community standards for commenting, the site managers
bowdlerize NapalmKitty’s comment, removing all the vowels to make it more difficult to read.
The original comment would have read:
[H]ope she fucking kills herself. Sorry, but it’s true. [D]on’t feel bad for her. She
did a stupid selfish thing. And she sets the right wing up to decry, just like they
have for years, women who use abortion for birth control.
Do the honorable thing and shoot yourself in the head.
Thanks,
Napalm
The “she” referenced here is Irene Vilar, the author of the book being reviewed. In her second
memoir, which receives an Independent Publisher Book Award for autobiography/memoir in
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2010, she relates her experience of having fifteen abortions in fifteen years.127 Because of her
concern over the anti-abortion movement co-opting her work, in the immediate wake of her
publication, she did not do a book tour, scrubbed her name from public property records, and
home-schooled her children (James).
This anonymous internet comment raises several concerns addressed in this chapter. It is
an example of a pro-choice reader protesting Vilar’s actions, which some consider repeated
abuses of her right to have an abortion. It carries within it consciousness of the anti-abortion
contingent and concern about its response to Vilar’s actions. Present in NapalmKitty’s comment,
then, are multiple levels of awareness that represent Vilar’s own concerns: even though she
considers herself pro-choice, she perceives an audience across the reproductive justice spectrum
that she feels the need somehow to satisfy simultaneously.128 Similarly, in writing her first
memoir, she feels a responsibility toward satisfying the requirements of her grandmother, Puerto
Rican Nationalist Lolita Lebrón, and Vilar’s first husband, who was also her college professor.
Finally, the bowdlerization of NapalmKitty’s comment represents more generally the theme of
editing and revising and, more specifically, the potential loss of meaning and complexity through
outside intervention in Vilar’s writing resulting from the multiple competing demands of her
various reading audiences.
Because Vilar seeks to satisfy so many different readers, her memoirs are a combination
of many subgenres, bending the memoir genre to accommodate her varied goals. While the
frame of her first memoir is an illness memoir, relating her time in psychiatric hospitals, her

In the process of collecting her medical records, Vilar “was stunned” to realize “that she had forgotten about one
abortion” (Abcarian).
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Though this study often uses choice/life terminology to identify general positions, feminist discussion is moving
towards a “reproductive justice” framework, which combines reproductive rights with social justice and moves
beyond the dichotomy of choice and life (Ross and Solinger 9). Choice, as will be discussed, is a fraught concept.
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grandmother advocates a version of political hagiography that celebrates her accomplishments,
while her husband encourages a filiation narrative that puts her suicidal tendencies into a
multigenerational framework. Like Ferré, she feels a responsibility towards her family, and in
attempting to satisfy these two particular individuals, Vilar excludes her abortions from her first
memoir. This necessitates the writing of the second memoir as a corrective measure. However,
because of the incendiary nature of her content, Vilar continues to seek to satisfy her various
reading audiences, which hold contradictory attitudes toward abortion. In the second memoir,
she utilizes the memoir subgenres of addiction narrative, apology, and confession in a proleptic
attempt to please all, which continues to keep her from freely expressing herself in writing. This
multiple narrative structure, with its inconsistent relationship to facts, bends the genre boundaries
of memoir and invites discussion on the nature of truth.
The Ladies’ Gallery: A Memoir of Family Secrets
In writing her first memoir, The Ladies’ Gallery: A Memoir of Family Secrets (1998; A Message
from God in the Atomic Age, 1996), an International Latino Book Award finalist in the Best
Women Issues category, Mind Book of the Year finalist, and Detroit Free Press and Philadelphia
Inquirer Notable Book of the Year, Irene Vilar discusses her experience in two psychiatric wards
following two back-to-back suicide attempts involving gas, pills, alcohol, and the sound of her
dead mother’s voice. (There would eventually be seven attempts, in total.) These hospitalizations
are for three days in Hutchings Psychiatric Hospital and forty days at University Hospital, both
in Syracuse. This aspect of the memoir puts it in the category of an illness memoir, examples of
which are The Cancer Journals by Audre Lorde (1980) and Girl, Interrupted by Susanna Kaysen
(1993) (Smith and Watson 142, 146). Had Vilar focused solely on this experience, her work
would have also fallen under the category of a nobody memoir, which is a memoir about
127

someone who has not yet achieved recognition before its writing (275). According to Jane Hiel
Usyk, “The hospital setting is a good device on which to hang a life story” (73). However, Vilar
ultimately uses her illness memoir as a frame around which she attempts to build a baroque
political hagiography and filiation narrative.
She interweaves her time at the hospital, written in italics, with family history, primarily
focusing on the stories of both her grandmother and her mother that help to contextualize her
hospitalization. Like the purported husband and wife structure of the novel-within-a novel in
Ferré’s The House on the Lagoon, each strand of the story serves to structure the other. In 1954,
her grandmother, Lolita Lebrón, participated in an armed attack on the United States Congress in
the name of Puerto Rican independence, saying, “I didn’t come here to kill but to die” (Ladies’
94).129 On the twenty-third anniversary of Lebrón’s attack, Vilar’s mother, Gladys Mirna, leapt
to her death from a speeding car with eight-year-old Vilar witnessing from the backseat. It is
possible, according to Vilar, that her mother’s “forced hysterectomy without hormone
treatment…led to depression and a Valium addiction” (James).130 This instance of what would
now be called “obstetric violence” (Block 12) results from an American-funded sterilization
project in Puerto Rico that marks “her mother’s body as a site of imperialist intervention”
(Thompson 133, 140).131 In the prologue, Vilar emphasizes the dates of each act: the attack:
March 1, 1954; the suicide: March 1, 1977; and the hospitalization: the February 1, 1988
(Ladies’ 1). Her mother died by suicide on the same day as her grandmother’s act; her

This speech has elsewhere been reported as “I didn’t come here to kill anybody; I came to die for Puerto Rico”
(Trigo, Malady 2).
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She writes to her mother, “I see your crazy and I see your power and how you survived everything but not an
empire’s eugenics [sic] rape of your body that sent you home with a bottle of valium and no reproductive system”
(Vilar, “Thinking”).
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See the discussion of Isabel’s reproductivity in Ferré’s The House on the Lagoon in Ch. 2. For general
information on Luis A. Ferré’s role in Puerto Rico’s sterilization policy, see Ramírez de Arellano and Seipp 151,
162-65; for a contemporaneous dissent, see Castro 17-19.
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hospitalization was off by just one month. Her writing positions her firmly in relation to the
actions of both her grandmother and her mother, using the metaphor of “Three Sirens, or cycles:
the Child, the Nymph, the Old Lady, three generations of women in my family” (11). This enters
her into the familial “suicidal cycle” (Trigo, “Memoirs” 112). Her family’s story is presented in
the context of the effects of American imperialism on the island and the Puerto Rican struggle
for independence. It is “the Old Lady” who provides one challenge to Vilar in the writing of her
first memoir, encouraging the focus on her role in the fight for a free Puerto Rico.
“The Old Lady”
Dolores (Lolita) Lebrón Sotomayor was born in Lares, Puerto Rico on November 19, 1919.
Early on, she witnessed the effects of American colonialism and vowed to do what she could to
rectify them:
As a little girl, I went to school and learned to place my hand over my heart and
pledge allegiance to the U.S. My classmates were very pale and sickly looking
children, mostly all barefoot and in rags with swollen stomachs, skinny bodies
and were nervous and uneasy. One day I heard myself saying, if I could make a
better world, I would make it—a world where hard-working oppressed people
would be free. (“Solidarity” 24)
She gave birth to her daughter, Gladys Mirna, and this event, occurring outside of marriage, was
framed as tragic: “With the lacerated soul, Lolita gave birth to a girl” (Ribes Tovar).132 She left
her daughter behind and would not see her again for several years. She later dedicated a poem to
her daughter, “Mi Capullito de Mayo” (“My Little Flower Bud of May”) in which she wrote, “I
love you / so infinitely / as who you are: / the first dew from my source” (1-4).133 While tender,
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“Con el alma lacerada Lolita dio a luz una niña.” All translations are mine unless otherwise noted.
“Te amo / tan infinitamente / como quien eres: / el primer rocío de mi fuente”
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this first stanza also emphasized her love for her daughter based on her daughter’s relationship to
her mother, a theme that would appear again in Lebrón’s relationship with her granddaughter and
others.
In 1940, at twenty, she left for New York City and worked in the garment industry, “only
one among thousands of Puerto Rican women who pass[ed] from small town islands, many of
them filled with women sewing, into the sweatshops of New York” (Levins Morales 185). In that
time, she married, divorced, and gave birth to her son, Félix, whom she also left to be raised in
Puerto Rico (Jiménez de Wagenheim 247). Her time in New York City was difficult; she had to
deny that she was Puerto Rican to gain employment, an experience that gave her “a greater
understanding of human oppression, exploitation and negation” (“Solidarity” 24). In a 2004
interview with Margaret Power, she indicated that her time in New York City made her realize
that she “was not a free person and Puerto Rico was not a free country”; it was only after living
in New York that she joined the Nationalist Party (Power 38).
There were conflicting accounts of the Congressional attack in terms of planning,
leadership, and rationale. Throughout her first incarceration, Lebrón took all responsibility for
the planning, only acknowledging afterward that she had followed orders from her superiors in
the organization (Jiménez de Wagenheim 242). The four participants—Lebrón, Rafael Cancel
Miranda, Irvin Flores, and Andres Figueroa—entered the building with the belief that they would
not leave alive.134
The four entered the ladies’ gallery. Lolita unfurled a Puerto Rican flag and shouted,
“¡Viva Puerto Rico libre!” Chaos erupted: “Gunfire broke out and bullets whistled through the
air. Panic erupted in the chamber. Many congressional figures and their staff began screaming as

This is supported by her comrade Cancel Miranda’s purchase of four one-way tickets to Washington, D.C.
(Jiménez de Wagenheim 258).
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they frantically pushed one another to get to the exit doors. Others avoided being shot by running
to hide underneath tables and behind chairs” (Rovira 50). There were 24 shots total, and five
congressmen were injured; a note in her purse denounced the United States, called for Puerto
Rico’s independence, and claimed responsibility (Jiménez de Wagenheim 259). Lolita was
convicted on nine charges; the others were convicted on ten.135 Immediately before her July
sentencing, a court officer cruelly notified her that her son Félix had drowned, even though he
died back in April (Jiménez de Wagenheim 264-66; Levins Morales 195).136
Prison for Lolita was a time of rape, abuse, and solitary confinement. She suffered
“twenty-five years [of] missing the taste of garlic and her daughter’s face from within a cell”
(Levins Morales 195), while her daughter, just fourteen when Lolita was imprisoned, “like the
rest of the family, suffered persecutions for the Cause” (Ribes Tovar 225).137 Prison was also a
time of creativity and advocacy. She had visions, for which she entered a psychiatric hospital
before returning to prison. She wrote poems. She participated in a hunger strike in support of the
Attica rebellion (“Solidarity” 24). She never applied for parole; President Jimmy Carter
pardoned her and the others in September 1979 (Jiménez de Wagenheim 242).
In later years, Lebrón continued her activism. In 1980, she toured the U.S. in support of
eleven Puerto Rican Prisoners of War (“Solidarity” 24). During a speech on that tour, she
declared, “We, the people of the world, can’t submit ourselves to injustice, indignity and murder.
We must rise up against these things, and if we die in the act, then we at least die standing”
(“Solidarity” 27). In 2000, at eighty-one, Lolita was arrested protesting the U.S. Navy occupation
of Vieques, serving thirty days of a sixty-day sentence (Power 43). Her arrest, along with the
Because Lebrón shot only at the ceiling, she was not charged with “assault with intent to kill.”
There was some question of whether Félix’s drowning death was accidental or intentional (Andrea E. Morris
309).
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“como el resto de la familia, sufrió persecuciones por la Causa”
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protests of others, brought attention to the cause and results in the Navy’s exit.138 She died
August 1, 2010 at the age of ninety, representing the ever-evolving struggle for Puerto Rican
independence.
The “Great Man”
One thing that Lolita Lebrón had in common with her granddaughter was the ability to become
consumed by an older, more dominant man. In Lolita’s case, this man was Pedro Albizu
Campos, the leader of the movement to which she belonged and whom she never met in person.
Though she decided to avoid romantic relationships to focus on her country’s freedom (Jiménez
de Wagenheim 247), her dedication to her leader was more a platonic ideal than a romantic love.
(Ribes Tovar named one chapter in his book on Lebrón “Lolita y Albizu: Un amor celestial.”)
She dedicated at least one of her books of poetry to him and wrote many poems about him.
While there was a bit of a machismo problem in the party, she credited Albizu Campos
with attracting women by offering them influence within the party (Power 39). She greatly
admired him and placed him on a pedestal: “[I]t was Albizu, God, and my father” (Power 39).
Albizu Campos wrote a kind note at the end of Grito primoroso calling her “a Puerto Rican
heroine, of sublime beauty” (255).139
Just as Lebrón had her “Great Man,” Vilar had her first husband, and both her
grandmother and her first husband were personally invested in her first memoir. Lebrón
advocated for a foregrounding of her Nationalist agenda, guided by her self-perception as a
symbol for the Puerto Rican people. Vilar’s first husband endorsed an account structured with
the “Three Sirens” metaphor that was sanitized of his role in her reproductive choices.

This protest also drew “the Dalai Lama, Jesse Jackson, Robert Kennedy, Ricky Martin, Benicio del Toro, and
Edward James Olmos” (Trigo, Malady 67); Lolita was not the main catalyst for the Navy’s exit.
139
“una heroína puertorriqueña, de sublime belleza”
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The influence of her grandmother and her first husband is evident in the name changes of
the first memoir. The working title that Vilar gives her translator is “The Sirens, Too, Sang that
Way,” a line from Kafka’s short story “The Silence of the Sirens” (Rabassa 152).140 Kafka draws
interpretation of these characters from Homer’s Odyssey, which Vilar also references.141 Because
the idea originates with her first husband, it may be less representative of Vilar’s thinking
process as a writer. When this is not used as the title, it is used instead in her epigraph. The
original title for publication, also the title of a book of Lebrón’s poetry, results from one of
Lebrón’s visions from behind prison walls:
The ceilings of her cell burst into flames, and a voice came unto her from a blue
silky flower, instructing her to write the “Mensaje de Dios en la Era Atómica”—A
Message from God in the Atomic Age—which she subsequently produced and
mailed to President Dwight D. Eisenhower. (Ladies’ 2)142
The final title, The Ladies’ Gallery: A Memoir of Family Secrets (1996), comes from the specific
location of Lebrón’s violence: her attack on Congress originates from the ladies’ gallery.143
According to Trigo, the “transformations and erasures” shown by replacing the first title with the
second are significant: “Vilar troubles the identity of her memoir…by both covering over and
revealing Lolita Lebrón’s haunting apocalyptic voice, the spell of the sacrificed Mother of the
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Because Rabassa translates the first memoir from Spanish into English, there is yet another level of outside
intervention. As mentioned in Ch. 2, the translator himself states that “translation can be accused of treason”
(Rabassa 3). Alcaide Ramírez questions, “¿Hasta qué punto la traducción de Rabassa la mejoró? ¿Qué nos dice esta
colaboración sobre el proceso creative de la obra? ¿Existe más de un autor en The Ladies’ Gallery?” [To what
degree does Rabassa’s translation improve the work? What does this collaboration tell us about the creative process
of the work? Is there more than one author of The Ladies’ Gallery?] (146). These questions are beyond the scope of
this dissertation.
141
For discussion of intertextual relationships in this work, see Trigo, “Memoirs” 116-119.
142
Rabassa suggests a possible reason for the title revision: “Evidently the first title smacked too much of a
devotional homily from the likes of Billy Graham or some other bible-whacker” (152).
143
Reviewers find irony in the revised title, but for slightly different reasons. Trigo considers it ironic because the
attack that originates from the ladies’ gallery is “decidedly unladylike” (“Memoirs” 119). Usyk considers how the
act “transforms this out-of-the-way spot on the sidelines into the center of the action” in an “ironic comment on the
nature of Congress and other all-male governing bodies throughout history” (93).
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nation, the message that lies underneath” (“Memoirs” 118). The multiple titles create a
palimpsest that maintains the intentions of others inside Vilar’s text.
The second memoir further reveals the attitudes of “the Old Lady” (of the “Three
Sirens”) toward the first. As mentioned in the dissertation introduction, Lolita calls her
granddaughter, enraged about Vilar’s characterization of Gladys Mirna’s death as a suicide in the
first manuscript. Vilar’s appeal to her grandmother’s sense of family yields a brusque response:
Listen carefully, my family is the nation of Puerto Rico to which I have given my
life and anyone, you listen well, anyone who threatens the nation is the enemy. I
have fought for this nation and in the names of all the fallen ones in the struggle.
Your mother is a fallen one. You are defiling her memory. (Impossible 191)
Here, Lolita falls into the “gatekeeper” role of older Latinas, as Phillipa Kafka describes,
generally “the characters’ mothers and foremothers, as well as other senior relatives, neighbors,
teachers, counselors, nuns” that Latina writers create: “Latina writers depict these gatekeepers as
the group that perpetuates the patriarchal rules and regulations, acting as their custodians, like
vigilant watch dogs” (xi, xxvii). While Lebrón polices Vilar’s writing, it is more to protect her
own narrative than out of concern for Vilar’s adherence to societal norms. Lolita perceives
herself as the face of the Puerto Rican Nationalist movement; in conversation mentioned above,
she declares, “I am the Movement” (Impossible 191).144 When she drapes herself in the Puerto
Rican flag during her attack on Congress and the flag of the Lares Revolution during Gladys’s
funeral (Ladies’ 91, 167), she obscures her individual identity in favor of the collective Puerto
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Power notes that Lebrón often speaks about herself in the third person during their interview (44n7), saying
things like, “Don Pedro [Albizu Campos] was enchanted by Lolita” (39), a trait suggesting an exaggerated sense of
self.
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Rico. Anything personal, like the fact that Lolita’s daughter dies by suicide on the anniversary of
her attack on Congress, might detract from the goal of an independent Puerto Rico.
Lolita’s position as a symbol is supported by her physical beauty. In her youth, she is
crowned “Queen of the Flowers of May” (Jiménez de Wagenheim 246).145 After her arrest for
the Congressional attack, she is described as “dressed in a fashionable suit, a velveteen hat
perched on her head, a determined look on her face” (Power 37) and as using “her iconically
feminine body, in full make-up and dressed to the nines, wrapped in the Puerto Rican flag”
(Andrea E. Morris 311). The image from this day is used on the cover of one of her poetry
collections, Sandalo en la celda (1976; Sandalwood in the Cell). She stands astride the dome of
the Capitol Building, triumphant in her stylish suit, carrying a Puerto Rican flag in one hand and
a smoking gun in the other; Albizu Campos looks down from the clouds, and several figures run
in a panic below. Upon her return to Puerto Rico in 1979, Lebrón found that the movement,
newly Marxist, had little regard for beauty; she stated, “Some people called me bourgeois
because I wore make up and I always fixed my hair” (Power 42). Despite this, a focus on her
appearance continued. Power notes that Lebrón still dressed stylishly during her stand at Vieques
(44); a fiftieth anniversary story of the attack in The Washington Post Magazine has the title
“When Terror Wore Lipstick.” This suggests there continues to be room for the beautiful Puerto
Rican activist to stand as a symbol.146
Besides trading on her beauty, Lebrón positioned herself as mother of the movement and
the nation, which was not an unreasonable way to view herself. Nationalist leader Pedro Albizu

As mentioned in Ch. 2, Rosario Ferré is crowned “Queen of the Press” (Maldonado 19).
See Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s (D-NY) explosive success. Her creative team modeled her
campaign posters on those of labor activists César Chávez and Dolores Huerta (Budds); she responded to questions
on her debate-day lipstick by tweeting the brand and color, which sold out in a matter of days (@Ocasio2018;
Bratek).
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Campos considered “motherhood…the greatest privilege God has given the human species,” and
regarded them “not only mothers of their children but mothers of all future generations of Puerto
Rico” (Ladies’ 45). Lolita’s friend and comrade Rubén Berríos spoke in her honor: “We, her
sons and daughters, are grateful and honor her for her dedication to [the struggle] for the
liberation of our homeland” (El Nuevo Día 8, qtd. in Jiménez de Wagenheim 278; emphasis
added). Lebrón sacrificed her maternal relationship for the Nationalist cause; as Cristina
Mathews points out, she became “mother of a nation if not mother to her children” (252). Before
the attack, she thought of how her children “would soon become orphans” (Jiménez de
Wagenheim 258) and that she participated in the attack on Congress “to mitigate the guilt and
pain [she] felt for having to abandon [her] children” (Ribes Tovar 93; qtd. in Jiménez de
Wagenheim 257). Because she prioritized the nation over her immediate family in the moments
before the attack, it is logical that she reaffirmed this choice as it continued to serve her nation
and herself.
Up to this point, Lolita was “a national heroine but a complete mystery to her own
granddaughter” (Usyk 18). She only offered guidance once Vilar possessed the power to
influence her grandmother’s legacy. Vilar recognized that her first memoir “was not turning out
to be the political manifesto she [her grandmother] envisioned for the Evita-like Lolita Lebrón
biography I’d once believed I wanted to write. My mother’s life kept sneaking into the text and
so did my own” (Impossible 190-91). Between Lebrón’s desire for a “political manifesto” and
Vilar’s vision of an “Evita-like Lolita Lebrón biography” lay the longing for a version of
hagiography, or the writing of a saint’s life (Smith and Watson 101), but of a political nature.
Usyk writes that Vilar instead presented “an all-too-real, feet-of-clay portrait of the beloved
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icon” (39). In fact, beyond portraying Lolita as flawed, she depicts her grandmother as
monstrous and even grotesque.147
Vilar pulls connections between her grandmother and herself and seeks to understand
Lebrón: “How did she manage to make from a prison cell a room of her own, a place where one
could withstand torture and, at the same time, write?” (Ladies’ 2). She draws her grandmother
and herself together in terms of their writing and the constraints on their work, asking Woolf’s
eternal question of how women can write.148 As mentioned above, Lebrón writes poetry during
her incarceration. In “Un poema de la carcel” (“A Poem of the Prison”) she wrote, “In my cell /
my life lies down / in crumpled bunk / and my body aches” (29-32).149 Vilar’s external
orientation is somewhat different from Lolita’s, as is evidenced in this excerpt from the latter’s
poem “To the Prisoners Playing,”150 writing about the sounds of her fellow prisoners at the
Federal Reformatory for Women at Alderson, West Virginia:

Those beloved voices I hear
are my own sounds.
………
Those beloved voices! My sisters!
Confused in melodies of
upheaval, tears, and sobs,
passion and troubles,
and a spring

See introduction to dissertation for discussion of grotesque dream imagery in Ladies’.
The question of how to write under constraints, especially in terms of physically small places, recalls Anne
Frank, whom she references in both works. Discussion of this intertextual relationship is below.
149
“En mi celda / mi vida se recuesta / en arrugado camastro / y duele el cuerpo”
150
This poem was originally published in Spanish in Sandalo en la celda.
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148
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of complaints and misfortune.

How many times, at their simple echoes,
has my breast opened up
to pure light and reflection
through which I see their faces
like bunches of exquisite and ripe fruit. (1-2, 9-19)
While she called the voices of her fellow prisoners “beloved” and these women “sisters” (9), she
envisioned their voices as mere “simple echoes” to her own (15) and undifferentiated “like
bunches of…fruit” (19). This recalled the language of her poem about her daughter discussed
above in which her love for her daughter is defined by her relationship to Lebrón. It is not
difficult to imagine that she may have felt similarly about the writing of her granddaughter,
whose work both depends on and influences her grandmother’s legacy.
Vilar reveals in her second memoir that that her partner from that time, her professorturned-husband, named sardonically in Robin Morgan’s foreword to Impossible Motherhood as
Vilar’s “Great Man” (xii),151 has been quietly guiding the first memoir. Halperin notes Vilar’s
conspicuous avoidance of naming her professor, only referencing him by masculine pronouns,
his profession, as her husband, or as her “master” (46).152 Though the full extent of his influence
on the work is somewhat unclear, Vilar specifically acknowledges his encouragement in both her
guiding metaphor and her ending (Thompson 142-43; Halperin 55). His emphasis on the “Three
Siren” metaphor calls for a filiation narrative, with its emphasis on the familial relationship itself

See introduction to dissertation for how this phrase connects Vilar and Kincaid’s Annie John.
Because Vilar describes him as a Jewish Argentinian professor of Latin American literature at Syracuse
University, one can easily identify him as Pedro Cuperman. Also, they publish a children’s book under both their
names, Diario de viaje (1996; Sea Journal).
151
152
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(Smith and Watson 270-71), as is discussed in Chapter 2 about Rosario Ferré’s Memoir. He
suggests to Vilar, “Your mother’s death was your salvation. You should be thankful she died”
(Impossible 100); this leads her to write, “Mother has died, and therefore I am” (Ladies 321).153
When she reflects on the ending of her first memoir in her second, she calls it “this crooked
thought in a convoluted paragraph,” acknowledging, “I was writing for him, you see”
(Impossible 101). This metaphor comes at the expense of certain facts.154 She writes, “My misery
at the center of the book is historically romanticized, and the personal, domestic truths of a self’s
struggles are for the most part missing” (99). To create a more complete portrait of her life
during this time, she writes a second memoir as a corrective for her omissions. However, the
second work is again compromised by seeking to appease her readership.
Impossible Motherhood: Testimony of an Abortion Addict
Over ten years later, readers come to learn other ways in which this first memoir does not tell the
whole story. Vilar follows The Ladies’ Gallery with a second memoir: Impossible Motherhood:
Testimony of an Abortion Addict. As is evident from the subtitle, the main topic that was absent
from the first memoir, covering roughly the same period and beyond, is the story of Vilar’s
fifteen abortions. These multiple abortions she virtually omits,155 at least partially to obscure her
then-husband’s involvement.
At the same time as he encourages the direction of the memoir, his presence and
participation in the events of the work are erased; it is difficult to determine his level of

Contrast this with the first sentence from Kincaid’s Autobiography: “My mother died at the moment I was born,
and so for my whole life there was nothing standing between myself and eternity; at my back was always a bleak,
black wind” (3). See Ch. 1.
154
Laura Kanost goes as far as saying Vilar presents the first memoir as “fiction” (2162).
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They are “virtually” omitted because when she mentions one of her abortions in Ladies’, she characterizes it as a
miscarriage, which holds a different connotation in relation to the idea of choice in pregnancy. See Kanost 2420;
Halperin 50-51. There are brief, obscure references to abortion towards the end of the memoir: “To defend abortion
is absurd…I was carrying much more death inside than that abortion could produce” (Ladies’ 318).
153
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involvement. Within her first text, the virtual absence of these abortions coincides with the
virtual absence of her lover. In addition to the power differential between professor and student,
it is important to note the substantial difference in age: when they meet, Vilar is sixteen and her
then-future husband is fifty.156 He persuades her that he cannot be tied down with children; he
argues “how hard he’d fought” to not become a father (Impossible 52). He convinces her that she
is being a better feminist, a better writer, by not accepting the limitations imposed by caring for
children. According to Halperin, “Denying her the possibility of being with him and becoming a
mother at the same time, and relying on the rhetoric of women’s liberation to support his stance,
he positions independence outside the confines of the domestic sphere and positions potential
fatherhood with victimhood” (47). Indeed, he takes advantage of division among feminists over
the role of biology; he aligns himself with those who believe that “[i]f biology was destiny, that
destiny was a prison” and that “if women were being reduced to their biological functions, one
response was to transcend them, negate them” (Block 9, 10).
Each pregnancy represents a quiet revolt by Vilar in her rejection of her husband’s false
dichotomies; she “forgets” to take her birth control pills so that she can feel the excitement of
each pregnancy, only to abort later to maintain her relationship with the “Great Man.” Later,
through the building success of her writing, she gains strength in her own voice separate from
him: “One day I shocked myself by hating his ideas and edits” (Impossible 118). She also finally
tells him of her desires: “I want you to let me write the books I want” (139). When her writing is
going well, she no longer requires the excitement of her forbidden pregnancies: “In those
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The difference in age between Vilar and her first husband invites questions about consent, besides ethical
concerns about the professor’s professional boundaries. All generations of women in Vilar’s family experience some
version of sexual assault, particularly Lebrón’s rape in prison (Ladies’ 319) and Gladys’s experience of early
marriage (at 15), incest, and sexual abuse (Impossible 11). Vilar states, “Where I come from, rape, metaphorical and
literal rape, is considered the spark of our history” (Ladies’ 5).
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heightened moments of creativity and validation, I evaded the drama of pregnancy and abortion
and ‘remembered’ to take my birth control pills” (115). She seems to attempt to take up space,
either physically with pregnancy or metaphorically with writing. Unaddressed, however, is “the
question of whether or not she could have become a published author if she had taken any of her
early pregnancies to term” (Thompson 144).157
One indication of Vilar’s strengthening in her understanding of herself as a writer is the
marked decline in the number of intertextual references from the first memoir to the second.
While in the hospital, she takes notes on index cards of the “books [her] master brought [her]”
(Ladies’ 78), an exercise she compares to “clothing your life with borrowed phrases” (130).158
She eagerly seeks to please him by integrating the authors and their works into her personal
literary canon, and the first memoir is peppered with references. By the second memoir, Kanost
suggests, “Vilar’s previous work serves as the primary intertext; rather than constantly engaging
literary and intellectual tradition in dialogue, this second memoir primarily dialogues with the
first” (2372). After publishing one book, Vilar can reference herself rather than propping her
writing up with the ethos of others; she no longer relies on the tools of her master, as they cannot
be used in dismantling her master’s house.159 One of the intertexts that appears in both memoirs
is the diary of Anne Frank. Her return to Frank’s works indicates that this mention is perhaps
truer to herself than references like the “Three Siren” model suggested by her husband and
speaks more accurately of her fear of taking up space in the world.

Twice in ten years, “authors have titled their essays ‘A Womb of One’s Own’” (Rosenman 11), suggesting an
overlap in discussion between motherhood and women’s writing.
158
A review describes her work as having “references as disparate as Kierkegaard and anthropologist Oscar Lewis”
(Gregory 74). Using a similar metaphor, in Impossible Motherhood, Vilar references the need of some women “to
cloak themselves in someone else’s power” (4).
159
The irony of referencing Lorde, given the argument at this point in the discussion, has been noted.
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“Asking Permission to Exist”
Vilar’s references to The Diary of Anne Frank reveal her anxiety about her physical presence,
which is related to her fear of metaphorically taking up space with her writing. In both memoirs,
Vilar recalls her time attending a Spanish convent school. She mentions Frank’s book, which she
receives in exchange with a friend (Ladies’ 214). In the second memoir, Vilar reveals how she
finds Frank’s Diary at a moment of loneliness and a difficult time in her family caused by her
father’s philandering, her grandmother’s absence, her mother’s suicide, and her brothers’
addictions, and she views her Spain trip as a welcome escape. She sees the book on her
roommate’s nightstand and is attracted to the cover, which “shows a girl [her] age,” and while
the story does not “take off” in the way she expects, she is drawn to Frank’s “sweet character”
(20).160 She continues: “The Diary of Anne Frank left a mark, more like a scar, and I treated it by
starting my own diary. It was the beginning of an infinite series of failed attempts at keeping a
schedule that was not set by anyone else but me” (20). Referencing the Diary as “a mark, more
like a scar” that she “treat[s]” suggests that it is not just that the book has made a mere
impression on her but that it injures her and requires her to heal herself through writing, “starting
[her] own diary.” Her reference to her repeated failed attempts “at keeping a schedule”
foreshadow her cycles of “remembering” and “forgetting” to take her birth control pills, which
lead to her cycles of pregnancies and abortions. The last phrase, “that was not set by anyone else
but me,” refers to her feeling that maintaining her schedule, of writing or of taking her birth
control pills, is her responsibility alone. She continues, quoted here at length:

Similarly, the character Clare in Abeng by Michelle Cliff also is attracted to the cover and “recognizes the
sweetness in that face” (68).
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The scar I carried had little to do with the horror of the Holocaust, which I had no
sense of, but rather it had to do with a girl who wakes up in an attic every
morning and has to go about the servile duty of asking permission to exist in that
smallest of holes. She does not have to ask this of Hitler, but from her peers in
that attic. This was my life ever since my mother died. I became a damned guest
child, waking up in different homes, among aunts, cousins, family friends.... I had
to beam a big smile at my generous hosts and ask permission to occupy some
place in the world. I woke up each morning wondering what others thought or felt
about me. Was I in their way? My incessant monologue, this ongoing translation
of other people’s feelings and actions, I saw in Anne Frank. (21)
Vilar admits having “no sense of” the Holocaust,161 but relates rather to the feeling of having to
“[ask] permission to exist in that smallest of holes.” This indignity that Anne Frank must endure
Vilar attributes not to Adolf Hitler but to those living with her in the Annex, the comparison a
shocking indictment of Frank’s companions. Frank pleads for more time at the desk she shares
with Mr. Dussel, one of the other denizens of the Annex, to do her writing: “Yesterday
afternoon, with Daddy’s permission, I asked Dussel whether he would please be so good (being
really very polite) as to allow me to use the little table in our room twice a week in the
afternoons, from four o’clock till half past five” (86). Her fight for writing time and space, along
with her ode to her fountain pen, reveals “her self-conception as a writer” (Casteel 245-46).162
Because of the instability in Vilar’s life, caused by the aforementioned family dysfunctions, she
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In the briefest of mentions, one of the other patients that Vilar later meets at the hospital, Madame K, alludes to
the Holocaust: “She also tells me that she’d been in Auschwitz, where they killed her husband” (Ladies’ 128).
162
Tellingly, Vilar spends three hundred dollars on a “gold leaf fountain pen,” not for herself, but for her first
husband, a purchase that leaves her “broke and hungry” (Impossible 54).
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is effectively homeless, without her own space, and feels the need to placate anyone kind enough
to have her by “beam[ing] a big smile.”163
The repetition of the phrase “ask/ing for permission” suggests that this is an ongoing,
traumatic existence. According to Halperin, “For Vilar, home is a yearning for rootedness and
belonging amid the perpetual turbulence and upheaval she has witnessed and experienced” (200).
This results in her constant vigilance, her “ongoing translation of other people’s feelings and
actions.” Trigo states, “She says that the loss of her mother is the origin of the writer’s ‘fluid’
point of view, of her ability to imagine other people’s thoughts, a point of view and an ability
that Vilar also calls, more mysteriously now, an ‘internal dialogue’ and ‘a translation’”
(“Memoirs” 111). Similarly, Frank states, “I have an odd way of sometimes, as it were, being
able to see myself through someone else’s eyes. Then I view the affairs of a certain ‘Anne’ at my
ease, and browse through the pages of her life as if she were a stranger” (137). Vilar
acknowledges this similarity between her and Frank, and while this ability to see herself through
the eyes of others likely strengthens her writing, the tendency to prioritize outside perspectives
will impact her later when she begins to write and anticipate the objections of her readers.
“Fated to Be Misunderstood”

Besides the pressure from her first husband and her grandmother in the first memoir, there is also
the pressure that Vilar feels from her audience in terms of the consequences of her actions on
women in general in the second. She writes, “I was warned about the possible hatred directed at
me from both pro-choice and pro-life camps. My testimony was fated to be misunderstood”

Shulamith Firestone desires a “smile boycott” from women in which women would smile “only when something
pleased them” (81). Ahmed’s “Killjoy Manifesto” is Firestone’s worthy successor.
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(Impossible 1). Certainly, the anti-abortion faction would be disturbed by her abortions. National
Right to Life News editor Dave Andrusko bases his opinions of Vilar and her work on Susan
Donaldson James’s interview rather than the book itself, calling her a “woman with many, many
problems” and questioning “whether Vilar is making all this up, or grossly exaggerating, to sell
her forthcoming book” (2). Charmaine Yoest, president of Americans United for Life, calls her
story “so tragic” and says “that abortion is part of a very sad story for women” (Abcarian). Vilar
also recognizes that pro-choice groups might consider her number of abortions beyond that
which could be reasonably defended; while sympathetic, Thompson voices concern that the
generalization of Vilar’s experiences “may ultimately threaten reproductive justice goals if
applied more broadly to understand repeat abortion” (134).164 Despite Vilar’s positioning as prochoice, she still feels compelled to explain herself to everyone, even those anti-abortion
individuals, despite the fact that she does not consider herself among their members. Thompson
discusses Vilar’s varied compositional approaches that are used “either to build sympathy with a
pro-choice feminist audience or to express shame to an antiabortion audience responsive to the
rhetoric of personal accountability” (134). Her attempt to pacify audiences from across the
reproductive justice spectrum is a self-limiting behavior designed to appease, if not appeal to, all,
which ultimately keeps her work from addressing some deeper issues, such as the societal
structures that impact her reproductive decisions.
Part of the issue is that the choice/life dichotomy is too limited for a situation like
Vilar’s.165 More than one critic uses the phrase “constrained choice” to discuss the circumstances
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A member of the Jane collective asked a European abortion provider what number of abortions was considered
excessive. He replied, “Let’s see…14 or 15 are too many.” When she was shocked at this number, he said this was
common in Latin America because, at that time, is was virtually “the only form of birth control” (Kaplan 57).
165
See Weingarten for the nature of abortion discourse in the United States before its evolution into the choice/life
dichotomy.
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surrounding Vilar’s reproductivity (Thompson 137-38; Halperin 51), referencing the ways in
which her decisions are limited by her lived context. Though few circumstances are as extreme
as the ones Vilar describes, the discussion needs to be expanded for everyone, a view shared by
many, regardless of their beliefs about abortion policy. Frances Kissling, former president of
Catholics for Choice, argues that this dichotomy is no longer functional: “The positions we have
taken up to now are inadequate for the questions of the 21st century.” She believes that
inflexibility in those promoting abortion rights will ultimately lead to “far more draconian
policies—and, eventually, no choices at all.”
Similarly, Catholic moral theologian and board member of Democrats for Life Charles C.
Camosy proposes that people who consider themselves at opposing ends of the choice/life
spectrum agree on more than they do not. His proposed policy, “The Mother and Prenatal Child
Protection Act,” contains predicable measures related to abortion itself, where he advocates for
paternalistic gatekeeping measures such as only allowing “direct abortion” to save the mother’s
life as determined by “an independent team of physicians and community members” (150), and
“indirect abortion (C-section, early pregnancy induction, hysterectomy, etc.)” requires that
“nonconsensual sex must be demonstrated in court by a preponderance of the evidence” (152).166
However, his suggestions for improvements in the structural issues that make the choice to
parent difficult for many individuals, including gender pay equity, paid maternity leave, and two
years of universal pre-K (151), closely mirror those suggested by reproductive justice advocates.
Feminist philosopher and theorist Drucilla Cornell also finds the term “choice”
problematic:
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As is evident to anyone who watched the Kavanaugh confirmation hearings in 2018, this is a high bar.
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I put the word “choice” in quotation marks to point out the absurdity of thinking
of abortion in this context. No woman chooses to have an unwanted pregnancy,
nor does any woman choose to undergo a painful and traumatic surgical
procedure. If women were truly in control of their bodies, and had the ability to
exercise free choice, abortions would be unnecessary. (246n4)
The situation Cornell describes here accurately anticipates Vilar’s, though not in an expected
way. Cornell believes that “[n]o woman chooses to have an unwanted pregnancy”; Vilar takes
action (or fails to take action) to get pregnant because she desires the pregnancy. It is only
“unwanted” in her husband’s eyes and in the context of their marriage that he controls and with
which he purports motherhood cannot coexist. Though Vilar’s decisions are not what Cornell
imagines, they ultimately support her idea that the conversation is not really about “choice.”
While Cornell’s statement that true choice would render abortion unnecessary is unrealistic, the
concept of “bodily integrity” that she proposes provides another lens for looking at reproduction
that opens more space than the choice/life dichotomy. She writes, “Understood under the rubric
of bodily integrity, the wrong in denying a right to abortion is not a wrong to the ‘self,’ but a
wrong that prevents the achievement of the minimum conditions of individuation necessary for
any meaningful concept of selfhood” (Cornell 33). While Cornell’s conception of “bodily
integrity” is more helpful in the examination of Vilar’s case than the choice/life dichotomy, the
theoretical nature may exist on too abstract a plane to accommodate adequately issues of race,
ethnicity, and other points of intersectionality and thus may elide such concerns, at least in more
general discourse on abortion.
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Some issues not specifically addressed by “bodily integrity” may be engaged by
reproductive justice. This term integrates reproductive rights and social justice (Ross and
Solinger 9). In their introduction to their anthology on the subject, Loretta Ross et al. write:
We challenged how liberal ideology misused the concept of rights and justice to
situate responsibility for health and wellness in individual choices, while ignoring
the institutionalized barriers that constrict individual choices such as racism,
homophobia, sexism, classism, ableism, or xenophobia, or more simply, lack of
access to appropriate and comprehensive healthcare. (18-19)
This framework notably centers people “rather than a product or procedure” (Block 8). In the
context of all three generations of Vilar’s family, it would interrogate the poverty and carceral
state that would keep Lolita from her daughter and the medical system that would sterilize
Gladys Mirna against her will and deny her the hormonal treatments that would have kept her
healthy, and this is a framework that better accommodates a situation like Vilar’s as well.
Though Vilar writes her second memoir more than a decade after the introduction of the
reproductive justice framework, she still opts to position herself within the choice/life
dichotomy, which perhaps makes sense given its continued ubiquity and greater clarity for a
popular audience. The choice for second-wave feminist Robin Morgan to write the introduction
allows her to state unequivocally, “Vilar is a pro-choice feminist” (ix). Just as Luis A. Ferré uses
his daughter’s introduction as a tacit endorsement of his writing and ideas, Vilar uses the weight
of Morgan’s introduction to endorse her feminism. In the 1960s, Morgan was a member of
CORE (Congress on Racial Equality) and SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee)
and a founder of the New York Radical Women. Her anthology Sisterhood is Powerful (1970) is
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considered a seminal text of the feminist movement, and she was a former editor-in-chief of Ms.
magazine. Notably, she invented the symbol of the women’s movement (the raised fist within the
women’s symbol), created the word “herstory,” and organized the 1968 protest of the Miss
America pageant, the origin of the myth of the “bra-burning feminist” (Robin Morgan).167
Morgan functions as almost a stereotype of a feminist to insulate Vilar from, at least, her prochoice readers, through this paratextual surround.
In her first attempt, though, Vilar is unable to write about her abortions, and this is to be
expected. Though there are clear differences between the memoir genre and multimedia outlets
like television and movies, for example, it is worth noting how what is “allowed” in the public
sphere depends upon the current climate, something referred to as “the Overton window,” or “the
window of discourse,” named for Joseph P. Overton, formerly of the libertarian Mackinac Center
for Public Policy. While Joseph Lehman, current president of that organization, terms it as “a
model that describes how ideas and policies change” rather than “a negotiating technique”
(Gladstone and Garfield), many individuals view it as a means to identify the current allowable
discourse in the interest of shifting the needle in one direction or the other in the future. Almost
all media discussions of abortion are initially censored, either by the writers or producers
themselves or by the financial backers for said media outlets.168 The examples of the television
show Maude, the movie Dirty Dancing, and several generations of public abortion
announcements or affirmations in the media show how shifts in the Overton window on abortion
are impermanent and require maintenance, perhaps spurred by anger.
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Fires were not allowed on the boardwalk, so no bras were burned in the protest (Tanenbaum and Engler).
Sociologist Gretchen Sisson’s Abortion Onscreen Database is a valuable resource for tracking media portrayals
of abortion over time.
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One of the most famous examples of a television portrayal of abortion is the two-episode
arc “Maude’s Dilemma” on Maude (1972-1978), a spin-off of All in the Family (1971-1979),
broadcast on November 14 and 21, 1972. Maude Findlay (Bea Arthur) decided to have an
abortion at a significant moment: after abortion had been legalized in New York, where the show
was set, and two months before the passage of Roe v. Wade.169 This portrayal was noteworthy as
the first abortion by a main character on television, and it became “a lightning rod for enormous
criticism” (Beale).
Because creator Norman Lear had already used a miscarriage storyline on All in the
Family, he decided that to repeat this storyline on the spin-off “would be a copout” and to
portray an abortion instead (Beale).170 The miscarriage on the original show opened a dialogue
on pregnancy that allowed Maude’s abortion on the spin-off; Lear’s established standing as a
television writer and producer allowed him to include a controversial storyline in Maude’s first
season, as well as the clout to threaten to pull the show entirely when the network was initially
cautious.
Abortion was positioned as the only rational choice based on the main character’s
position in life. Maude was a forty-seven-year-old grandmother, so her pregnancy was played for
laughs, and two doctors in the show voiced the risks of carrying such a pregnancy to term at her
age (“Part 1”). When she and her husband, Walter (Bill Macy), finally agreed on an abortion, she
asked him for reassurance. He replied, “For you, Maude, for me, in the privacy of our own lives,
The show’s specific setting in Westchester County has added significance. The Jane collective often arranged for
Chicago women seeking abortions to fly to New York and travel to a clinic in Dobbs Ferry, a town in Westchester,
which they could do “[f]or about $300, airfare included…and return the same day” (Kaplan 99).
170
This episode was prompted in part by a contest rather than political advocacy: the organization Zero Population
Growth offered a $10,000 prize for the best population control storyline, so, producer Rod Parker said, while
“everyone came in with ideas for vasectomies,” their show chose a different direction (Beale). The story arc
included a vasectomy subplot in which Walter announced he was going to get a vasectomy after his golf game (“Part
1”), but he never followed through (“Part 2”).
169
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you’re doing the right thing” (“Part 2”). Walter’s mention of “privacy” foreshadowed Justice
Blackmun’s discussion of the right to privacy in the Court’s majority opinion in Roe. The twoepisode arc received an enormous reaction, both positive and negative, in the form of almost
7,000 letters of protest and a media campaign by the United States Catholic Conference (Beale).
Lewis Beale’s article on “Maude’s Dilemma” was written in 1992, twenty years after the
episodes air, at a more sensitive political moment. Susan Harris, the writer of the story arc,
acknowledged the increased conservatism at the time of the article relative to that of the airing of
the episodes, and that to take such a stand would have been less likely at the later time because of
the increased influence of the right.171 After a show gains its footing or a showrunner gains
acceptance or power, like Lear, then an abortion plotline might be allowed, but such gains are
not guaranteed to those without access to power. Similarly, though Vilar had been published
once, she did not have anywhere near the level of clout in her industry as Lear had in his, so
there was no guarantee that her next book would be accepted, especially because of her abortion
discussion.
Portrayals of abortion in movies were taboo under the Motion Picture Production Code,
more popularly known as the Hays Code, in effect from 1930 to 1968 (Hess, “Shmashmortion”).
After the end of this prohibition, abortion depictions were technically allowed before the law
followed suit. Though Dirty Dancing came out in 1987, it was set in 1963, when the procedure
would have still been illegal in New York. Eleanor Bergstein, the writer, felt it was important to
include a coat-hanger abortion in particular to inform younger women of pre-Roe situations
using “very purple language” (Crawford). A character describing the abortion said, “He didn’t
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Similarly, Cameron Crowe, who wrote the movie Fast Times at Ridgemont High, argues that the relatively lowconflict abortion scene he wrote that “caused little stir in 1982” would be “outrageously controversial” at the time he
was interviewed, almost thirty-seven years later (Parker).
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use no ether, nothing…The guy had a dirty knife and a folding table. I could hear her screamin’
in the hallway.”172 Perhaps anticipating her lack of the clout with movie studios that Lear had
with television studios, Bergstein strategically made the abortion integral to the plot so that it
could not be eliminated by studio interference.
This tactic mirrored her approach to the movie itself. In her first movie, It’s My Turn
(1980), Bergstein had written a “dirty dancing” scene that was deleted by studio executives. This
experience taught her to avoid future meddling by naming the movie after the element that she
wanted to maintain. As she stated in an interview, “I’m gonna write a film, and you can take out
everything, but you can’t make the film without the dirty dancing” (“Dirty”).
Similarly, a national sponsor wanted the abortion scene eliminated, but because she could
not delete the abortion without collapsing the entire story, they lost the sponsorship, but the
abortion remained intact. She states, of any political theme: “If it’s in the corner of the frame, it
will always go out” (Crawford). Bergstein’s experience with outside interference shows how it
might take multiple attempts to get something included in one’s work, just as Vilar needed to
write a second memoir covering approximately the same period of time as the first. Also,
because Vilar based so much of her second memoir on a multiplicity of abortions and included
the word itself in her subtitle, that assured that her abortion experience was integral and thus
could not be eliminated from her work.
Even the very statement of having had an abortion, or a statement of support for abortion,
is a political action that has had to keep repeating itself over time, despite supposed advances in
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Journalist and former Ms. magazine editor Jennifer Block remembers watching Dirty Dancing at sleepovers when
she was twelve years old: “The image of Penny sweating and shaking on a bed after her back-alley abortion became
for me the nightmare scenario of what a reversal of Roe might create” (247).
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reproductive rights. The briefest of abortion pieces are open letters and petitions in which a
simple signature serves as acknowledgement of participation or endorsement. Inspired by the
French “Manifesto of the 343” of 1971, written by Simone de Beauvoir and signed by authors
Marguerite Duras and Monique Wittig, director Agnès Varda, and actress Catherine Deneuve,173
the first Ms. magazine in the spring of 1972 featured the original American “We Have Had
Abortions” petition. Among the 53 American signatories, besides the magazine’s co-founders
and editors Gloria Steinem and Dorothy Pitman Hughes, are writers Susan Sontag and Anaïs Nin
(“#WeWontGoBack”).174 Before the Roe decision in 1973, the American Journal of Obstetrics
and Gynecology published a letter signed by 100 ob-gyn professors imploring more of their
colleagues to learn a particular abortion technique in anticipation of increased need (Block 256).
Ms. repeated the 1972 campaign in anticipation of Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt in
2006, and this inspired an amicus brief presented to the Supreme Court signed by 100 women
lawyers, judges, law professors, and other legal professionals (“Attorneys”).
Nearly half a century after those initial petitions, women today still feel the need to
announce their abortions in order to normalize them, as is evidenced by the current use of
abortion-related hashtags on social media platforms, including #ShoutYourAbortion,
#YouKnowMe, and #WeWontGoBack, a more decentralized approach to gathering similar
stories. #YouKnowMe, for example, was proposed by actress Busy Phillips in the wake of
restrictive abortion laws being passed in Alabama and George in 2019 (Catherine Kim). She
shared her abortion story on her talk show, then invited others to join her on Twitter, where
former president of Planned Parenthood Cecile Richards, U.S. Representative Jackie Speier, and
Disappointingly, Deneuve also signs a petition protecting “men’s ‘right to bother’ from the incursions of #metoo
and its French sister, #balancetonporc (expose your pig)” (Traister 184-85).
174
Vilar has been influenced by signatories of both the French and American petitions. She references both de
Beauvoir and Nin in her work.
173
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actress and one-time New York gubernatorial candidate Cynthia Nixon told their own abortion
stories or the stories of those whom they love. These repeated efforts over the years have shown
the willingness of individuals, those with fame or recognition in relevant fields, to serve as
examples or voice their support for reproductive justice. However, the fact that such efforts need
to repeat themselves reinforces the idea that any shifts in public discourse are rarely permanent
and require continuous effort to maintain.
Just as Vilar may have been hampered by the fickle nature of abortion discourse, she also
may have been troubled by the mismatch between her abortion writing and her pro-choice
feminist stance. Just as the strict choice/life divide does not exactly work for Vilar, neither does
it describe the general tone of her work, which goes against the grain of most abortion writing.
Kassi Underwood, who writes about her own abortion experience in May Cause Love: An
Unexpected Journey of Enlightenment After Abortion (2017), notes a bright dividing line in
abortion narratives between relief and regret (3). She considers this division artificial, given that
it did not reflect her own experience, but it is logical that many writers will not want to muddy
the waters with ambiguity if they want to support a political position. Bonow and Nokes’ 2018
anthology Shout Your Abortion provides representative examples of pro-choice feminist abortion
essays expressing relief, like Australian feminist Clementine Ford’s announcement, “Reader, I
was relieved as fuck” (29).
Bonow and Nokes’ collection has a somewhat parallel counterpart in the collection
“Voices of Those Who Mourn: Reflections by Women Who Have Had Abortions” featured on
the website Feminists for Life.175 Though some consider pro-life feminism antithetical, the
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There is a clear symmetry in the names of groups that function as exceptions: Feminists for Life, Democrats for
Life, and Catholics for Choice.
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website leans heavily on its claimed feminist status, referencing “feminist foremothers” like prolife suffragist Alice Paul, and the collection cited here is found in the “Herstory” section. This
organization utilizes the term invented by Morgan, mentioned above, to claim feminist
credibility, just as Vilar borrows Morgan’s ethos to introduce her own narrative. Of course, there
is a difference between using Morgan’s term and gaining Morgan’s endorsement, but the impulse
is similar. The expressions of regret in this collection can be seen in Denise’s (no last name
given) story. She writes, “Yes, it was a baby, not a tissue, a mass, a ‘condition’ that needed
correcting. She was alive and real and would be 25 years old if I had given her the opportunity to
live.”
The above examples are short pieces in feminist-identified collections, both pro-choice
and anti-abortion. Examining longform nonfictional works featuring abortion from a feminist
perspective makes the most sense to look at in relation to Vilar. With Shrill: Notes from a Loud
Woman by Lindy West (2016) and Sex Object: A Memoir by Jessica Valenti (2017), though
abortion only takes up a limited section of each of these memoirs, these passages contain
significant tropes of the would-be abortion memoir genre. Like Vilar, both West and Valenti are
self-identified feminist writers. Lindy West, co-founder of #ShoutYourAbortion, identifies
herself as a “feminist killjoy” (“Ask”), subscribing to Sara Ahmed’s concept (251-68); Jessica
Valenti, co-founder and former executive director of the feminist website Feministing, calls
herself “a professional feminist” (26). As non-Latinx white women, both West and Valenti
operate from a position of privilege that Vilar does not have.176

This is a similar point of reference as Bonow and Nokes’ collection, for which West writes the foreword. Bonow
acknowledges the movement’s white, middle-class, and coastal roots, credits Loretta Ross and the other women of
color founders of the reproductive justice movement, and writes: “We hope to weaponize this privilege in a way that
makes the world kinder and more just for everyone” (Preface xiii). This is aligned with Traister’s call to other white
feminists: “But crucially—urgently—the opportunity is not simply to be angry on their own behalf, but also at the
176
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While she might have had to wait for an abortion because she had just paid rent and has
to wait for her next payday, West recognizes that it was just a matter of waiting or “hav[ing] an
awkward conversation I did not want to have with my supportive, liberal, well-to-do-mother”;
she writes, “Privilege means that it’s easy for white women to do each other favors. Privilege
means that those of us who need it the least often get the most help” (Shrill 62). Valenti says, “I
had a job, money, and enough family support to have a baby. But I also had a shitty
boyfriend…and was in the process of finishing my first book” (17). She can pay over a thousand
dollars for the privacy and the “shameful sense of superiority” of “an early abortion in a private
clinic” (17). Both have somewhat complicated feelings about their abortions but are ultimately
glad that they got them. Valenti, like Vilar, has more than one abortion and feels ambivalent
about it: “The feminist who gets one abortion is understandable, expected even. The woman—
the mother—who gets two, though, must be doing something wrong with her life” (179).177
Like Vilar, both West and Valenti must deal with people being unkind online.178 West’s
stance on rape jokes brings attention to the fact that she is a fat woman, is happy with being fat,
and has had an abortion. One troll, defined by victims’ rights lawyer and advocate Carrie
Goldberg and co-writer Jeannine Amber, as those individuals “who terrorize victims under the
cloak of internet anonymity” (6), assumes an online presence as her recently deceased father,
creating a Twitter account with the biography “embarrassed father of an idiot” (West, “Ask”);179
later, there are six more copycats who do the same, one asking, “Why did you kill my

injustices faced by other women, women who experience those injustices in part thanks to the very mechanisms that
protect and enrich those white women” (128).
177
Erin (no last name given) writes of her multiple abortions in Bonow and Nokes’ collection, “I sensed that one
abortion was more or less acceptable, but four? That would be like announcing to the world that you were a total
fuckup” (51).
178
Infamous conservative troublemaker Milo Yiannopolous features both West and Valenti in his Breitbart article
“Does Feminism Make Women Ugly?”
179
In an odd turn of events, the troll later apologizes and donates money to the cancer ward where West’s father had
been treated. Their two-hour phone conversation is excerpted on an episode of This American Life (“Ask”).
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grandchild?” (Shrill 254). Valenti becomes a target because the website she begins, Feministing,
has as its logo an image of a sexy “mudflap” girl giving the middle finger and she has the
audacity to wear a tight sweater while posing in a photo with Bill Clinton (Waldman). Both
writers are subject to online attacks that are remarkably like the one about Vilar at the beginning
of this chapter: West gets, “Kill Yourself” (“Ask”); 180 Valenti gets one telling her she is hurting
the feminist movement: “Hope your children will get violently, brutally raped. And yes, I’m a
feminist and female. Just the trash like you and your website is [sic] polluting the movment [sic]
and doing disservice, ugly fat pig” (198).181 She takes a social media hiatus “after receiving rape
threats against her five-year-old daughter” (Piner). After a series of threats, Valenti takes steps
similar to those of Vilar; she limited public speaking engagements, switched to receiving mail at
a post office box, and made efforts to erase her private information on the internet (Hess,
“Why”).
Because of such ugly consequences for writing about one’s abortion, as experienced by
West and Valenti, as well as Vilar, she employs several subgenres of memoir to shield herself
from disapproval. Suggested by the title are the testimonio and the addiction narrative. Kanost
argues the combination is testimonio and “North American self-help memoir” (Location 2372).
Testimonio is a genre popularized by the literary prize category introduced by Casa de las
Americas, a Cuban publisher, in 1970 (Trigo, Malady 279). While this genre makes sense, on the
surface, given its literal translation as “testimony,” its definition of the intention “to
communicate the situation of a group’s oppression, struggle, or imprisonment” (Smith and
Watson 282) makes less sense in terms of Vilar’s very specific story in the second memoir
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Lindy West is a former writer for Jezebel, the website where NapalmKitty writes her comment to Vilar.
Though this troll identifies as a woman, self-identified fat feminist Virgie Tovar reflects that “it’s
overwhelmingly men who tweet death threats and harass [her] online and dox other vocal feminists” (54).
181
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versus her more collectivist angle in the first. Calling it, as Kanost does, a “North American selfhelp memoir” is not accurate, either, as self-help memoirs generally advocate for a positive
course of action; it is probably safe to say Impossible Motherhood is not a how-to and would
only work as example in the negative. The subtitle suggests association with the addiction
narrative, which Smith and Watson define:
A kind of conversion narrative in which the reformed subject narrates his or her
degeneration through addiction to something—alcohol, drugs, sex, food, the
Internet. Some of the tropes and hallmarks of addiction narratives are the use of
confessional discourse; a narrative structure of a fall into a state of craving often
regarded as disease; a cry for help; first steps toward rehabilitation; and
conversion to sobriety/recovery. (254)
Abortion may seem a strange addition to the list of “alcohol, drugs, sex, food, the Internet,” but
others writing on the same topic use the language of addiction around it as well.182 It also makes
sense given the drug and alcohol addiction in her immediate family (Kanost Location 2433). To
frame abortion as addiction mitigates responsibility somewhat, or at least forestalls critique while
the addict goes through the steps to recovery as outlined above.
Other relevant subgenres are the apology and the confession. Smith and Watson define
the apology: “A form of self-presentation as self-defense against the allegations or attacks of
others, an apology justifies one’s own deeds, beliefs, and way of life. Typically, the formal genre
of the apology admits wrongdoing or expresses regret primarily to excuse its speaker” (255).
Some examples include former Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara’s In Retrospect: The

Underwood discusses her new therapist: “Larry was an addiction specialist. The addiction in question was my
abortion. I was addicted to pregnant bellies” (76). Their addictions are slightly different in that Underwood is
addicted to regretting her abortion, whereas Vilar is addicted to becoming pregnant.
182
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Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam (1995), as well as Sor Juana’s response (1691) and Mary
Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of the Rights of Women (1792) (256). This genre is defined by a
stance of justification. The confession, on the other hand, is defined in this way: “An oral or
written narrative, the confession is addressed to an interlocutor who listens, judges, and has the
power to absolve” (265). This genre also includes telling one’s story, but the story is offered with
the possibility of absolution from the audience. At varying times, Vilar’s Impossible Motherhood
deploys addiction narrative, apology, and confession to mollify a perceived antagonistic
audience.
“You Are Becoming My Origins”
Vilar is harder pressed to account for the final three abortions that happen after her first marriage
and before her second: “[I]f she is no longer under the thrall of her master, why does this pattern
persist?” (Thompson 145). While her boyfriend between husbands is not necessarily described in
such villainous terms as “her first husband, a tyrannical 50-year-old professor” (James), neither
is he presented as her Prince Charming.183
The end of the second memoir rushes toward its happy conclusion. She leaves Syracuse
with the goal of moving to Maine to write. At a Vermont writers’ residency, she meets her future
second husband, the writer Daniel Grandbois. Within the span of a few months, she visits him in
Colorado, he proposes, they marry, and they attempt to conceive. Because she now seeks
motherhood, she pursues the “healthy” identity associated with maternity to deflect questions
about her previous decisions: she represents abortion as addiction and motherhood as cure
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Not discussed here is a minor intrusive audience to her writing: a college boyfriend, Ivan, who reads her diary.
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(Thompson 151). In the context of an addiction narrative, trying to conceive is the initial step
towards her conversion (Smith and Watson 254).
Her language of worry is another step towards motherhood, anticipating problems related
to her past actions and hoping not to precipitate negative effects on the next generation. She
worries that an abnormality found in her “ravaged cervix” (Impossible 193), which she believes
she has abused through her multiple abortions, will lead to cervical cancer and complicate
conception. When she finally becomes pregnant, she then fears that her daughter will be
premature. She discusses her concerns in reading a chapter to an audience while she is visibly
pregnant. According to Thompson, “Rhetorically, the fact that Vilar delivers her talk and goes on
to publish the memoir depends on the culturally sanctioned identity of mother, which authorizes
her to discuss abortion, but only by silencing it as ‘shameful’ and ‘unnatural,’ a pathology from
which she has been cured” (152).184 Her worry about her future daughter’s health positions her as
selfless; her future motherhood allows her to speak. In a blog post about motherhood, she looks
back on a time when her older daughter is smaller; she writes of how her child was
“homeschooled until third grade, safe, warm, shielded from danger and the constant authority
monitoring every aspect of her life, the food she eats, the times for sleep and place”
(“Thinking”). Vilar makes conspicuous her care for her daughter; this is a performance of
constant concern.

Ali Wong’s comedy special, Baby Cobra (2016) presents a similar dynamic. She performs while seven-and-ahalf months pregnant after struggling to conceive, which enables her to joke about her earlier tendency to “[eat] Plan
B like Skittles.” Her visibly pregnant body assures the audience it is safe to laugh because her previous repeated use
of emergency contraception does not preclude her reproductive capacity. In her book to her daughters, she reflects
on the precarious nature of her act: “How would people be able to laugh at my jokes if the baby they were watching
didn’t survive? It would have turned that special into an avant-garde tragedy” (28).
184
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Marriage and maternity often serve as shorthand for resolution and absolution in memoirs
that discussion abortion.185 The ubiquitous tendency to conclude a memoir with marriage
explains the necessity of articles like “How to End a Memoir without Getting Married” (Stein).
Ariel Levy avoids this in The Rules Do Not Apply (2017); she does not include in her memoir
falling in love with and becoming engaged to the doctor who treats her after her miscarriage at
the end of her memoir, lest it invite comparisons with Prince Charming and detract from the
expression of her loss: “Falling in love with him didn’t save me from the grief of losing my son.”
Similarly, Glennon Doyle was told it would be “career suicide” if she revealed that she had
fallen in love with soccer star Abby Wambach while she was trying to advertise the release of
her memoir Love Warrior (2016), a redemption story about healing her marriage after her
husband’s infidelity (Friedman); ultimately, though, it was not. In her memoir No One Tells You
This, Glynnis MacNicol asks, “If this story wasn’t going to end with a marriage or a child, what
then? Could it even be called a story?” (12).186
The writers mentioned above, Lindy West and Jessica Valenti, both contextualize their
abortions with the marriages and motherhoods that follow.187 West writes about her abortion in
temporal relation to falling in love with her future husband, meeting her future stepdaughters,
and getting married, but she also puts it into context with when she stops hating her body,
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Deborah, one of the seven women from the Jane collective who were arrested for performing illegal abortions,
got released from jail before her compatriots based on marriage and motherhood. Her husband and lawyer whisper
to her on the way into night court, “You are Mrs. _____, the wife of a lawyer. You’re going home to your baby. This
man [the judge] is going to let you go home to your baby if you are nice to him.” While she was shocked that they
“were talking to her as if she were a two-year-old,” this strategy not only worked for her, but allowed the other six
women to get out early and at a lower bail based on her precedent (Kaplan 228).
186
This also functions in the reverse. Kathryn Harrison’s alignment with traditional societal standards cast disbelief
on her incest memoir, The Kiss (1997). Gilmore highlights the critique around the book: “If she could marry, have
children, and write the book, they asked, how bad could the incest have been?” (97).
187
Esmé Weijun Wang uses signifiers like her wedding ring and references to attending a “prestigious university” to
prove herself in speaking engagements as a high-functioning schizophrenic: “With these signifiers, I am trying to
say that I am a wife, I am a good patient, I am an entrepreneur” (45).
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receives her “first email from a fat girl saying [West’s] writing had saved her life,” moves to Los
Angeles, starts writing for Jezebel, appears on television, and turns in her book manuscript
(Shrill 56), which later becomes a television show. A few months after her first abortion, Valenti
similarly identifies when she met her future husband and future father of her child (23); she also
mentions that her abortion is followed by the publication of “a book meant for young people who
didn’t quite know if they were feminists or not” (27). Both these feminist writers frame their
abortion narrative by the addition of husbands and children to their lives, but they include their
publications as well. While Vilar participates in this metalanguage of writing about writing to a
degree, it is not integrated into her ending as a requirement for happiness.188
Another important distinction between Vilar’s memoir and those of West and Valenti is
the degree of choice involved in their abortions. While West and Valenti have various
considerations, they have a relative freedom when contrasted with Vilar’s “constrained choice”
(Thompson 137-38; Halperin 51). Her first husband presents motherhood as a stark choice:
motherhood or marriage, motherhood or feminism, motherhood or writing. Drucilla Cornell
argues, “To deny women the conditions in which they can project bodily integrity by turning
their bodies over to the projections of others is to deny them a basic condition of selfhood” (51).
The projections of the “Great Man” exist in terms of the false dichotomies he presents his wife,
and thus he denies her the ability to project bodily integrity. This “constrained choice,” as
discussed by Thompson and Halperin, and lack of “bodily integrity,” as defined by Cornell,
operates not only with her reproductive life but with her writing life and the difficulty of
escaping the expectations of others.

188

This tendency also dictates the endings of reviews of these works, which often have a concluding sentence like
this: “[Vilar] is now married with two children” (Thornton 8). This is not to say that reviews should not include this
information, but that it seems like Vilar’s ending is somehow required for contextualizing her work is significant.
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Vilar’s second marriage, coupled with her eventual ability to conceive, supplies a
satisfactory conclusion that most groups across the reproductive justice spectrum can presumably
celebrate. Thompson points out Vilar’s shift in format and tone in the epilogue to a journal and a
second-person address to her daughter, Loretta (152). (After the memoir’s publication, she had a
second daughter, named Lolita after Vilar’s grandmother.) She utilizes “the tone and conventions
of much ‘mommy lit’ (a direct address to the child, effusing warm confidence balanced by
pensive concerns for her future)” (Thompson 151).189 These “pensive concerns” are represented
by the repeated phrase “I don’t want” (Impossible 219), which Vilar uses “to refer to patterns she
hopes her daughter will not repeat, and describe[es] her writing as a fantasized mode of
protecting her daughter from potentially repeating such patterns” (Halperin 55). In articulating
her hopes for her daughter to escape the dysfunctional cycles of their family, she performs
motherhood, existing beyond reproach, putting her concerns about her daughter first.
In adding another generation, she forestalls the question of her own life by using her
daughter as the answer. She escapes “punishment” for her multiple abortions by performing the
next, seemingly requisite action in a pronatalist society of having a child, which represents a step
towards recovery in an addiction narrative and a justification tinged with regret as required in an
apology.
Her final statement to Loretta is this: “You are becoming my origins” (Impossible 222).
Halperin argues, “This assertion reveals how the daughter allows for the possibility of the
author’s own rebirth and a chance at a new life in defiance of the doomed destiny she fears she
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Former actress and author Amber Tamblyn adopts a similar rhetoric at the end of her memoir that begins with her
decision to have an abortion (1). Her epilogue begins with “Dear Marlow,” a letter written to her two-year-old
daughter, and she addresses her hopes for the future: “My hope for you is a hope for every child who comes into this
world” (252).
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has inherited” (195-96). This is a reversal of her ending of the first memoir, in which her
mother’s death allows her to live. In this case, her daughter’s life allows her to live by replacing
her dysfunctional origins, her “heavy inheritance of politics and mental flamboyance” (Usyk 53).
Because Vilar has embraced motherhood, she has given herself the person to whom she can
address her “diary,” the “you” of the end of the epilogue, the person in whom she can confide. In
the context of the confession, she turns the conversation toward her oldest daughter, using the
second person, and makes her into the interlocutor who can be the very person to absolve her
mother.
In the second memoir, Vilar writes with more freedom from her grandmother and first
husband, which allows her to discuss the abortions that were effectively absent from the first.
However, because of the sensitivity of her topic, she self-censors, taking on the role of mother to
escape scrutiny. According to Thompson, “This more socially acceptable identity of ‘mother’
authorizes the memoir’s otherwise unacceptable testimony of abortion” (151). This is evident
particularly in her epilogue, where she reverts to a diary format, addressed to her oldest daughter,
and puts forth the fairytale ending that she thinks her audience wants to hear.
Vilar can write herself an ending in her second memoir; however, she wields the
domesticity of her second marriage and the birth of her children in order “to appease its
anticipated hostile audience” (Thompson 140). By pre-empting her own story with the
introduction of her daughter’s, she proleptically shields herself from her audience’s judgment.
“Every Drop of Blood”: Conclusion
These days, Irene Vilar appears to be taking up more space in the world. She now feels
sufficiently safe to publish photos of her daughters on the internet. Now that the girls are older,
she posts on Facebook about enjoying their hikes together: “There is no greater pleasure than
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your busy teenage daughters taking your hand and telling you their secrets and their cravings and
desires!! This only happens on long hikes of more than three hours!”190 She posted this message
on the page of Promotores Verdes, a family-based program promoting experiences in nature, just
one of the initiatives of Americas for Conservation + the Arts, an organization of which is she is
a founder and CEO (“Irene Vilar”). Her leadership in “[t]he first and only Boricua found and
led…environmental organization” in the U.S., one that encompasses the arts as well as
conservation efforts (“Directors”), indicates her embrace of a broad and intersectional
perspective.
She also has since divorced her second husband. In a May 30, 2018 blog post, she writes,
“On Tuesday I divorced the anglo father of my children after an eight hour court day I have yet
to make sense of” (“Footprints”). She writes, “I must mourn the loss of my marriage to a man for
whom my work was contradictory to our love” (“Thinking”). While she writes this after the end
of her second marriage, the same easily could be said of her first marriage as well.
Do some of these facts matter more than others? Must her ending be related to her marital
status or her motherhood? For some, this coda might function as a cancelation of Vilar’s happy
ending at the end of her second memoir. Leigh Gilmore writes, “The ethics of engaging with
witnesses bereft of an uplifting story does not mean that others should supply them with one, but,
instead, consists in the formation of publics that do not require it” (Tainted 154). Vilar, like Ferré
and Kincaid, must create her own space to tell her story; her story cannot be contained within
one memoir, so she writes two. She needs multiple subgenres of memoir—illness narrative,
political hagiography, and filiation narrative in the first; addiction narrative, apology, and

“No hay placer más grande que tus hijas adolescents siempre tan ocupadas te tomen de la mano y te cuenten sus
secretos y sus ansias y anhelos!! Esto solo pasa en caminatas largas de más de tres horas!”
190
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confession in the second—to tell her story, and it continues beyond the publication of these two
works. In the process of writing her own life and attempting to accommodate her audiences, she
bends the memoir genre to accommodate her narrative. Examining the two memoirs together
shows the power of others to influence one’s writing and the struggle to direct one’s own
narrative.
Vilar’s first memoir discusses mental illness; her second memoir opens an important
dialogue on abortion. As she points out, “Beyond the antiseptic, practical language of Planned
Parenthood and the legalistic or moralistic discourse of Roe v. Wade and its pro-choice and prolife counterparts, there are few words to articulate individual, intimate accounts” (Impossible 4).
In her 2009 interview with Susan Donaldson James, she states that she hopes to promote
women’s use of “procreation as power.” That it takes Vilar two books to tell her story is not a
misfortune. In her foreword to The Ladies’ Gallery, written after the publication of Impossible
Motherhood, Carlin Romano asks, “Is it still authentic, as every drop of blood is the blood of a
person, but not all of that person’s blood?” (x). Vilar spills her blood, but not all at once, and not
all in the same place.
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CONCLUSION
On January 15, 2019, The Brooklyn Historical Society hosted a talk between Rebecca Traister,
author of Good and Mad: The Revolutionary Power of Women’s Anger (2018), and Julie Scelfo,
author of The Women Who Made New York (2016), titled “On Fury and Feminism.” I sat in the
audience like a tightly strung wire, energized by the women around me and our collective and
visceral anger, something that I had felt in the air for several months, a few years, actually.
Traister shared a tweet by Erin Keane, executive editor of Salon Media Group: “Every woman I
know has been storing anger for years in her body and it’s starting to feel like bees are going to
pour out of all of our mouths at the same time” (@eekshecried). This image brought to mind the
end of Rosario Ferré’s short story, “The Youngest Doll,” mentioned in the introduction to this
dissertation and in Chapter 2: “Then the doll lifted up her eyelids, and out of the empty sockets
of her eyes came the frenzied antennae of all those prawns” (6). Mouths full of bees, eyes full of
prawns, it feels like women are at the point of bursting.
In this conversation, Traister argued, “Anger can be incredibly connective.” Indeed, this
anger serves to connect these three women writers to each other, and to connect these women
writers to me. I am not from the Caribbean like they are. I write from near Church Avenue in
Brooklyn, which for me the next-best thing until that sweet, sweet grant money comes rolling in.
Church Avenue intersects with Rogers Avenue, part of which (between Farragut Road and
Eastern Parkway) has been renamed Jean-Jacques Dessalines Boulevard after one of the leaders
of the Haitian Revolution (Mays).
When I first moved here, the three corners of the intersection were a Jamaican restaurant,
a Haitian restaurant, and a Trinidadian restaurant; now that I have lived her for a few years, I am
more familiar with the range of roti shops in a few blocks’ radius (Nio’s, Jen’s, and Rama’s).
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Higglers sell at the lot by the subway and at random spots along the sidewalk; the book store
blasts language tapes in Kreyol and Spanish; and banners for the Jamaican Jerk Festival and
Guyana Day advertise performances by Capleton, Bunki Garlin, and Kapa Shanti. Older women
wear beautiful hats on their way to several churches, even on weekdays, like Goshen Temple of
Seventh-day Adventists, The Gospel Tabernacle Church of Jesus Christ, or Deeper Life World
Outreach Ministries.
I come to Caribbean literature through a postcolonial literature course requirement in
Brooklyn College’s Master’s program in English, choosing the class based on work schedule as
much as anything else. It was Professor Gonsalves’ course, “The West Indian Novel,” where I
first read Earl Lovelace, Jean Rhys, Derek Walcott, Zee Edgell, and Paule Marshall. It was my
first graduate course with mostly students of color; it was my only course there taught by a
professor of color. When reading Wide Sargasso Sea, one of the students brought in a
christophine, a Caribbean squash with the same name as one of the characters in the novel; she
knew just from looking around the classroom that many of us would not have known about it. It
struck many as unusual that I was reading Caribbean literature when I was not from that place,
and it felt like a tremendous shame that so many people were missing out on these fascinating
works from such a tiny, complicated corner of the world. That realization led me to the CUNY
Graduate Center, where I continued my study of Caribbean authors and began focusing on
Caribbean women authors in particular.
Though I connect to these authors and their characters through our shared anger, it is still
difficult at times to articulate my connection to this literature. It may be that the Caribbean is, as
Jamaica Kincaid calls it, “a small place,” and I come from a small place as well. In January 2008,
Cornelius Eady published a poem about my hometown in The New Yorker, the same publication
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that launched Kincaid’s career. “Cairo, N.Y.” examines life “on / The wrong side of / The
Hudson River” (3-5). He imagines its residents:
Our streets are sad
In the way our bodies
Are sad as we
Dream of our beautiful selves (15-18)
There is the initial level of insult in the recognition that someone seemingly has driven through
and gotten it right; then there is the level of insult in the recognition that someone has written it
and believed that no one from Cairo, N.Y., would read it. (It’s pronounced “Karo,” like the
syrup, by the way.) I hunted down Eady’s email address to ask him about the poem; I never
received a response. Still, at least he knew that at least one person from Cairo, N.Y., read “Cairo,
N.Y.” in The New Yorker.
Jamaica Kincaid, Rosario Ferré, and Irene Vilar write from the memory of “small
places,” whether of a tiny house in Antigua filled with a larger-than-life mother, behind a
beautiful garden wall in Puerto Rico that “announced a world different from the ‘outside’ where
justice and beauty were not at odds with each other” (Ferré, Memoir 45), or a psychiatric hospital
room in upstate New York, full of scribbled index cards. They are sometimes thwarted by
members of their own family who burned their books, believed their feminist leanings immature,
or told them they could not be mothers and writers at the same time. Still, they managed to write.
In Chapter 1, Jamaica Kincaid writes, fueled by anger, non-fiction that is fictional and
fiction that is non-fictional. She worries less about pleasing her family and the rules of genre
than telling a good story. In Chapter 2, Rosario Ferré bent the novel genre in one novel by
layering narration and intention and in another by surrounding a small core story with a
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constellation of extended familial vignettes. When she was able to create distance from her
family, she was in a better position from which to critique. In Chapter 3, Irene Vilar attempts to
please so many different reading audiences that she writes a memoir packed with several
subgenres to carry out her many aims. She requires a second memoir to correct for omissions in
the first, which creates space for her narrative aims.
Though these women are from “small places,” they still stretch and scrape at their
ceilings, rasping against restrictions, pushing against the rules of genre until they bend. This is
despite Naipaul’s statement, “History is built around achievement and creation; and nothing was
created in the West Indies” (Middle 20), nonsensical in its own right because of his own
significant body of work. These women need to create and to take up space, now more than ever
in this current political climate where the walls are closing in on us all. So many women are
continuously creative out of necessity, developing strategies to counteract a world that denies
them space, sound, and time. Riot grrrl Kathleen Hanna screamed “girls to the front” to give
women room to dance at punk shows (Punk);191 female staffers brought human microphone
techniques from Occupy Wall Street into the Obama White House, where they amplified each
other’s voices (Solis); and U.S. Representative Maxine Waters repeated “reclaiming my time”
over and over, cutting through nonsense like a sharp knife (Emba).
Women need to create their own spaces because retrograde policies seek to take them
away. With the retirement of Justice Anthony Kennedy and the appointment of Justice Brett
Kavanaugh, the United States Supreme Court has lost its balance and Roe v. Wade is in peril.

Hanna admits this also provided the band more safety on stage. Later, she stopped her “schtick” because she felt
it was limiting: “I had started to really have issues with what did that mean to the men of color in the room, what did
it mean to…butch lesbians who were often mistaken for boy[s]—like, there’s just a lot of questions about
essentializing the term ‘girl,’ and that was part of the reasons why I stopped doing it.”
191
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Puerto Rico is still recovering after Hurricane Maria, over two years later, because the United
States government does not value citizens from commonwealths as much as those from states.
Inhumane border policies against asylum seekers rip children from their mothers’ arms, bringing
our country back to the time of the Japanese internment. There remains hope in such situations:
all the above situations provoked anger and protest.192
The Brooklyn Historical Society talk on fury and feminism ended curiously. During the
Q&A session, mid-question, a black woman professor in the audience expressed anger about a
slide projected during the conversation showing the Women’s March, illustrated with a
whitewashed and hair-straightened image of civil rights activist Ella Baker. The conversation
had moved past this topic, and neither Traister nor Scelfo had created the image, but the two
white feminists on the stage almost froze, unsure of how to proceed. They did not want to silence
the black woman in the audience, but they wanted to proceed with the answer Traister had
already begun to give. Because they were at an impasse, the conversation ended, and the event
fizzled. This situation illustrates the importance and challenge of maintaining communication,
even in times of great anger.
Rosario Ferré died on February 21, 2016. It has occurred to me that in her last interview,
she was accused of betraying her feminism and likely never had another opportunity to defend
herself. All three of these writers cover the same material multiple times, allowing them to bring
forth different content, characters, or themes each time. Jamaica Kincaid and Irene Vilar
continue to write, and if they, along with other women writers, continue to rewrite stories, voice
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For example, massive protests in Puerto Rico resulted in Governor Ricardo A. Fosselló’s resignation following
significant corruption and scandal, as well as poor government response following Hurricane Maria (Mazzei and
Robles).
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their anger, bend genres, and experiment with forms and structures, then we may find our way
from “a small place” to one with room for us all.
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